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While the entire Muslim world is on fire (due to armed
revolutions), Israel sits comfortably in the heart of the
Middle East, waiting for the perfect opportunity. Soon
Israel will expand out to pick up the broken pieces of the
war torn countries neighbouring it, so they can make
their 'Greater Israel' which spans from the Nile (Egypt) to
the Euphrates (Iraq).
But will it be able to, while the Islamic State is marching
forward to capture al-Sham (Greater Syria) for the End
times Caliphate seated in Jerusalem?
Read: Black Flags from Palestine, to find out.

Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) informed us:

“War is deception”
Mossad’s motto is: 'by way of deception, you shall do war.'
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TIMELINE
1800 BC – Abraham was born in Iraq, he had two sons: Ismael (father of the Arabs), and
Ishaaq (father of the Jews)
1393 BC – Moses is born
1204 BC - the year of the exodus (emigration) of the Jews from Egypt
935 BC - the year of the death of Solomon (peace be upon him).
722 BC - the year of the destruction of the kingdom of Israel (in the North).
586 BC - the year of the destruction of the kingdom of Judah (in the South).
0BC – Jesus, the Messiah (Christ) is born
570 CE – Muhammad, the final Messenger of God is born.
1095 CE – The Crusades
1924 – Fall of the Ottoman Caliphate
1948 CE - the year of establishing the current state of Israel.
1967 CE - the year in which Israel captured Jerusalem.
2020 CE – the Fall of Rome
2022 CE - the year of the beginning of the end of Israel.
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Introduction – Jewish Population:
Jews today are scattered all across the world. They speak different languages, have different ways of
life and even belong to different ethnicities. But they have one thing in common - they are loyal to
the State of Israel.

Being a Jew means you are either Jewish by blood (your mother was a Jew), or you have officially
converted to the religion of Judaism. Once you are a Jew, you are expected to be loyal to the State of
Israel no matter what, even if you see it committing atrocities and war crimes, because this is the
only 'Jewish State' in the world after all.
The Jewish population in the world is estimated to be about 13 million, although it is likely to be
much higher. This is because there is a big population of Jews who have converted to Judaism
unofficially, being part of the faith group and supportive of the State of Israel, but these Jews are not
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included in the 13 million population estimated. There is also another category of Jews who are
called 'Crypto-Jews', they are those who hide their Jewish identity and claim to follow another faith,
although they are really Jewish in faith and/or blood. For example there are many hints to suggest
there are many crypto-jews in Iran (the place where al-Dajjal [the AntiChrist] will emerge from along
with 70,000 Jews from Isfahan in the end times).
Since Jews were originally Allah's (God/Hashem's) chosen people, and Jesus was also Jewish by
blood (Mary, his mother was Jewish), many Christians have been misguided by their priests over the
centuries into thinking that if they do not support the Jewish people - blindly, they will earn the
wrath of Allah (God). This increases the support group of the Jewish State of Israel even more in the
world. Many Christians have forgotten that it was the Jews who rejected and betrayed Jesus, and according to Christian doctrine- even crucified him. Can they really be God's chosen people even
after their crimes against the Messengers' of God?

In the ebook: Black Flags from Palestine, we will look to the answers for the following questions:


How did the Jews scatter to every corner of the planet after being only a few tribes with
Moses in the Sinai desert 3000years ago?



How was this strange Jewish and Christian alliance formed after many centuries of hatred?



How did this alliance work together to fight their common enemy - the Muslims, so the
Israeli State could form?



How do the Muslims resist the occupation of Palestine and fight back against the more
technologically superior and better financed enemy?



How will the final battle be like?

And much more. So let's move on to the first chapter.
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It began around 4000 years ago…

It began around 4000 years ago, when the Messenger of Allah (God), Abraham had his 2nd son,
Ishaaq.
The first elder son (Ismael) would be the father of the Arabs who Allah described as being extremely
gentle, the other (Ishaaq) would be the father of the Jews, being described as extremely
knowledgeable and intelligent.

Allah says;
(Abraham said): "My Lord! Grant me a son of the righteous. So I gave him tidings of a gentle son
(Ismael) – (Quran 37: 100)
And they (the Angels) gave him (Abraham) glad tidings of an intelligent son (Ishaaq), having
knowledge. (Quran 51:28)

Anyone who has studied the lives of the leaders of global Jihad has seen extreme gentleness and
generosity by the Arab Mujahideen. They have sacrificed the comforts of their own homes, and the
safety of their own families to defend Muslims in every corner of the world.
The Jews however have used their intelligence to control huge sums of wealth in the world, and use
that wealth to make the world fight for them over the centuries.
Within Divine monotheist tradition, humans have always been considered the children of their
father. This is why, Muslims are always surnamed after their father, and the culture has remained
within Christianity too (both originally monotheistic religions). It is only lately that zina (sex outside
of marriage) has become common in the world (a sign of the end times), and marriage is on the
decline, many do not know who their father is...
Within Satanism, humans have been considered children of their mother (because zina/adultery is
so prevalent within Satanic rituals.) When a fortune teller wants to tell your horoscope, he will ask
the name of your mother only.
It is strange to see that although Judaism has been a monotheist religion throughout history, a
modern Jew can only be considered a Jew if his mother is Jewish.
But why? Why is parts of Judaism -the monotheistic faith- imitating the Satanic culture?
For this, we have to go back into the Jewish history...
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History of Jews:
After Ishaaq had been born, Allah (Hashem/God) ordered that Prophet Ibraheem (Abraham) take
Ishaaq to Canaan (now known as Palestine), and Ismael to the desert of Arabia – now to be known as
the city of Makkah.
Prophet Ishaaq (Isaac) grew up in Palestine and had a son called Ya'qub (Jacob) [who would also be
called: 'Israel' (meaning: `the servant of Allah’)]. Israel had 12 sons, one of these sons he loved the
most was called Yusuf (Joseph). Ten of the jealous brothers of Yusuf would kidnap him and throw
him in a well, and Allah had destined that after many difficult years - he would rise up and become
the King of Egypt and forgive them. (Read Quran chapter Yusuf [12] for the full story.) The brothers
would then leave Palestine and emigrate to settle with Yusuf in Egypt. However, over time, there
would be many arguments between the descendants of the 12 Jewish sons for power, which would
make their enemies overpower them (coups are a common historical trend in Egypt even till today).
These enemies -the new Pharoah kings- ensured the 12 tribes of Israel never gained power again,
and so they were made the lowest in society after being the highest. They would now be slaves.
Egyptian culture has a strong history of magic and 'the dark arts.' The Pharoahs' reached the height
of black magical powers, they ensured their stay in power by keeping the masses in a state of fear of
Pharoah and his administration through black magic, doubts and superstitions.
The weak Jews at this time were influenced and in awe of the Pharoah leadership. They always
wondered how the leadership of Egypt had such great power (Egypt was the worlds greatest
superpower then, just like America during the time of Osama bin Laden.)
It was during this time that Allah had destined that He would send Musa (Moses) to Pharoah, Moses
would tell Pharoah to change his tyrannical ways (and to purify himself), not to call himself a god,
and to free the Jews for Moses. Pharoah refused, so Allah sent down divine miracles and
punishments which would prove to Pharoah and the masses of his Egyptian followers that Moses
was on the truth. However, this only made them more stubborn on their disbelief. So after many
years of patience, Allah made the followers of Moses escape Egypt in the darkness of the night, and
Allah would kill Pharoah by drowning him in the Nile...

The Golden Cow:
As the followers of Moses escaped in the Sinai desert, some were carrying the riches (jewellery and
gold) of Egypt with them. Moses told his brother Aaron (Haroon) to lookafter the tribes while he
himself went onto the Mount of Sinai (also known as Mount Toor) to talk to Allah about what
should be done with the Children of Israel.
After seeing so many miracles Allah had given to Moses in Egypt, many Jews were still skeptical of
Moses really being a Messenger of Allah. Some thought (and still today) think he was delusional,
others thought he was an advanced magician.
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While Moses was away, a man from the Israelites called Samarri lit a fire, and began to melt the gold
which he had taken from Egypt. He melted this gold into the shape of a calf (cow) [Arabic: Baqarah].
He then began to worship it and called others to aswell.
The question is, why would he spontaneously do this? Why make a cow out of gold and just start
worshipping it?
In Egypt, the cow was worshipped by the sorcerers who did magic. The cow and bull in idol worship
represent ‘life, wealth and power.’ To get involved in black magic, a person has to do shirk
(polytheism/idol worship - associate partners with Allah [God]) in order to get close to the devil Jinns
(spirits). The Jinns will be invoked (praised highly with godly attributes) and as a result they will enter
into an idol or living being and speak through them [called: "a medium"] to answer the request of
the invoker.
When Moses returned from Mount Toor, he saw the idols and some Jews worshipping it, and was
furious. He went to his brother Aaron and asked him why he let them do this. Aaron replied that he
wanted to stop them but he was scared he would divide the children of Israel. Moses threw the
golden cow in a fire, and Sammarri and those who worshipped the cow with him were killed by their
own relatives as a divine punishment for their blasphemy.

The first Jihad of the Israelites:
As the Israelites travelled in the desert, they were given a promise from Allah that if they fought His
and their enemy, He would give them victory. So Moses commanded them to enter Palestine and
attack, but they did not out of fear. So they were told that they would have to travel in the desert for
40 years, without any land which they could call home.
The Israelites became hungry, and even though they had rebelled, Allah gave them luxury food in
the desert (Manna and Quails), He shaded them with clouds in the desert. But they still whined and
complained, because although they were slaves in Egypt, they had a range of many foods to eat.
Moses became angry and wondered if the Jews really preferred freedom over slavery.
As the years passed in the desert, Moses became old. The Israelites had prevented him from his wish
of liberating and living in the Holy Land. He was a stones throw away from Palestine, when the angel
of death came and took his soul away.
The Israelites had been travelling in the Sinai desert in circles for 40 years, the older generation who
lived in Egyptian slavery had now died, and a new generation who had faced the harshness of desert
life was now growing up. They were told that if they attacked Allah's enemy and their enemy, they
would be victorious. The new generation of believers followed the guidance.
The armies lined up to face Goliath (Jaaloot) who was the superpower of the world at that time.
While the Israelites were the poor Bedouins in the desert. David (Dawud) put his trust fully in Allah,
raised a slingshot with a stone to throw/shoot at the fully armored Goliath and bang, he was dead.
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With Goliath now on the floor, his army was on the run, the Israelites killed some while capturing
others. David would be appointed the king of the children of Israel.

The 1st Kingdom of Israel:
All the Jews would be united under the kingdom of David, with its capital being Jerusalem (meaning:
Daar us-Salaam - 'the home of peace'). David would judge between the people fairly based on the
law Allah revealed to Moses in the Torah, and at other times he would secretly worship Allah in the
countryside. Prophet David's kingdom would expand from Palestine, all the way west till the
Euphrates in Iraq (all this area is called Bilaad al-Shaam (Greater Syria) in Arabic.)
After David passed away, his son called Solomon (Sulaimaan) took power. He continued to expand
the empire till he reached Yemen. But there was something special about Solomon. He had prayed
to Allah to give him powers which no-one had ever or would ever get in history. So Allah gave him
the ability to; control the winds (by which he could fly anywhere he wanted on a carpet), he could
control and communicate directly with Jinn (devils), and also talk with animals.
There were Israelites within Prophet Solomon's kingdom who felt jealous of the divine gift Allah had
bestowed on him, so they began to plot against him. They felt frustrated at Prophet Solomon's strict
implementation of the Law of Moses, and they wanted to end his rule and get the riches which
Solomon's palace had. Yes, Prophet King Solomon had a palace where people worshipped Allah
alone, it could be called a Masjid (place where people prostrate [sajdah] to Allah), or it would be
called Masjid al Aqsa [the Furthest Mosque from Makkah] in the future, or it would be called
Solomon's Temple by others. Prophet Solomon beautified it to prove that the Kingdom of Allah is
better than all other kingdoms, and so other queens and princes should submit to God's superior
power. Queen Sheba (Bilqees) was one of those who submitted to Allah, and to Prophet Solomon’s
great kingdom.
Prophet Solomon was extremely strict, he did not allow injustice and this reputation of his was
known across the known world in his time period. There is a Biblical story of him judging between
two women who both argued that a baby was their own, and that the other had kidnapped it.
Prophet Solomon judged that the baby should be executed. Suddenly, one of the women screamed
and shouted: 'No, the baby is hers!' Prophet Solomon then gave the baby to this woman because he
knew that no true mother would let her child be killed.
In the latter part of the kingdom of Prophet Solomon, the dark arts and black magic chants started to
creep up publically. This involved blasphemy, and Prophet Solomon knew it. He would begin
confiscating the magic spells which were on parchment and behead the magicians who had been
caught. The magic spells which he had confiscated were advanced magic and difficult to get rid of, so
he would place them under his throne away from the eyes of others, so no-one else had access to
them.
After Prophet Solomon passed away, the devils became more confident now that their subjugation
under him had ended.
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A (human) devil came and approached the Palace/Mosque/temple of Solomon, and told the people
present that Prophet Solomon was a magician, and not really a man of God. (Reference: Qasas alAnbiya by Ibn Kathir in the story of Prophet Solomon)
The people got angry at him and were ready to kill him, but he told them to wait, and to look under
the throne of Prophet Solomon. When they looked, they found many magical talismans and
parchments with black magic spells and chants written on them.
They were shocked. The devil told them that this was the secret to Prophet Solomon's true power.
And so, doubts were sowed into the hearts of the children of Israel, and they became divided over
whether he truly was a Messenger of Allah or not. To the extent that many Jews today do not
consider him a Prophet.
After the death of Prophet Solomon - the powerful king who united all the Jews - the Jews would
argue over who will gain the throne to power. Would Rehoboam, the son of Solomon get the throne,
or would someone else?

The historical battle between the good and bad Jews:
So the Jews fought with each other, until the Kingdom of Israel was divided into two kingdoms: Israel
in the North, and Judah to the South. And so the divisions and infighting amongst the Jews would
begin and continue for centuries. Until Allah made their enemies take over them and enslave them
once again. They, after being kings would become slaves to the Persians in Babylon.
In Babylon, magic was widespread. The slave Jews once again would learn the dark arts of magic
within this idol worshipping society. Allah would send Messengers' to them to forbid them from this
idol worship, and some would be killed for forbidding this evil. Evil it is what they used to do, and
what they continue to do.
Allah continued to send Messengers' and Prophets' to the Israelites, to the extent that in every
generation amongst the Jews, there was always atleast one Prophet in their midst. This Prophet may
have been poor and oppressed, but there was a small minority of followers with him. Due to some
righteous believers from the Israelites, Allah would free them from slavery and return them back to
their freedom.
Yet even when they would return, their kings would be tempted to fall into idol worship, because
the devils from mankind promised them eternal riches if they did so. And so, within the Children of
Israel, there has always been a battle between the Messengers' of Allah, vs the devils from men
(sorcerers etc.). In the latter part of Jewish history, the devils have almost always been richer and
more influential over the masses of the Israelites who blindly followed their leaders, and therefore
the majority of Jews have earned the wrath of Allah for refusing the guidance after it has come to
them.
The Jewish kings fell into idol worship, with each king having his own mini kingdom, all fighting each
other for power and worldly riches.
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The mighty Roman empire would now come and take over these mini-kingdoms, and finally take
over Jerusalem, they would destroy the Mosque/Temple/Palace built by Prophet Solomon and make
it into a junkyard. The Jews were disgraced, and they had no power to fight back. Puppet Jewish
tyrants were kept in power to keep control over the Jewish population, the Jews hoped the Messiah
would return to give power back to unite the Jews. It was during this time that Allah sent the
Prophets Yahya (John the Baptist) and 'Eesa (Jesus son of Mary) to the Jews. A minority followed
them, but the majority rejected them because they were poor and not rich. A rich prostitute would
tell a Jewish man to bring her Prophet Yahya (John)'s head, so he killed him, they also killed his
father Prophet Zakariah. They also tried to kill Prophet Jesus, the true Messiah, but were unable to
kill him, rather Allah raised him into the sky for him to come back 2000 +years later. So they were
cursed and earned the wrath of Allah once more.
Now Allah would punish them by scattering them throughout the Earth. They would have no
homeland, no unity, and no sympathy by those in the outside world. They would not only earn the
anger of Allah alone, but the anger of all of mankind, because of what they did, and continue to do...

The Covenant is given to the other children of Abraham:
The Jews were now no longer Allah's chosen people, He would replace them with others who would
follow the Messenger sent to them, who would follow the guidance, and who would serve Him as He
should be served. These would be the other children of Abraham (Ibraheem), through his son Ismael
(the Arabs), and those who followed him from mankind.
Muhammad (meaning: the repeatedly Praised one), the descendant of Ismael would be born in the
city of Makkah (in Arabia).
Abraham had left Ismael and his mother Hajar in the desert of Arabia, based on the commandment
of Allah (God). Here they were left alone, they had no water or food, and baby Ismael cried in thirst.
Hajar was desperate, she ran up and down the mountain valleys of al-Safa and Marwah in search of
water. She prayed to Allah for a miracle. Baby Ismael cried in desperation and kicked the desert
floor, when suddenly water gushed from the ground of this desert barren land. Hajar wanted to
contain the water and so she put sand around it so it became like a well, saying 'Zam zam' (stop,
stop) in her Egyptian language [she was previously an Egyptian princess gifted to Abraham]. She
contained the water, and gave it to baby Ismael who now quietened down. Abraham's reliance on
Allah and Hajar's wish had come true, Allah (God) was on their side.
Some travellers from Yemen (Southern Arabia) were travelling in the desert, in search of water and
saw birds hovering in the sky in the distance. They approached the empty desert land and asked
Hajar if they could drink and share from the water. She agreed, but on the condition that the
ZamZam water belonged to her. They agreed and settled there, this desert holy land would grow in
population and become the future city of Makkah.
As Ismael grew up, he became a hunter and shooter. Out of the two brothers, Ismael was the
chivalrous warrior blood while Ishaaq (Isaac) was the intellectual. Ismael would marry into these
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Yemeni people, and learn their Arabic language (Abraham was Iraqi-Syrian & Arabic originates from
Yemen). The people of Yemen are the people with soft hearts and great wisdom.
The Prophet Muhammad was from from the Qurayshi tribe descending from Ismael who had
married into the Yemeni people. So the final Messenger of Allah (God), Muhammad was a noble and
a descendant of the Shami [Iraqi-Syrian] people (through Abraham), the Egyptians' (from Hajar),
from the Yemenis' (through Ismael's marriage), born in the holy land of Makkah in Arabia. All these
lands are the richest, holiest and most strategic lands in the world throughout history, and Prophet
Muhammad has a historical blood connection with all of them. This was the man who Allah (God)
would choose to be the leading example for humanity till the Last day.
He would achieve in 23 years with the Arabs, what thousands of Prophets' were unable to achieve
with the Jews. He would unite infighting Arab tribes who worshipped rocks and wood into people
who worship/serve 1 God (Allah) alone, who would have the best manners and morals, and became
the leading nation in all the world, in all spheres of life for all of humanity (since the 7th century CE.)
But the Jews remained in denial, they would not accept an Arab Prophet because he was 'not from
the Jews'. All while they had killed many Jewish Prophets' in the past! They had rejected belief in
Prophets' Zakariah and John (Yahya), and also Jesus as the Messiah, they now had also rejected
Prophet Muhammad. How could it be that Allah (God) sent thousands of Prophets generation by
generation to the Jews, and then suddenly stop sending them for 2000 + years? The Jews did not
have an answer, so they waited, and waited, hoping the Messiah would arrive to give them power
and unity once again...

Scattered across the Earth:
Now that the Jews were scattered across the Earth, some from them sought the dark secret
knowledge to find out about the arrival of their saviour, the Messiah. They would contact the spirits
(Jinn), and fortune tellers to inform them if they had any knowledge. They were told the following
signs;
The knowledge was this; If you want the Messiah to arrive, then you have to retake Jerusalem from
the Muslims’, gather the Jewish people within it, and you have to rebuild the Temple/Palace of
Solomon. This is when your chosen one - the Messiah will arrive.

Year 1095 CE – the Crusades:
The Jews knew it was difficult to retake Jerusalem, the Muslims were by now a great power in the
world, it was impossible to fight them since the Jews were a minority, and they had no allies who
were willing to fight the Muslims. Although Muslims were a power for 300 years, many had stopped
following the guidance of Allah and were now busy fighting each other for worldly riches, just like
Jews had in their Jewish history. So the Arabs became weak, and many mini kingdoms were formed
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throughout the Middle East. Although there were mini-kingdoms, riches were still distributed and
widespread in the Muslim world.
It was during this time that the Christians in Europe were seeing the riches of Islam in Umayyad
Spain (al-Andalus), they had tasted it from the Muslims hands, but now wished they could get hold
of this wealth themselves.
Popes of Christian Europe spread propaganda that the Christians in the Middle East were being
persecuted and oppressed by Muslim Saracens, and called for a Crusade. They had promised
forgiveness for all Christians who fought the Muslim enemy, and also riches they had never seen
before. This would be the first time that the European empire would re-unite after hundreds of
years of living in the Dark Ages.
The Crusaders entered al-Shaam (Greater Syria) and massacred millions of Muslims to the extent
that the blood of the Muslims reached to the knees of the Crusaders' horses! Muslims were being
punished for abandoning the divine guidance, for being too attached to the world and sinning
excessively. Muslims were even dealing in Riba (usury/interest) during this time period – which is
equivalent to waging war against Allah! So no-one was spared, not even the Middle Eastern
Christians! The Crusaders' goal was the holy land - Jerusalem.
As the Crusaders took over Jerusalem, there were a small group amongst their midst who were
called the Templars. They had come to the Crusade, not for religious reasons, but to find the secret
eternal riches and powers which they felt Muslims had for centuries. What was their secret? They
were desperate, and began searching under the Temple of Solomon/Masjid al-Aqsa (which by the
Umayyad period the Muslims had rebuilt as Masjid al Aqsa). They would start searching for the
eternal riches and secret powers which their Popes had told them belonged to King Solomon.
Suddenly, the devils' from the Jews approached the Templars and told them; 'Shall I not inform you
of a way to have riches which will never end?' The Templars agreed. This would be the beginning of
the Jewish-Christian alliance. This alliance wouldn't be a divinely inspired alliance based on goodwill, but an alliance based on greed and methods involving the dark arts.
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Kabbalah (Dark Judaism)
A mystical Jewish sect called the Kabbalah have philosophical, superstitious beliefs. Their rituals involve
Idol worship, fortune telling and black magic, all which are part of satanic rituals.
The Kabbalah sect has existed for centuries, possibly even millennia, some argue it goes back to the
time of Samarri who made and worshipped the golden cow idol during the time of Moses. People who
are involved within the Kabbalah usually do so seeking worldly power and riches by invoking spirits
(Jinn) and praising them in a godly way through idols and sacrificing animals/people for them. The
Zionist Jews take pride in the fact that through Kabbalah – they have been able to make many branches
of sorcery in different parts of the world.
People who seek worldly power, fame and riches through immoral means, (especially politicians and
poets and musical singers today) will be approached by devils from men and jinn so they can misguide
more people. If a person chooses to accept a covenant with satan, they will be given some limited
worldly riches and powers they seek, but it comes at a price. This is the oath they all have to make to
satan in return for his deceptive favours (deceptive - because he may not give them exactly what they
ask for but they are still binded to the pact);

"I hereby promise the Great Spirit Lucifuge [editors note: Lucifer – is satan], Prince of Demons, that each
year I will bring unto him a human soul to do with as it may please him, and in return Lucifuge
promises to bestow upon me the treasures of the earth and fulfil my every desire for the length of my
natural life. If I fail to bring him each year the offering specified above, then my own soul shall be forfeit
to him (i.e. the person will be killed as a sacrifice to satan).
Signed . . . . . . . . . . . . . " [they then sign their name with their own blood with their left hand]

Allah informs us:

“Evil is what they sold their souls (nafs) [to the devil] for, if only they knew…” (Quran 2:90)
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Although Christians and Jews had been enemies for 1000 years due to the torture against Jesus's
followers, now the world order would change forever. The Jews and Christians would make a dark
satanic alliance. A contract by which all dark and [religiously] forbidden methods would be used to
get an unlimited amount of wealth and power. This wealth and power could then be used to defeat
the common Muslim enemy. 1000 years later (in the 1900-2000CE era), these Christians would be
called Neo-Conservative Christians, and these Jews would be called Zionist Jews.

A Jewish base in Europe:
As Salahaddin al-Ayyubi expelled the Crusaders from the Middle East, the Christians returned back
to Europe. The Zionist Jews who had an alliance with the Templar Christians returned to Europe
alongside with them. Here they would plan together on ways to change Europe from a Christian
continent, into an Atheist and secular materialistic one.
The Zionist Jews had experience in monopolising the Middle Eastern market (monopoly = when you
buy all the stock of one product and sell it at a high price because you know nobody else has that
product to sell) before the Christian Crusade. They also knew that loaning money out on Interest
(Usury) was an easy way of earning money from non-Jews. They were experts in this.
They began to teach these methods to their European Templar allies, showing them that these were
the secret ways to eternal wealth. They were forbidden in God's law, and this is why the Zionist Jews
and Templar Christians wanted to remove religion from Christian Europe. They would make trade
relations with the Middle East, India, and China to import more expensive products to show the poor
European Christians that the world is tasty, and that religion is poor and backwards. Over the
centuries, the Zionists and Templars would get richer as Europe became more materialistic and
threw away religion behind their backs.
As the centuries passed, the Zionists and Templars gained more wealth and power in Europe. They
gained experience in tricking people by using beautiful words to fool people into buying their
products at an expensive price. Magic is all about tricking people into thinking something is
beautiful, even if it is ugly. (like Adam when he was convinced using words of trickery from satan to
eat from the forbidden tree)
Once money started coming their way, they could recruit people to do their business for them. They
would create banks to 'lookafter' rich people’s money for them. They would tell people we will look
after your gold and precious metals, and if you need to trade - we will give you a paper signed by us
banks. The paper could be cashed to get the gold and silver back again, but it was better for them to
carry the paper simply because it’s lighter, safer to carry and for convenience purposes. This paper in
the future would be called paper currency, and its value would constantly drop (through inflation)
while people would be robbed of the original precious gold and silver. Now they could use this
wealth to control politics and even religious figures. They could bribe kings, threaten them with
assassinations if they didn't listen, they could pay popes and priests bribes to make a version of
Christianity which was in accordance with their agendas, and even pay people to rally people
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together to protest and cause instability and revolts. Their unlimited amount of wealth, and their
satanic contract was giving them unlimited power they had originally been seeking.

Controlling the minds (1600 CE):
Now that they had control over alot of the economy, they wanted control over more of the
population, and would therefore begin controlling their minds. The idea was simple: if you make
reputable newspapers and tell the people what you want them to believe, they will believe it. So
media became a powerful tool which fooled the peoples senses. Not only were people being fed
narratives these people wanted them to believe, the people were themselves paying to get
brainwashed!
By having control over rich people’s money, minds and culture, the poor would follow, and the
Templars' and Zionists had taken over all of Europe without the people even realising it! Satan works
subtly, so does magic. Europe would now gradually over the centuries become the property of these
people; they could control the governments, the armies and populations to do whatever they
wished.
Being powerful was not sufficient. Many of these people were always wanting to secure their future
power and would continue returning to fortune tellers for guidance. The fortune tellers are known
to do rituals of worshipping the stars and the dark spirits (jinn) etc, so these people would be told to
do acts of idol worship and human sacrifices. Genocides of humans which occurred in history would
be supervised to please the dark spirits, and in return they would tell of truths (usually from
scripture) mixed with hundreds of lies. These people who ruled Europe -although originally
Christians and Jews- would invoke these idols and spirits as gods, hoping to secure their own future.
Their greed for wealth and power had made them idol worshippers, and although being extremely
powerful, had made themselves slaves to Jinn (dark spirits) - who gloated on human worship.
[Note: Humans originally have a higher rank than Jinn (remember when Allah ordered satan (the
father of the jinn race) to bow to Adam [Quran 18:50]). But now it was the humans who called
themselves ‘the elite’ who were bowing to the Jinn.]

Uniting the scattered Jews (1800s CE):
By the late 1800s, Europe was now the strong base for the Zionist and Templar Christians to earn
easy 'eternal riches' together. The Templars were pleased with the riches but wanted more, while
the Zionist Jew was hoarding wealth and preparing ways for European armies to fight on its behalf to
take over Palestine (Jerusalem). This is when the idea of colonisation of the Muslim and Eastern
(Orient) world began.

Now that Jews were scattered in different strategic lands of the world, the Zionists could take
advantage of this. Before the State of Israel formed, the Zionists would use fellow Jews to earn
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wealth and power in different parts of the world to decentralise where all Jewish wealth is stored (so
if Jews lost money in 1 country, they still had a huge amount in another land.) This wealth would be
used to invest in the future State of Israel. After Israel as a State formed, they could use fellow Jews
for Intelligence operations, Assassinations and sabotage activities wherever it was necessary in any
part of the world.
The Jews living in each country would be known to fellow Jews from other countries by their names.
Example: 'Davidson' is clearly a Jewish name because it means 'David's son' [Ben David - Ben
(meaning: 'Son of' David is another form of this name]. Jews would be able to recognize this and be
willing to support their fellow Jew in any part of the world. Jews also took names of high ranking
figures in society to portray themselves as important and influential figures to others. So Jews were
able to know a fellow Jew simply by knowing his name, whilst also portraying themselves to be an
elite member of society by a simple name change.
Now that the Jews had a strong foothold in Europe, America, and many other ‘1st world countries’,
many more Jews from around the world decided to emigrate there and find safe haven, planning the
steps ahead on how to rule the world to snatch Palestine away from the Muslim enemy. The plan
they devised can be found in a booklet called: PROTOCOLS FROM THE ELDERS OF ZION (a document
which is about 40 pages long and was possibly written 100 years ago).
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The Protocols of Zion - in Modern English (a 1 page summary)
www.iamthewitness.com/books/Protocols.in.Modern.English.htm
Goyim (non Jews) are mentally inferior to Jews and can’t run their nations properly. For their sake and ours,
we need to abolish their governments and replace them with a single government. This will take a long time
and involve much bloodshed, but it’s for a good cause. Here’s what we’ll need to do:


Place our agents and helpers everywhere



Take control of the media and use it in propaganda for our plans



Start fights between different races, classes and religions



Use bribery, threats and blackmail to get our way



Use Freemasonic Lodges to attract potential public officials



Appeal to successful people’s egos



Appoint puppet leaders who can be controlled by blackmail



Replace royal rule with socialist rule, then communism, then despotism (dictatorships)



Abolish all rights and freedoms, except the right of force by us



Sacrifice people (including Jews sometimes) when necessary



Eliminate religion; replace it with science and materialism



Control the education system to spread deception and destroy intellect



Rewrite history to our benefit



Create entertaining distractions



Corrupt minds with filth and perversion



Encourage people to spy on one another



Keep the masses in poverty and perpetual labor



Take possession of all wealth, property and (especially) gold



Use gold to manipulate the markets, cause depressions etc.



Introduce a progressive tax on wealth



Replace sound investment with speculation



Make long-term interest-bearing loans to governments



Give bad advice to governments and everyone else
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Eventually the Goyim [non Jews] will be so angry with their governments (because we’ll blame them for the
resulting mess) that they’ll gladly have us take over. We will then appoint a descendant of David to be king of
the world (editors note: referring to al-Dajjal [the AntiChrist]), and the remaining Goyim [non Jews] will bow
down and sing his praises. Everyone will live in peace and obedient order under his glorious rule.

Protocols of Zion – a Conspiracy theory?
If you think the Protocols of the Elders of Zion is conspiracy theory (as some suggest), then ask
yourself – don’t you see that the Protocols are becoming a reality today in our societies? Look
over them again, and reflect at the state of the world. Is it more peaceful now that we are
living in a technologically advanced era, or is there more corruption, violence and spying by
our governments?
Also ask yourself another question; Who decides what a conspiracy theory is or isn't? Is it the
(untrustworthy) media? For example people say that Freemasons are devil worshippers is a
conspiracy theory. Fine. But we all know there are people who do devil worship (Satanism is a
known religion.) We also know that in the richest parts of New York, big businessmen go to
fortune tellers (within New York) to help them make decisions in their investments. So why is
it not possible to believe that some of them might also seek help from the devil (and as a
result do devil worship)?

We as followers of Divine guidance know that there has always been a battle between the
followers' of Allah's Messengers' and the followers of Satan. If the followers of the guidance
become weak, isn't it only natural that Satan's allies will have become strong and taken
powerful positions to promote ungodly acts in the world?
Abdullah Azzam and Osama bin Laden even mentioned Freemasons in their works and
speeches, simply because they knew the secret -behind the scenes- harm they cause to the
Muslim Ummah specifically and the world in general.
The word conspiracy theory means the theory of 'a secret criminal plot', don't you think there
are powerful people in the world who are doing major criminal acts while hiding in secret? If
yes, then by definition anyone who believes that is a conspiracy theorist.
So don't be fooled or offended if someone calls you a conspiracy theorist, simply understand
that Satanism exists throughout history and is done in secret, what we're seeing today is its
rituals (such as drugs, constant swearing and cursing, adultery, homosexuality, hedonism etc)
being forced on the masses of people -a sign of the end times- through popular culture so they
-without even knowing- are blinded from Allah's guidance and becoming followers of Satan.
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The Protocols implemented:
Now that Europe was rich and far more scientifically and materially advanced, the Zionist Jews and
their European allies were able to exert alot more influence over the Muslim world and weaken it by
causing divisions amongst its kings and tribes. Europe would spread powerful media projects,
portraying Europe coming out of the dark ages and into the 'illuminated era', the ‘industrial era’ and
intellectual ages. Europe would have industrial estates, machinery, and advanced weaponry while
the Ottoman Caliphate still relied on old tools of war. This made many Muslims feel inferior and in
awe of the Europeans. This is because although Salahaddin had retaken back Palestine from the
Crusaders many hundreds of years ago, Muslims did little to advance after his death and continued
to infight for worldly riches, weakening them considerably over the centuries. This was a result of
them abandoning the Guidance of Allah which could have united them.
Europeans knew the Ottoman Caliphate was a major threat to them because it was on the European
border. They would try to weaken it in many ways, i.e. they would offer beautiful Christian women
as wives to the Ottoman Sultans' (king) in the late 1800s, these women were sent with a role to
influence the Ottoman kings decisions which would support the Christian-Zionist agenda. As the
Ottoman Empire began to decline and lose its lustre, it would fall into major debts. The Jews told the
Ottoman king (Abdul Hameed the 2nd), that they would loan the Ottomans whatever they needed,
but only if they gave Jerusalem back to the Jews. Abdul Hameed II refused, saying Jerusalem belongs
to the Muslims. But one thing became clear to the Muslims - Palestine was still in the mind of the
Jews.
The Zionist Jews and Euro-Christian descendants of the Templars knew that the weak Ottoman
empire was the only obstacle to taking hold of Palestine. And so World War 1 began wherein the
British would attack the Ottoman empire, by the end of World War 1 - the Ottoman empire had
collapsed, and the Caliphate had fallen in 1924.

Sykes-Picot borders:
The Sykes-Picot borders were drawn on the map, the Muslim world would be divided like a meal is
divided on a plate. They were too weak to fight back, and their enemies had overpowered them.
Each country would be ruled by a Coloniser country from Europe. France would colonise many
Middle Eastern and African countries, the British took over Asia (India) but also annexed Palestine.
Other European countries would take pieces of other parts of the world.
The riches of Muslims and the Orient (Eastern world) would be looted and many in the Muslim world
would live under poverty. As a result of this colonisation, some Muslims began to fight back and
revolt against the European colonisers. After many wars and massacres in these struggles, the
Zionists and European leaders realised they were losing a lot of men due to instability, so they
devised a new plan – they would leave the Muslim and Orient (Eastern) world, but still keep it under
their control by making puppet kings with the same skin color as the people, but who would be
subservient to Western interests. The natives most loyal to their European masters would be given
the authority to be puppet kings of Muslim lands. This way, the people of the East would be satisfied
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–thinking they have achieved victory- whereas the new same-colored king is still giving all the
resources to his Colonial masters cheap, out of fear that they may get rid of him. These were the
'endless riches' the devils had promised them 1000 years ago.

Palestine is snatched:
Then World War 2 would begin, some Jews would be put in concentration camps by Germany, only
for the survivors to be rewarded with Palestine (why not Germany?) as compensation. No questions
were asked. The Palestinians objected to their houses being taken bulldozed, but the world looked
away, and continues to look away...
Allah had taken away Palestine from the Muslims and given it to their enemy.
It's reported the Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (saws) warned the believers that: “The (people) do
not break the covenant with Allah and His Messenger, but Allah will enable their enemies to overpower
them and take some of what is in their hands.” (source: Ibn Majah)
In 1948, the British (descendants of the Templars) handed Palestine to the Zionist Jews through the
earlier devised Balfour Accords. The Muslims around the world were shocked, but they were too
divided in their Mini-kingdoms to do anything. The puppet rulers of Muslim lands put their fingers in
their ears until the noise of their angry Muslim populations' settled down. Defending their own
throne was more important than Palestine, they thought.
The Egyptian Army suddenly began the 1948 Arab–Israeli War against Israel. Zionist Israel, backed
with superior European technology won the war. But defeat cannot be blamed on the enemy,
otherwise you will never win. In Islam, defeat is based on something wrong which you did which
made you lose. We will never lose due to lack in number, but it is our sins which prevent us from
victory. So what were the Arabs doing wrong, which made them lose to an enemy smaller in number
than them?

Arabism (1945+ CE):
Since the fall of the Ottoman empire, and after the European colonisers left the Eastern Muslim
world, weak kings ruled over Muslim lands till the 1950s.
It is within this era that the Muslim Brotherhood rose in Egypt under the guidance of Hassan alBanna. His goals were to revive the global Caliphate by a careful plan of winning the Muslim
population to an Islamic revivalist message through Islamic Da'wah (invitation and teaching), while a
secret military arm of the Muslim Brotherhood would infiltrate the Egyptian army and do a coup to
remove the king and take hold of power in Egypt. A man called Gamal Abdul Nassir was within this
Muslim Brotherhood military wing, but he was not too religious, he craved power a lot.
As soon as the Muslim Brotherhood did the coup, the Egyptian King Farouk was toppled and the
Muslim Brotherhood was about to take hold of the reins of power in Egypt. However, Gamal Abdul
Nassir suddenly got his own men who rounded up the Muslim Brotherhood members -he knew their
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names because he had worked with them- and locked them up in prison and put them through Helllike torture. The Islamic Caliphate-revival cause had been delayed and betrayed by 50 years due to
the cursed Arab dictator Gamal Abdul Nassir. (for indepth details: read the ebook: The Life of Syed
Qutb.)
This is the era when Arabism would begin. Arab rulers tried everything to make themselves powerful
nations once again. They tried communism, dictatorships, democracy, but Arabs remained weak in
the Earth and divided. Why?
Arabs without Islam have always been behind other civilizations, merely because almost every Arab
has more loyalty to his tribe and subtribe above a larger national identity. So when Arab
governments or armies have trained or given positions to soldiers, commanders, ministers or
Generals in a hierarchy, it has been based on how close he is to your tribe and not how competent
he is for the role. An Arab king may give the Minister of Defence position to his brother to give an
honorary title to the family.
Other tribes as a consequence will revolt against the government because an enemy tribe is ruling
over them. These tribal revenge attacks have kept division and weakness within the Arab world
throughout history, even till the modern era. It is only Islam and its concept of an international faithbased brotherhood which has united the Arabs.
In the Arab-Israel, the Egyptian troops had not even received proper training prior to battle. The foot
soldiers role in an Arab army before battle was to simply be a servant to the commander, to polish
his shoes and to be subservient to his daily chores. The commander could not train him out of fear
that he may learn too much armed skills and snatch power behind his back.
Could an army who doesn't trust its own soldiers really win a battle?
This is the state of the Arab world without Islam.

The Palestinians during this time period: considered themselves better than all Arabs and non Arabs
before the land under their feet was pulled away from them. They would not marry outside their
own, and considered it humiliation to do so. Their men and women imitated the disbelieving West in
clothing and had left their Islamic identity. When Muslims break their covenant with Allah, He makes
their enemies overpower them.
So when the Europeans landed in Palestine, the first thing Henri Gouraud did was step on Salahaddin
al-Ayyubi’s grave and say "The crusade war had ended, now awake Saladin we have returned." Little
did he know that Abdullah Azzam would soon be born in this exact same land, and he would be the
cause of the future global Jihad to liberate Palestine.
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Abdullah Azzam (born: 1941-1989):
Abdullah Azzam was born in 1941, in Palestine during its early occupation. Spiritually, he had been
inspired by the Muslim Brotherhood. The Muslim Brotherhood had many inspiring books by the
martyr Syed Qutb (a follower of Hassan al-Banna.) Azzam even knew the family of Syed Qutb
personally and would often visit them out of love and respect, in an era when it was dangerous to do
so (because the tyrant Gamal Abdul Nassir was still in power.)
Abdullah Azzam would fight alongside the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) to expel the
Zionist Jewish enemy, but he became frustrated that the Palestinians did not pray their daily prayers,
or follow Islam practically. He had the insight to know that they could not defeat an enemy who was
better equipped and funded unless they relied on Allah, and Allah would not help them unless they
followed His guidance. One day Abdullah Azzam asked the soldiers of the Palestinian resistance
whether they were fighting for Islam or not, the reply he got was that 'there is no religion behind this
revolution.' Disappointed, Abdullah Azzam left Palestine and started to teach Islamic Studies (Usool
al-Fiqh) in different Arab countries and finally in Islamabad, Pakistan.
Now it was 1979, and Soviet Russia invaded Afghanistan (Khorasan). The Jihad in Afghanistan had
just begun. Abdullah Azzam heard of this Islamic struggle, he quit his job at the biggest Islamic
University in Pakistan and rushed to help the Muslims in Afghanistan (neighbouring Pakistan).
Allah had destined that Abdullah Azzam would have to leave Palestine, and travel thousands of miles
to the East in Khorasan. It would be here where he would unite a few hundred divinely chosen
Arabs.

In 1988, Abdullah Azzam said: "The Palestinian youth came here to Afghanistan, and also nonPalestinians, and they were trained, and their souls became prepared, and the paranoia of fear
disappeared, and they became experts. Now, every one of them returns… ready to die."
From them, Osama bin Laden would march forward to ignite the beginnings of a global Jihad, a spark
which would light up and burn through all Middle Eastern countries and European borders and
finally explode in Palestine.
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PALESTINE:

Palestine is the heart of Bilaad al-Sham (Greater Syria) [also historically known as Canaan], and
Jerusalem (Daar as-Salaam [the Home of Peace]) is its heartbeat. It has been called many names
throughout its history.
It is the land which Allah has blessed, the land which He has sent thousands of Messengers' to, and a
land which has had many devout worshippers (Arabic: Abdaal) throughout history. The name of this
land doesn’t matter; Jerusalem was called Eelya by the Romans and Arabs in the past during the
time of Prophet Muhammad (saws). What matters is the moral nature of the people ruling such a
blessed place. If they are righteous believers, then they make the people living under them good and
righteous in this holy land, but if they are not righteous and cause corruption in this holy land – then
that makes them Allah (God)’s enemy. Allah will purify this land from corrupt people, even if they
were God’s chosen people.
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The Arab wars against Israel:
After Egypt lost to Israel in the Six Day War (in 1967), Anwar Sadat made a humiliating peace treaty
(named: the Camp David Accords) with Israel to end hostilities. As a result of this treaty, Israel could
be protected from its back (South - from Egypt), and now would only have to defend itself from its
North.
Syria is to the North of Israel, and was the second biggest army in the Middle East after Egypt, they
too would wage war against Israel until Israel was able to capture the strategic Golan Heights
bordering Syria and Israel. The war went on a pause which lasted for 40 years, no treaty was made,
so both countries ended the fight although they are still in a state of war. Israel would also cause a
lot of damage against the PLO in Lebanon in the 1980s.
The rest of the Arab nations surrounding Palestine had extremely poor and disorganised armies, and
backed away from Israel after they saw the losses the 'great Arab armies' had faced. If the most
advanced Arab army of Egypt and Syria had lost to Israel, how could they even think of winning? This
was the thought of the Arabs' during this time in history. As a result, no Arab State decided to fight
Israel, although they were hostile to it. Israel was like a flame to the Arab kings, don't go close to it
or it will burn you, but stay away and you might be safe for a while. Little did they know that fire
gradually spreads and eats everything.

The Nakba (Great Catastrophe) & the Palestinian Resistance:
The Palestinians during the 1960s were resisting the Israeli occupation because their people were
being killed, their homes being forcefully demolished with bulldozers whilst their children slept
inside them, and their lands and wealth stolen in its entirety. This would be called the Nakba (the
Great Catastrophe) wherein over 750,000 Palestinians were killed, and their families displaced. The
Arab states said they supported the Palestinians, but they didn't send their armies out of fear.
Instead, they would give them limited moral support, weapons and refuge.
The Palestinian territory since 1948 continued to shrink as Israel continues to demolish Palestinian
homes forcefully, and builds its own rich settlements there instead. The Palestinians are evicted daily
and left to fend for themselves in the streets or flee to a refugee camp in Jordan since even their
farms are taken away. The Israelis' who settle in this stolen land are given extra benefits by the
Israeli government because they are helping to secure Israel's expanding border.

The PLO (Palestinian Liberation Organisation):
The PLO although fighting alone, worked with neighbouring Arab nations to launch a long gruelling
guerilla campaign. It was founded in 1964 with the purpose of the "liberation of Palestine through
armed struggle alone." They would get help from different nations in the world who were
sympathetic to them. For example the Japanese helped the Palestinians struggle in the 1970s and
80s with Kamikazes' who would do 'self-sacrifice' (suicide bombing) or Inghimasi (Storming the
enemy with guns until death) operations to help the Palestinian people.
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Abdullah Azzam was in Palestine during this time period and fighting alongside these armed groups.
The only problem was, the PLO was a Communist movement who didn't really care about Islamic
teachings. They considered religion backwards and did not take the guidance of Allah seriously.

Israel saw the successes of the PLO and wanted to end
its strength. The strength of the PLO lied in its leadership
and the support/diplomacy/connections it had with
other world nations. So Israel through its intelligence
services of Mossad began collecting Intelligence on all
the leaders of the PLO, finding their whereabouts, their
travel plans, and schedules, assassinating them one by
one in their hotels in different parts of the world.

Yasser Arafat was the chairman of the PLO
(from 1969-2004.)

INTELLIGENCE:
Israel's greatest strength is its Intelligence collection capabilities.
Israel has a specialised Intelligence service called the "8200" unit which keeps record of all
electronic communications in the world. It began in the early 1980s -when the Internet was new
in the world- and its role was to extract real-time intelligence from any Satellite
communications. For example: the Mossad prided themselves in listening in on Arab Kings'
private phone calls to each other because the 8200 Unit was able to hack into the Satellite which
transmitted the phone signals between the two Arab countries.
The 8200 Unit in the 1980s made an interactive database of all the movements of PLO leaders on
an interactive map. This allowed them to send spies to those locations to find out about their
activities, and then to send assassins (Jewish: Kidons) to assassinate the PLO leaders.

Assassinating the leaders of the PLO became so successful, that by 1993, the PLO recognized Israel's
right to exist in peace and rejected "violence and terrorism." In response, Israel officially recognized
the PLO as the representative of the Palestinian people.
Now that the PLO had weakened and given up armed defence, the Palestinians had hardly any
armed resistance left in the late 1980s / early 90s. This made Israel extremely confident and allowed
them to station many Israeli soldiers within Palestinian territories. The Palestinians would now live in
open prisons, always afraid that an Israeli soldier present in their town may raid their house for any
reason, or kill them at any moment.
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ISRAEL:

The six sided (Hexagram) star on the Israeli
flag is often used as a symbol in sorcery.

Israel the country is named after the Prophet Israel, also known as Prophet Jacob (Ya'qub), the
father of Joseph (Yusuf) and his 11 brothers (=12 tribes of Israel). It is called Israel in honor of his
legacy. However, the present day Israel is the total opposite of the teachings Prophets' Jacob, and
the message which the Messengers’ of God came with. Most Jews have forgotten this legacy which
is the reason why God chose them in the beginning.
Jews have wanted to revive the lost State of Israel for the past 2500+ years since the death of
Prophet & King Solomon. Zionist Jews have especially put in a lot of effort throughout this time
period and now they have finally got it in 1948 CE. Now that the blessed land is in their hands, they
are working hard to ensure that it is a leading nation in all ways of life, and ahead of all other people
so they can prove their superiority to mankind. Its technological advances are shared all over the
media to portray Israel as a pioneer of technology.
Israel is rarely mentioned on the media; a lot of exposure is not given to Israel on the media because
it –like any country- also has a bad side, however only its good side is shown. Israel as a nation is
shrouded in mystery and this gives it that special ‘awe’ some people hold for it. The media shows
Israel as beautiful, the land of ‘milk and honey’. Its citizens live a life of comfort, in some ways even
more than Western 1st world countries. This awe, rich nature of Israel, with the beauty of the land
of ‘milk and honey’ is portrayed so that when their leader the (Anti)Messiah arrives, he will be able
to lead all of mankind under him, and yes – people will flock under him like sheep. Israel’s end goal is
to rule the world from Jerusalem.
In this section of the book, we discuss what Israel is like as a State, and the different military
Institutions it has.
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LIFE IN ISRAEL
If you want to know how life is like in Israel, then Israel is like Florida in America. It is packed with
sunshine, shopping malls, clubs and beaches. The people of modern Israel are like America in their
materialism and many do not have much care for religion (only a minority are religious). It also has
its fair share of criminal gangs who are a nuisance for the Israeli government. You would imagine the
modern Israel is like GTA Vice city more than the chosen land for God's chosen people.
Anyone in the world whose mother is Jewish by blood is considered a Jew. He then has the right to
move to the State of Israel, infact they are encouraged to emigrate so they can move into the houses
which were stolen from the Palestinians just yesterday. Allah tells us about this when He says:
And I said to the children of Israel (the Jews) after him; "Live in the land, then when the Last
promise [End Times] comes, I will bring you together as a Lafeefa - mixed crowd (of different
nations.) (Quran - Chapter: Children of Israel - 17: 104 )
Meaning: in the End times, Allah has promised to bring the Jews together into Israel as a mixture of
different races. Any Jews reading this right now might be happy that the Quran gives justification for
their occupation of Palestine, but later in the book you will understand Allah is against injustice, vice,
and the polluting of the holy land with sins, and He has other plans when He invited them together
as mixed nations.
Israeli citizens consist of many races, from Ashkenazis' (Russian/Eastern Europeans), to Sephardic
(Spanish, Portuguese), Maghribis (Moroccan Jews), some African Jews and a minority of original
Jews belonging to the original Children of Israel tribes. Being Jewish is more of an ethnicity than
religion. Infact many Jews are agnostics within Israel (not knowing whether God exists). The belief in
whether an Afterlife exists (Paradise or Hell) is debated even amongst the Jewish Rabbis! This is
because even though there are over 1000 pages in the Torah and Talmud, there is no explicit
reference of Hellfire or Paradise.
Benjamin Netanyahu -the president of Israel today- is an Eastern European (Ashkenazi) Jew. Many of
the Jews who are from different races had converted to Judaism a few hundred years ago, usually
due to political reasons. In the present era, original Israelite Jews from the original tribes of Israel are
side-lined by the ruling Jews, but soon things will probably change in the favour of the Middle
Eastern Jews as the media politics of the world shift from the West to the East.
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A 'feel' of modern Israel:
The character of an average Israeli citizen is sharp, witty and sarcastic. This is the common culture
you will feel if you live within Israel. You are respected if you have more money and frowned upon if
you are poor. It’s important to remember that Israel is the richest country in the world (if you count
the Jewish investors to the State of Israel are some of the richest businessmen in the world). If
anyone has studied the life of Prophet Jesus (peace and blessings be on him), then he will realise the
modern Jews resemble the 'lost sheep (people) of Israel' the most today.
They are in need of someone like the true Messiah Jesus, who can guide them back to the right path,
away from materialism and back to spirituality. Jesus himself lived a life of poverty; he loved the
poor and was the least sarcastic, and kind-hearted of people.
So if any Christians are reading this book, remember that if someone claims to be the Messiah
(Christ) in the future, and calls to materialism and riches more than spirituality, then remember he is
not truly Jesus the Messiah. Rather he is the AntiChrist who is misguiding you. Jesus remains in
poverty all his life although he will be rich in heart, he will give you the riches of the world only after
the AntiChrist has been defeated and then the Kingdom of God is established on the Earth. We will
discuss this indepth in a later chapter of the book.
You will be surprised to learn that even Muslims live within Israel. The Muslims living in Israel are
some Arabs who originally lived in Palestine and accepted Zionist superiority. They live there like
Muslim minorities in Europe, they are looked at by others suspiciously and are often harassed by
right wing Jews. They live there in humiliation, but are still recognized as citizens by the government
so they stay quiet and don't cause strife within the heartland. Many people do not cause major
problems because Israel has a high level of intelligence within the Israeli state.
So now that we’ve looked briefly at the State of Israel, let’s move on to its highly feared Intelligence
agency – the Mossad.
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ISRAEL’S SECRET SERVICES:
Mossad (meaning: Intelligence)
There are 2 types of intelligence services in Israel; the domestic national one, called Shin Bet - which
focuses on collecting intelligence and stopping threats within Israel. The international one which
focuses on preventing threats from outside Israel is called Mossad. Most of the power of Mossad
and Shin Bet lies in their methods of intimidation, blackmail, and bribery.
In this section, we’ll take a look at the different types of Agents the Mossad has, and the different
roles they play in different parts of the world.
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Fellow Jews (Sayanims):
We explained earlier in part 1 of this book that many Jews are scattered around the world and all
have not yet joined the State of Israel. The question is why not?

Sayanims (Jews): Are Jews from around the world who are loyal to the Israeli State. They live their
normal daily lives, running their businesses and companies for years in that country. If a Katsa (Israeli
Mossad Agent) comes to their country or town, he will require a 'cover story' to justify his stay in
that country. This is when the Sayanim (fellow Jew) of that country will be connected to the Katsa
through a Mossad telephone call. The Sayanim will then provide the Katsa with paperwork (such as
business documents), money and technology, or whatever else is required to aid the Katsa in his
mission.
These Mossad Katsa Agents may have come to collect intelligence, to assassinate, or to get recruits
from an enemy land. So Katsas’ can fly to enemy territory under the guise of being a tourist, and
could settle with a fellow Jew who lived in the enemy country whenever they were on any mission in
any part of the world.
We see that the Sayanims' are vital to ensure the Katsa stays out of trouble. The Katsa may have
entered an enemy land pretending to be a businessman, and his sponsor to get a visa will be the
Sayanim who uses his company name as a justification. The Sayanim will also probably store
weapons so the Katsa does not have to go through the trouble of buying them in the enemy land.
This way, Mossad agents were never left to fend for themselves in a strange land, rather they always
had a comfortable place to stay with a fellow Jew. And Mossad would pay the costs.

The Sayanim Jews (fellow Jews) living long-term in the outsider land would already make businesses
or organisations based on the needs of Israel. This is why Jews have high influential job positions in
different parts of the world.
For example: the Sayanims' may have been Jewish lawyers, or Jews owning Insurance companies, or
Car companies, or electronic companies. So if a Jewish Mossad (Katsa) agent came to Europe, he
could come empty handed as a tourist. He could then start his mission easily by getting a free car
from a Jewish (Sayanim) salesperson, and then get Insurance from a Jewish insurance company.
Then buy an electronic spy camera from the electric Jewish shop. If he ever got in trouble with the
law, he would always have help from a highly qualified Jewish lawyer or Jewish authority figure
within the government of the stranger land. If he wants to do an Assassination or kidnapping today,
he will be able to buy equipment/chemicals (i.e. Chloroform or lethal poisons/gases/chemicals
mixtures etc.) from a local Jewish doctor or scientist depending on his need. This ensured that his
hands were always clean incase he ever got in any trouble in any part of the world.
In essence, Sayanims' are fellow Jews who are loyal supporters of Israel and will offer whatever
service they can to Katsas' coming to their town in any part of the world.
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Katsa (Secret Undercover Mossad Agents):
Mossad has a few hundred agents around the world called Katsa who work for Israel to complete
the major secret missions for them. Unlike Intelligence agencies of other nations whose only role is
to collect intelligence secretly, the Katsa have a much greater role. They will collect intelligence,
whilst also going on the offensive by interacting with the environment they have been sent to. They
might conduct business deals to extract intelligence; they might pretend to be a doctor to extract
intelligence off a targeted patient. They will pretend to be businessmen, scientists, weapons dealers,
or even play poor roles like newspaper sellers. They will play roles depending on whatever their
mission is, so they will have to gain as much knowledge about it as possible. To do this, they will soak
themselves in such a lifestyle for some time, learning the phrases the people use there, the habits of
the people in that way of life, so everything comes to them naturally when they go on their mission
in that location or business.
The reason why there are so few Katsas' in the world is due to them not always being actual spies,
but themselves being recruiters of spies. So a few hundred Katsas' can recruit thousands of spies
around the world, and they are provided by Mossad with whatever cash, paperwork and weapons
they need (so long as they have receipts to prove they are using them things for their missions.)
Katsas' will use any means to get information out of people. They are like conmen, but working for
the secret services. They will use 4 main tools to make people gradually and unknowingly work for
them. These 4 tools are:
- Greed (for money),
- Lust (for women),
- Revenge (i.e. against a competing leader) and
- Blackmail (threats of exposing someone’s dirty secrets)

A Mossad agent says: "If you have a guy who doesn’t drink (alcohol), doesn’t want sex, doesn’t need
money, has no political problems, and is happy with life, you can’t recruit him. What you're doing is
working with traitors."

A story of of how Katsa (Israeli secret agents) work:
In the 1980s, Iraq under Saddam Hussein was trying to make nuclear weapons. A nuclear scientist
from Iraq had gone to Europe to do some research. He had secret blueprints of a nuclear bomb his
home country is going to make. Mossad wants to find those blueprints. What will it do?
Mossad's first job was to find out where the nuclear plants employees live. After doing research
(probably spying/tapping the phone calls of the laboratory) and finding out more information about
the employees, they found out that one of the scientists was in Europe. He was called Haleem. It
would be good for them to follow this employee in a neutral country like Europe instead of an Arab
country which was more of a threat to them.
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Next they would be able to locate his address from seeing where the laboratory phone calls were
being directed to in Europe.
Now they would have to find out when he goes outside, and where. They found out through a
surveillance spy (who watched outside his house for some days) that everyday he went outside at
9am in the morning. He would take a bus and go to a job (he still had to financially support himself).
This is when they could put their plan into action and send the Katsa agent.

The Katsa act:
The next day, a beautiful woman with blond hair and red clothes would wait at the bus stop that he
waited outside every day. She would wait for the bus and he would stare at her, when suddenly a
sports car drove past. A guy who was in his late 30s would tell her to sit inside, and they would drive
off together. This happened for a few days.
The next day, he was again waiting at the bus stop, and she was too. But this day, the sports car
didn't go past. She waited, and the bus came, so she went inside. But this wasn't his bus ride, so he
continued to wait. A little while later, the sports car drove past. It slowed down abit, the nuclear
scientist called out to the driver: 'Shes gone in the bus already!' The man in the car replied:
'Thankyou. Would you like a ride?' Impressed by the car and the guy's generosity, the scientist
agreed.
'So, where do you want to go?' the man asked. 'Just drop me off to ---' (the scientist had told the
Katsa agent where he worked). They both spoke to each other about life and their interests, the
driver even told the scientist he had broken up with the blond girl because she cared too much
about money and not him.
This routine would now happen every day, the driver (the secret Katsa) agent would pick him up,
drop him off to work and find out the times when he went to and came back from work. The Katsa
agent would write a detailed report everyday about all that had happened.
Now that Mossad had intelligence on his public life, they wanted to know what happened in his
home. They planned to put recording devices in his house when he was out, but they had to find out
no-one was inside first. So they sent a young woman who would knock on the house door, when
suddenly the scientist's wife opened the door. The young woman told the wife she was selling some
design products cheap, and if she wanted any. The wife agreed, so the girl said she would come the
next day with some samples.
The next day, she came again and knocked on other peoples doors in the neighbourhood too (so she
looked like a genuine door to door salesperson.) When she reached the scientist's house, she was
welcomed by the wife. The saleswoman said she had some nice keyring designs for her house keys,
and that she could show them to her. The wife agreed and passed her home key to the saleswoman.
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The saleswoman then held the keys in her hand, and then closed her hand for 1 second (with her
middle and index finger, she pushed the keys structural pattern into some powdered plasticine
under her arm cuff. This left an imprint of the key on the plasticine, and the powder on the plasticine
ensured no plasticine remained stuck on the key when passing it back.)
She then started to show the different keyring designs and other seller products to the wife, while
also asking the wife about her personal life indirectly. She found out the wife was dissatisfied about
life and hated her husband for not earning much money. But she said she would probably go back to
Iraq for a few weeks because her mother was terminally ill. The saleswoman nodded her head and
listened while the wife complained about her life. This female Katsa was now able to write a detailed
report of what she had heard and seen in that day. She would also hand over the plasticine to her
boss who would send it to Mossad branches in Europe.
They knew now that the wife was going to go on holiday for some weeks. The scientist husband
would not be back from work till 5pm, so they had the perfect opportunity to install recording
devices in the home.
The best places to hide recording devices are where people don't often look, for example under a
bed, within a table, or behind the TV. So once she had gone, they made a copy of her door key (they
could have broken the door [pretending a robbery happened] but chose the quieter method which
raised less suspicions) and installed the recorders.
One day, the Katsa agent who drove the sports car told the scientist that he wanted to start a small
business selling hollow metal boxes to people in Africa. They could use the empty shells to make
cheap homes. The Katsa asked the scientist if he wanted to help him buy them from a scrap yard.
The scientist happily agreed.
When they reached the scrap yard, the sports car Katsa chose some empty shells and asked the
seller to transfer them to a ship using a forklift truck. As the shells were being lifted up, the scientist
pointed out to the Katsa that some shells had rust underneath them, and that he should pay less for
them to the scrapyard person.
The Katsa agent was impressed -things were going to his plan (because he really already knew about
the rust and wanted a clever answer from the scientist). The Katsa said to the scientist that 'you
have done well and saved me money. So here's 1000 in cash.' The scientist felt happy that his tip had
earned himself bonus money, and it had also increased their friendship and made them now
business partners.
When it was time to go home at night, the Katsa agent told the scientist 'we should celebrate by
going to a party', so he agreed. When the party was over, the Katsa agent said to the scientist that a
girl was waiting for him in the backroom, and that he himself (the Katsa agent) had to leave early.
The scientist after having a few drinks had silently accepted the offer, ofcourse he had, since his wife
was away for so long.
It had been a few weeks now since the scientists wife had left the country, Mossad listened into the
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house of the scientist and noticed his habits were changing. He was now more happy, and he would
bring stranger women to his house. They would spend the night with him and not come back after
that.
One day the Katsa was driving the scientist when he said he had another project which involved
selling nuclear equipment. The scientist said he knew about nuclear reactors and the technology,
and he told details to impress his (Katsa agent) friend. The Katsa was impressed and said they could
work together.
The Katsa met a nuclear businessman along with the scientist and they discussed business. The Katsa
got a phone call and said he had to leave quickly and so only the scientist and nuclear businessman
were in one room. The nuclear businessman said they should do a business together and not tell his
(Katsa) friend, the scientist was reluctant but the nuclear businessman told him he could earn alot of
money this way together. He told him not to worry because they would only do nuclear business for
peaceful purposes. So the greed for money, and the 'moral justification' gave the scientist comfort in
agreeing to the new business project.
In the new nuclear project, the scientist would make a blueprint on how he had learnt to make
nuclear technology. The nuclear businessman (also a Katsa agent) would give him money as he
reached different stages in the project. The scientist by now knew he was a traitor to his home
nation for sharing their secret information (he even got cold shivers and nightmares which traitors
often get), but this money encouraged him to keep going. When the blueprint had been completed he handed it over to the nuclear businessman who was also impressed and gave him a big bonus.
By now the wife of the scientist had returned back. She was happy that her husband was now more
confident and with more money. Mossad would listen on as she would ask him where he got it from,
and he would make fake excuses like getting bonuses at work etc.
Sometime later, there was news that some fighter planes had destroyed the nuclear reactors in Iraq.
The scientist became paranoid, and started to blame himself, thinking the Iraqi government realised
he had betrayed their secrets and they may assassinate him. He began to realise he may have been
used as a tool for the CIA (American Intelligence). The Katsa agent reassured him by saying: "Calm
down, it's not like the Arabs can say you were an agent of Israel." (When in reality, he had been their
tool all along).
The Israeli intelligence (Mossad), the Katsa had recruited him the first day he got a payment for the
nuclear secrets. When you get money from someone for a service, you have already been recruited
and you know it deep down inside. This is how Israel Mossad Katsas recruit people to do their dirty
work for them. What happens after that to the scientist is irrelevant for Israel, what they require is
the intelligence, and once they have got what they want off you they will leave you. The scientist
himself lived a paranoid life after this, but that is what happens to traitors who betray their own
people.
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Israeli Katsa say: 'When i am sitting with my friend, he is not sitting with his friend'.
Note: In this story, we see that the nuclear scientist’s intelligence was important for Israel, so they
devoted a lot of money and people to work on him. We see in the story that the; woman in red, the
sports car driver, the saleswoman, the prostitute, the nuclear businessman, the scientist (Haleem),
and even his wife - all of them were Katsa Agents or Katsa recruits! Some were paid, but even his
wife (unknowingly) told the scientist’s secrets to the Mossad!

Kidon: Kidon are secret assassins of Mossad, and might work alone or together. They look like
normal people, plain and simple so they don’t get much attention by others or even surveillance
cameras. They might work alone or in teams, but they have trained in accordance with their mission
in different types of assassinations, motorbike shootings, to sticky bombs. Kidon learn to create or
carry small but lethal poisons, they might carry long or short-blade knives. They might use Piano wire
to strangle, or small but powerful Explosives to blow an enemies head off (i.e. once they put the
explosives in someone’s phone which detonated when he picked the phone up after it rang) [his
friend had been recruited by Kidon to install the bomb in his phone]. They will use short-barrelled
pistols for close up assassination, or sniper rifles to kill from a distance.
They might even learn a local language of an enemy country, pretending to be an Engineer and
install secret bombs in enemy land bridges or buildings for it to be detonated later. They might even
go in disguise and pretend to be doctors and poison an ‘enemy patient’. Most of the time, they try
to kill people in a way that looks as natural as possible, so it looks like the target killed himself
(suicide). At other times they may kill in an extremely violent way so others learn a lesson. They are
like the ‘violent version’ of Katsas because they also recruit people to install bombs, to kill, or to
install viruses in computers for them (Stuxnet is an example of how Iranian scientists were recruited
by Kidon to install viruses in the nuclear laboratory for them.)
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Israel’s 8200 Unit
Today, the “8200” unit most probably has a massive database including maps of all the different
profiles of people who have made social media accounts on the internet. This way, if they want to
pinpoint a specific individual in real time anywhere in the world, they will be able to find out who
he is and what he likes and dislikes, since the person has willingly given this information online
without hesitation anyway.
All electronic information released online or by phones is stored in a multi trillion terabyte system
called the Echelon. Israel's allies such as America and European Intelligence agencies depend
heavily on Israel's 8200 Unit in times of need.
Major social media websites like Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp and Viber are all predominantly
Israeli owned companies. They are all connected to a database in Israel, and their owners' priority
is to collect as much intelligence on all people in the world. Simply ask yourself why Facebook
would pay billions of dollars of its own money on providing you a free service? Ofcourse it's to
make a profile on every person in the world, to produce a network of who their offline/online
friends are, and to find out what they are doing throughout every day of their life. The people
who use these social sites to share their personal lives are putting themselves in danger because as explained in the ebook Black Flags from Persia- the Facebook and Google police will be raiding
your home or blackmailing you for something pirated you searched for on Google or watched a
few years ago. (It is recommended you use private/secure sites like Startpage.com or the TOR
browser instead.)
Many people are aware of Edward Snowden's leaks on the NSA (America's 'National Security
Agency'), but what many people don't know is that any intelligence which the NSA collects is
directly forwarded to Israel. It is a global alliance - 'if you give intelligence to me, I will give you
some too.'
The 8200 Unit will collect useful data for the Mossad, but it will be the Katsa (secret agents) of
Israel who will do Israel’s secret missions with that data.
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Israeli Interrogation Techniques:
If you are ever caught by Israeli police or soldier (like many Palestinian civilians and children are
daily), they will use intimidating techniques to confuse you. Everyone is aware of the 'good and bad
cop' technique where one policeman will be extremely harsh towards you while the other will be
good and gentle so you tell him the truth so the bad one stops interrogating you.
But Israel takes it one step further than that and the aim of it is to make you feel insane, depressed
and confused so the truth slips out of your mouth in a moment of panic.
Here is how it goes:
You are handcuffed tightly and hurled into a car or van. You will be punched, kicked and humiliated.
You lie on the floor or you are blindfolded.
Then a policeman will sit to your side while another will drive the car. One will shout and swear at
you to humiliate you and then say; 'What is your name!?' You will then reply your name, when
suddenly one will smack you on your head and shout: 'Are you stupid?? He didn't ask you that [insert
swear word here], he asked you Where do you live??'
When you answer where you live, he will say you are lying. He will then repeat the question ‘Where
do you live!?’ When you answer the correct answer, he will hit you on the head again and say; ‘He
said, What is your name!?’ This will confuse you and make you feel insane.
He will then throw accusations at you of crimes you never even did (so you try to prove your
innocence and maybe speak the truth about the 'crimes' you did commit.) While you are answering
them under panic, they will be taking notes or recording your answers. They will throw names at you
of suspects to see how your face reacts when hearing such names (maybe you know such people
and you might spill out useful information about them?) They will keep hitting you on your head,
continue swearing at you, and confuse you even when you answer correctly.
If you are innocent, they will throw you out of the car. If you are suspected, they will take you to a
jail cell which is cold and has sharp rocks on the wall so you cannot lean on it for rest. They will leave
you there alone in solitary confinement for days so you become exhausted, so you crave to talk to
someone, so that when you are interrogated by the Shin Bet (Israel Domestic Intelligence service) you will tell everything.
The best way to counter this interrogation is to first know that these techniques exist, then to learn
that it could happen to you, to simply stay calm when it does happen, and to practice yourself in
these scenarios so when it happens – you are already prepared to not let the torture get to you
psychologically. Mujahideen train themselves in anti-interrogation techniques, the main one which is
to remember Allah when being tortured, since that relieves the intensity of the trauma and gives
you mental comfort. (Surely in the remembrance of Allah do hearts find comfort – Quran 13:28).
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THE ISRAELI ARMY:
Media Propaganda for ‘deterrence’:
The Jews are a small minority in the world, and their leadership consider all non-Jews as tools they
can use to advance their agenda for the Greater Israel.
Due to them being a few million and a minority, they have to have some form of 'fear factor' which
deters their enemies, and an ‘awe factor’ which wins the hearts and minds of non-enemies. One of
the biggest tools they use is media and psychological propaganda. Israel puts alot of effort in a
sophisticated media campaign to portray itself as an invincible force, a force which is undefeatable
due to its sophisticated weaponry and knowledge in the arts of warfare.
In Israel’s propaganda videos, it will use powerful phrases of the Israeli army excelling in arts of:





“Controlled chaos” ,
“'Attack is always the best form of defence.
“Attacking severely and deterring” ,
“Defence and counter attack simultaneously.”

Israel will make Training camps the size of an entire Palestinian town to simulate real war in their
Training. This amazes the onlookers and makes the Israeli army look extremely powerful. Israel will
come up with new theories of war, and will continue to improve its methods by evaluating its
weaknesses after every new battle. It will invent newer technology and weapons to preserve the
lives of its soldiers in battle.
If you were an enemy of Israel, would you dare challenge such a sophisticated enemy? The people
fooled by this propaganda know the least about the Israeli State and its people. In the coming pages,
let’s see the true face of the Israeli army behind the propaganda cover up.
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Deception Unveiled - Israel:
Israel is the country most similar to America in the Middle Eastern world. It is filled with crimes;
murder, drugs, corruption, and even adultery and homosexuality is widespread within this holy land.
People within Israel live a life of hedonism and materialism, and the whole system from the top to
bottom is run on bribery, blackmail and favours.
(I.e. In the Mossad intelligence services, senior bosses will send Israeli citizens on mandatory service
in an Arab country to complete a secret project which usually lasts upto 4 years. The project may
involve spying on Arab citizens in a local community, or being involved in an engineering project
while hiding bombs in a bridge so Israel can detonate it whenever they will. The Israeli agent is not
allowed to phone home to his family. The only place the Israeli Agent can phone in Israel is his boss,
to update him on the project and to ask how his family is. The Katsa boss will let the agent’s wife or
family visit his office once a week to update them on the status of the husband/father. The woman
usually feels emotionally vulnerable that her husband is away for so many years, so the boss will
comfort her and gradually entice her into Adultery with him. So while the Israeli Jewish agent is
away serving his country of Israel, his own senior boss is cheating on him with his wife! Adultery is so
common within the Mossad that Katsa agents will ask another agents secretary for sexual favours
because of a favour he did for her in the past.) "This Katsa, you trust him with your life, but not with
your wife." Are these God’s chosen people??
Many Jews do not like to live in Israel. They would prefer much more to live in America or Europe,
and they –like people in the rest of the world- are swayed by wanting to be in Hollywood and the
West for their freedoms. They hate that Israel has fewer opportunities and not much riches for the
poorer class. One thing they especially hate is the mandatory military service every citizen has to go
through in Israel.
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Israel defense systems:
Iron dome (skies)
Ground (walls/fence/snipers/armored vehicles)
Iron Spade (underground) – pending.

Israel has the following powerful agencies:
Intelligence
Mossad
- Agents (katsas) / spies globally.
- 8200
--Echelon
--Internet
--Social media admin rights (facebook, whatsapp, viber etc)
- Android / Apple
-electric devices (eavesdropping)
- Army
--Soldiers
--Krav maga
--Urban warfare (ie. They made holes in walls to avoid being attacked in streets (mujs copied ie in
sham)).
--advanced war machines (arms industry).
--unmanned drones/tanks
-- superior airpower
- Assassins (Kidon)
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The Israeli Soldier:
Each soldier in the Israeli army is taught Krav Maga as his method of armed combat. Of course some
such as the Special Forces will know more advanced levels of combat compared to others (i.e. foot
soldiers.)
Israel has tried to excel itself in all aspects of life and make itself a superior force than all other
nations.
It has done this by studying the different arts of all nations, extracting their best parts, and mixing
them all into 1 final form to make their own superior arts of war. It has had many hundred years
since before and after the Renaissance era to achieve this by sending its researchers into different
parts of the world who would learn and master each art so they knew its secrets, and then see how
Israelis' could benefit from it in the future.
In regards to individual combat, Israel has made the fighting style of Krav Maga.
Krav Maga: is a mix of the different worlds fighting styles, ranging from Karate (Japanese) to Ju Jitsu
(Brazilian), and all that is inbetween. By picking the quickest and most powerful kicks, punches and
grapples from all the martial arts, they have removed what is unnecessary 'art', and focused on
causing the most amount of damage to the enemy with the least amount of moves.
So if you're thinking of learning how to fight, but you don't know which martial arts you want to
study, the research has already been done for you and compiled into one lethal fighting style - study
Krav Maga.
Krav Maga does not teach a person how to fight noblely, nor does it be taught as an art. It is simply
brutal attacks which target the most sensitive parts of the body to KO (Kock Out) the opponent. I.e.
In martial arts it is illegal to target a persons private parts or eyes (you will be disqualified), but in
Krav Maga you are taught to do this to annihilate the enemy because a fight is for survival and not to
'dance around.'
An attack in Krav Maga consists of counter-attacking an enemy attack whilst attacking at the same
time.
Case scenario:
So in Krav maga, if the enemy throws a punch at you, you;
i - step in closer towards the attacker
ii - block his punch with your closed arm (on the side of your head [abit like when you're flexing your
bicep muscles but with your defending arms wrist near the ear.])
iii - as you get close, you Punch him to the side of his head or on his jaw* (a hook or uppercut punch)
with your free, non-defending fist.
What you see here in these 3 simple steps is a; Block (defense against the enemy punch) and a
counter punch all within the same move.
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[*the Hook or Uppercut punch forces the opponents head to violently move sidewards and their
neck does a *snap* movement. When the neck snaps, the nerves in the neck connected to the brain
temporarily stop sending life impulses. This *snap* of the neck stuns and paralyses the opponent,
causing them to lose consciousness and faint.
(If the neck fully snaps, then the person will die because you will have permanently severed their
neck nerves from the brain.)]
In Krav Maga, you are taught to fight and kill or atleast fatally injure the enemy. There is no such
thing as deterring the enemy with defense only, because according to Israelis - you either kill or are
killed.
Krav Maga is used by the Israeli army, they are taught how to use it while carrying a rifle or machine
gun in their hands. The people who have faced the harshest Krav Maga attacks are the Palestinian
civilians.
(Search on the Internet for this book: COMPLETE KRAV MAGA - DARREN LAVINE AND JOHN WHITMAN – PDF)

Weapons:
Israel has studied modern warfare throughout the late 20th and 21st century, keeping an eye on
their new Muslim enemy. They have noticed that the new 4th generation warfare is fought within
the streets of urban cities, and not in open fields (like it used to happen in classical wars.) This has
made them produce weapons which are more smaller and lighter, making them easier to carry in an
urban atmosphere. Now that nanotechnology is available, it is much more easier to produce; lighter,
smaller, yet more powerful and accurate weaponry.
Soldiers are equipped with semi-automatic Rifles (like M-16s) or submachine guns, but with
advanced modifications like;
- a smaller barrel (the front part of the gun which bullets shoot out from - for easier
transportation and hiding),
- less intense recoil (the gun moves less violently so the soldier can shoot longer and keep
on target.).
- Bullets are made smaller (therefore less heavy to carry) and more blunt - therefore more
lethal on impact on the enemies skin (they make a bigger injury hole in the skin and flesh, so
it takes longer for the enemy to recover).

We have discussed and shared pictures in the ebook: Black Flags from Syria (on the chapter on
Israel) on the new types of unmanned Urban war machines Israel has invented to fight modern wars.
(such as mini Urban fighter Tanks, urban helicopters, and drones which can easily navigate through
city streets to spy on enemies hiding behind buildings. They have invented spy machines like flying
insects which imitate real-life mosquitoes to suck blood of a fighter to study his DNA or to inject a
virus or chemicals into his blood.
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DECEPTION UNVEILED: Israeli army:
Israeli citizens are forced to join the Israeli Army for 3 years and it is mandatory, then after these 3
years it is mandatory for them to do it for 1 month every year. They hate it, and the commanders
force them to come.

From a Documentary called: “The Alpha Diaries” of the Israeli Army
Normal Israeli citizens want to maintain their businesses and normal fun lifestyle. They do not even
get compensated for their business’s losses when they go on duty, which makes them bitter against
their leadership. But they are forced to join anyway. As a result of this forced conscription – many
Israeli troops are; less experienced, have a low morale and are greedy for life.
Most Israeli citizens live an hedonist (materialistic) lifestyle, and are unhealthy and even fat. They
get some religious justification from Rabbis' for legal rulings in war, but their religious Rabbis’ do not
participate in battle (because they have to preserve the religious teachings) – which makes many
Israeli soldiers bitter to the religious class that the Rabbis’ do not have to risk their lives in battle.
While Israeli soldiers are together
during patrols etc. They discuss about
what holidays they went on and plan
to go on, how they did zina (adultery)
with a girlfriend, and how their life is
outside of war. Some even take drugs
and actually curse where they live
(Israel) because the poor do not have
much work opportunities. These are
not the signs of an elite army. It looks
more like dissatisfied teenagers, or
policemen.
Israeli soldiers are overweight because they’re not fulltime fighters, but just trained civilians who crave for life.
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The reality is exposed in Jewish scripture, the Old Testament, the Bible and the Quran wherein the
Israelites are shown clearly as cowards who do not like to fight wars due to their love of the worldly
life and their hesitation in wanting to return to God.
The Bible and the Quran expose this reality when the Israelites with Moses rejected his call for war
against the Canaanites (people living in Palestine) due to cowardice, and as a result had to travel
without a home in the desert for 40 years. (We have mentioned these events in the 1st section of
this book already.)

Allah also tells us in the Quran (2:96) about the Jews:
"And you will most certainly find them (the Jews) the greediest for life, even more than the
polytheists. Every one of them wishes he was given a life of 1000 years, yet even that would not save
them from the punishment. And Allah is the Seer of what they do." (Quran 2:96)
No nation in the world loves life more than the Jews. Even those who disbelieve and do not believe
in the next life from the idol worshippers love life less than the Jews. It is the wrath of Allah
(God/Hashem) which the Israelites have repeatedly earned due to greed and arrogance which is
mentioned in the Old Testament which makes the Jews fear returning to Him after death. So due to
a lack of hope in God's mercy, they turn away from God and become attached to worldly life instead,
competing for wealth in greed and arrogance. So the cycle of wrath which they receive from God
and from mankind as a result of untamed greed is difficult to break. The only way to break away
from this cycle is if they follow the guidance revealed to Jesus and Muhammad (peace be on them)
who informed the Jews that they can earn God's Mercy, and they can also have their share of the
worldly life, but their true goal is in aiming for Paradise and avoiding the Hellfire in the life to come.
This will give them direction in life and they will use their intellect for good causes and not evil.
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DID YOU KNOW?

The British Olympics in 2012 logo (left) is made to look like 2012, but subliminally spells out ‘Zion’ (right)

Magic is a crucial tool in Israel's toolkit.
Magic is a range of things, it ranges from; subtle wordplay, to illusions on the senses, and also
includes the dark arts of black magic.
[Sihr in Arabic is the word used for Magic, but its deeper meaning is to do something subtely. Magic
involves tricking someones 5 senses (i.e. seeing, hearing, smell, touch, taste). So a fake kebab burger
made out of soya is magic because all your 5 senses (taste/look etc) think it is meat but it is really
made of soya once you read the label.)]

Zionist Israel uses all the different types of magic to defend or promote itself. We will mention some
examples of how here:
1 - Subtle wordplay:
If you read news articles, you will notice that every news has an opposite perspective to it.
A simple example:
Headline 1: Israeli soldier kills Palestinian child.
Headline 2: Child killed due to Israel & Hamas conflict.
You'll notice headline 1 has a strong emphasis on the Israeli being the aggressor, but by changing the
way it is said in Headline 2, you have automatically discarded the fact that the Israeli was the killer,
instead the attention is shifted to the harms of war itself.
This technique is always used in the headlines by pro-Israeli newspapers, either to hide that Israel as
the aggressor, or to not show Israel's weaknesses.
This subtle word-play technique is used often, even to dull peoples senses. Example: Instead of
saying "bombing" in the news, the word "shelling" is used because it sounds less violent.
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We're also aware of the word "terrorism" being used when Muslims commit terror acts, but not
when other groups commit terror acts.
This is magic on the emotions because by using a different word, you are evoking different
emotions. 'Terrorist' and 'freedom-fighter' are both describing the same man, but you get different
emotions when hearing each word.
“Some eloquent speech is as effective as magic”
(Prophet Muhammad) [Sahih al Bukhari – Book 71 -Number 662]

2 - Illusions on the 5 Senses:
In late 2012 , the Syrian civil war was raging and many groups were fighting the Syrian Army to take
over the North Syrian coast next to the sea. Weapons would also be imported into Syria on this sea
coast. Israel wanted to know more about what was being imported into Syria. Could it be something
which could harm them in the future?
As boats reached the Syrian coast, they stopped on
the rocks of the beach. Floating on the sea was a
specially designed rock, it looked exactly the same
as the rest. It had the same colour, shape and feel
as a normal pebble on the sea, but it had been
placed exactly on that spot for a specific reason. It
had a high definition (HD) camera installed within
it which would view and record all the activities of
the importers of weapons. The “Spy rock” would
record (and possibly even stream) images to Israel
of what was being imported into Syria during this
time period. Yet the Syrians didn't even know of it.
If someone was tipped off and told that Israel has a
pebble on the coast to spy on you, which rock
would they pick and remove first? None (there's
simply too much).
This is magic illusions of the senses, in this case the
eyes. Professionally edited Photoshopped images
are also illusions on the eyes because people think
it is real, even though the picture may be edited.
(We have mentioned how Israel uses
Photoshopped images to make it look like Hamas
leaders are drinking alcohol by placing the head of a Hamas leader on the body of another person on
Photoshop).
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Mossad Katsa agents’ use illusions at airports if they need to bypass security with something like a
sensitive document. What they will do is hide the document or memory card in a newspaper they’re
carrying with them through the airport. If they are stopped and searched, they will put the
newspaper to the side (or even pass it to the security to put to the side). They will then let the
security search them and their suitcases (the security will not bother searching through a
newspaper) [whereas in reality the document or memory card has been carefully inserted into a
private pocket/pouch made within the newspaper.] The security will let him through, and he has
escaped with his secret document! (Note: it is for reasons like this that secret services are interested
in studying illusion techniques.)

3 – Black Magic:
In an early release of the "Inspire magazine" released by Al-Qa'idah Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), the
Mujahideen relate stories of being caught by Intelligence Agencies even though they did not break
any security precautions. They wondered how this was, only to realise they did not recite their
Protection Prayers in the morning or evening [i.e. the Mu'awwidhaat or Qul surahs from the Quran,
and the prayers in Hisn al-Muslim etc.]
A Mujahid called @Magnetgas on Twitter said that many Mujahideen fight in Syria, but their trigger
gets locked and they don't know how to release it to shoot. But once they recite the Quran over it,
the trigger unlocks once again and they are able to shoot again. He then explains that it could be the
Jinn (spirits) who are sent to prevent the Mujahideen.
Finding the location of the Mujahideen and preventing their weapons from working are just some of
the low-level examples I have read of the dark arts (black magic) being used against the Jihad. I am
not alone in this view, many Christians are even aware that the Intelligence Agencies have a strong
connection with black magic and other beings (spirits, jinn etc) to help them expand their outreach
in Intelligence activities, to help them in their blackmail and torture methods, and even to help them
control the people! Drugs and herbs are part of the black magic because they can alter peoples
senses.
All these ‘Magic tools’ are used by Israel to portray itself to look like an invincible force which is
undefeatable.
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Islamic Protection against Spying Magic

If the disbelievers think they have protection, then Allah has given the believers even
stronger protection than them. There are many miraculous events in history which have
helped the believers over the disbelievers, here’s some examples:

1- The Qur’an Can Protect You and make you invisible from the Harm of the Disbelievers
,“And when you recite the Qur’an, We put an invisible veil between you and those who do not
believe in the Hereafter.”- [Quran al-Isra’ 17; 45]
A group of the Mufassirin explained this verse to mean that the aversion to and heedlessness of the
Qur’an and Islam on the part of the disbelievers is the result of a barrier that was placed on their
hearts by Allah, making them unable to comprehend or realize any of the wisdom contained therein.
This was the explanation of Qatadah, as well as al-Hasan al-Basri.However, various narrated
incidents show that the verse carries an interpretation and meaning that is more literal to its
wording; i.e., that one of the means by which Allah prevents his righteous servants from being
thrown into the clutches of the disbelievers and being exposed to their harm is through the
protection attained by the recitation of the Qur’an itself.
The following is collected from al-Qurtubi’s commentary on the above verse:
1 – Asma’ bint Abi Bakr said:
“When the chapter ‘al-Masad’ was revealed, al-‘Awra’ Umm Jamil bint Harb came looking for the
Prophet with a stick in her hands while the Prophet was sitting in the courtyard of the mosque with
Abu Bakr. So, when Abu Bakr saw her, he said to the Prophet: “She is coming, and I fear that she will
see you!” So, the Messenger of Allah said: “She will not be able to see me,” and he recited the
Qur’an, seeking a firm handhold by it. He recited: ,“And when you recite the Qur’an, We put an
invisible veil between you and those who do not believe in the Hereafter.”- [Quran al-Isra’ 17; 45]
So, she stood in front of Abu Bakr, and did not see the Messenger of Allah. She said: “O Abu Bakr! I
have been informed that your companion has insulted me!” He said: “No, by the Lord of this House,
he has not insulted you.”
So, she turned and walked away, saying: “Quraysh knows that I am the daughter of its most noble
man!””
2 – Sa’id bin Jubayr said:
“When the verse ,“May the hands of Abu Lahab perish, and may he perish!”- was revealed, the wife
of Abu Lahab came to the Prophet while he was with Abu Bakr. So, Abu Bakr said: “Move away, so
that you will not hear from her that which would hurt you, as she is a harsh woman!” So, the
Prophet said: “A protection will be put for me from her,” and she was unable to see him. She said:
“O Abu Bakr! Your companion has insulted me!” He said: “By Allah, he does not say poetry.” She
said: “So, you believe in him?” and angrily walked away.
So, Abu Bakr said: “O Messenger of Allah! Did she not see you?”
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The Prophet replied: “An Angel was standing between she and I, shielding me from her, until she
went away.”“
3 – Ka’b bin Malik said: “The Prophet used to shield himself from the disbelievers using three
verses: ,“Truly, We have set veils over their hearts so that they do not understand this (Qur’an), and
deafness in their ears…”- *Quran al-Kahf 18; 57]
,“They are those upon whose hearts, hearing, and sight Allah has set a seal.”- *an-Nahl 16; 108]
,“Have you seen he who takes his own lust as his god, and Allah, knowing him as such, has left him
astray, and sealed his hearing and his heart, and put a cover on his sight?”- *al-Jathiyah; 45: 23]
So, when the Prophet would recite them, he would be shielded from the polytheists.
I informed a man from Sham of this. He travelled to the lands of the Romans and was kept there for
some time as a prisoner. After a while, he escaped from the Romans, and they went out to hunt him
and bring him back as a captive. He recited these verses, and, although they were with him on the
same road, they were never able to find him.”
4 – ath-Tha’labi said:
“I relayed the same information (regarding these three verses) to a man from the people of Ray. One
time, he was imprisoned in Daylam, where he stayed there for some time before escaping. They
went out searching for him, so, he recited these verses.
When they finally caught up to where he was, and his
clothing was touching their clothing, they were still unable
to see him.”
5 – al-Qurtubi himself said:
“And a similar thing happened to me in our land of
Andalusia, in Qurtubah (Cordova, Spain). I had escaped
from in front of the enemy, rushing to a corner of his castle
fortress where I could not be detected. So, two knights
were sent out to search for me, while I was simply
squatting on the ground with no protection of barrier
between they and I. So, I began reciting: ,“And We have
put a barrier before them, and a barrier behind them, and
We have covered them up, so, they cannot see.”- *Ya Sin;
9+ and other verses from the Qur’an. The two knights
approached me, looked around, and returned back from
where they had came, with one of them saying to the
other: “This man is a demon!” So, Allah – the Mighty and
Exalted – blinded them from seeing me, and all praise is
due to Allah for this.” *‘al-Jami’ li Ahkam al-Qur’an’;
10/116-117]

2 - Haa Meem – The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him) said: "If the enemy
raid you - then say 'Haa-Meem' - they will not be Victorious." (Haa-Meem Laa yuNSaroon) It's chain
is Saheeh [authentic] – Tirmidhi [1682].
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Deception Unveiled: Cowardice
@RadioR_m:
The Cowards of Zion: IDF (Israel Defence Force) infantry are overwhelmed with fear even in
*training exercises.* "Heart-breaking" stuff.

Watch any documentary on Israel and you will see how they’re always portraying themselves as ‘the
best of the best’ while at the same time they portray themselves as those in need of the most
sympathy from the world. The amount of effort and desperation Israel puts into showing how ‘good’
and ‘excellent’ it is while wanting sympathy actually proves that it is actually timid. It is like a sheep
wearing wolf’s clothing to scare people from afar, yet it will not come near you, and if you come
near it – it will flee.
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PALESTINE:
The Islamic Awakening
(1987-2014)
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Back to Palestine:

In the late 1980s, the PLO (Palestinian Liberation Organization) had been subdued militarily and
many of its leaders killed, Palestine remained in a state of fear from the Israelis’. Israeli soldiers
could now patrol Palestinian streets, and harm the Palestinians in any way they wanted, and they
had no real source of defence to deter the Israeli enemy.

Israeli forces would bully the Palestinian civilians, they would
raid houses of civilians living in Palestine, searching through
the most private parts of their bedrooms and interrogating
them and their children in the most brutal of ways. They
would claim that their fathers or brothers were carrying
weapons or spent too much time outside the country,
"Why?" the Israeli soldiers would ask. Children would be
terrified and would be beaten and imprisoned for further
questioning if they gave the wrong answers. The Israeli
soldiers would patrol the streets of Palestine, enforcing
curfews and preventing them from even the most basic of
freedoms. In times of curfew, Palestinians could not even
leave their homes to get drinking water or basic foods and would starve as they were sieged under
Israeli curfews for weeks. The people of Palestine were living in a massive prison for simply living in
their own land!
This built up stress and rage in the hearts of the Palestinian people. Finally, they exploded.

The 1st Intifada (Uprising) 1987-1993:
The uprising began on 9 December, 1988 in the Jabalia refugee camp after a series of escalating
actions and deaths of Palestinian citizens, and tensions reached a boiling point when an Israeli army
truck struck a civilian car, killing four Palestinians.
The Palestinians began to revolt against Israeli occupation. These revolts were called Intifada
(literally: 'to shake off' [the Israeli presence]). Thousands of Palestinian civilians came out of their
homes and began to protest violently, thousands started throwing stones, slingshots and fire at the
Israeli troops occupying their towns. The Palestinians living on the side of Israeli border also began
to revolt.
The Israeli soldiers within the Palestinian towns got scared, and not knowing what to do, asked their
leadership what they should do. The reply was; 'Shoot them'. Israeli soldiers began to fire and shoot
the Palestinians'. Many children, women and civilians were killed, and Israel began to get bad media
attention for killing protestors.
Israel then adopted a policy of 'might, power, and beatings,' namely "breaking Palestinians' bones".
So Israeli troops began to violently beat Palestinians with clubs and police-batons until the
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Palestinians became paralysed. The global spread of images of soldiers beating adolescents with
clubs gave them further bad media press.
This then led to the adoption of firing semi-lethal plastic bullets instead of metal bullets. The pain
and bruises of being shot would still be there, but the media couldn't say Israel kills the Palestinians.
The Intifada was spontaneous, no individual person had organised it and so it was hard to stop. It
took 6 years for the first Intifada to finish. Over six years of the 1st Intifada - the Israeli Army killed
over 1000 Palestinian civilians while Palestinians killed 100 Israeli civilians and 60 Israeli soldiers.
By the time the first Intifada had finished, the Oslo Accords treaty was made and Israeli soldiers had
to leave Gaza and the towns within it. The Palestinians would have abit more freedom now.
What the Palestinians realised from the 1st Intifada was that the Israelis' would never be 'shaked off'
except through violent resistance. The Palestinians had also given up on Communism, it had only
given them false hopes and weakness. They realised violent resistance requires sacrifice, and
sacrifice should be given for a cause worth dying for, maybe returning to the guidance of Allah (God)
could be the solution?
It would be during this time period that Hamas would be born.

The 2nd Intifada (2000):
In September 2000, Ariel Sharon -the leader of Israel- daringly made a visit to the Masjid al-Aqsa.
Palestinians and Muslims all over the world became furious. As usual, the Arab kings did nothing,
however Palestinian demonstrators rose up and began throwing stones at the Israeli police guarding
Arial Sharon. The Palestinians were dispersed by the Israeli army which began using tear gas and
rubber bullets at the Palestinians.

The Raayah al-Tawheed
59 (Flag with the Islamic
Shahada inscribed) raised [year 2014] when Israeli
police raided and damaged Masjid al-Aqsa.

Unlike the 1st Intifada which involved basic attacks like Molotov cocktail fires and stones, the
Palestinians began to use more sophisticated modes of attack. They started to fight back the Israeli
army with guns and now that the Palestinians were turning back to the Islamic guidance - they began
to do martyrdom operations (attaching a bomb to their body and exploding it when next to Israeli
soldiers). It is estimated to be about 3, 000 Palestinians, and 1, 000 Israelis were killed by 2005 when
the 2nd Intifada finished. President Mahmoud Abbas and Prime Minister Ariel Sharon agreed to stop
all acts of violence against Israelis and Palestinians and reaffirmed their 'commitment to the
Roadmap for peace.'
The 2nd Intifada had a stronger religious Jihadi feel to it than the 1st one. It involved much more
self-sacrifice (i.e. martyrdom operations), it was more violent and caused more damage to Israel.
The Palestinians were now becoming braver, bolder. Their return to religion and abandonment of
Communism and Arabism was a new source of strength for them. A Return to traditional Jihadi Islam
in the early 2000 s was now a unifying force for the Palestinians. Islam was no more a 'backward'
thing. Rather, it was the only hope for the future.
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How the Jews fight – Allah reveals their secrets:

Allah (God/Hashim) tells us the secrets of the Jews in the Quran. He says:
They fight not against you altogether, except that they are in fortified towns, or behind a wall.
Their enmity between each other is great, you would assume they are united but their hearts are
divided. That is because they are a nation who don't understand. (Quran 59:14)

Benefits we get from the verse:
1 - They (the Jews) fight
2 - not against you altogether (Jamee'a). So they fight in small platoons or clusters, not as big
armies.
3 - except that they are in fortified towns,
or behind a wall.
(Meaning: They always seek protection
behind something fortified/Armoured (like a
Tank, or behind a remote controlled drone,
behind sand bags or behind a wall) [see
image: an Israeli invention called ‘the
Cornershot gun’+. It is not normal for a Jew
to fight face to face.
4 - Their Enmity (Ba's) between each other is severe (shadeed): Ba's = war/hatred. So Allah tells us
the Jews have a strong hatred towards each other and actually wage war with each other. This
hatred and war between them is shadeed (= severe/intense).
5 - 'you would assume they are united but their hearts are divided.'
Jews portray to the world they are united but really their hearts are divided, they differ with each
other in decision making even in the state of battle, this differing is the case from their high level
generals all the way down to their footsoldiers. Their hearts are 'shatta' = (a glass smashing = all the
pieces going in different directions). So the Jews hearts' are in different directions, making them an
un-unified force = weak.
6 - 'That is because they are a nation who don't understand' : The Jews know alot, but their
knowledge doesn't lead them to be a guided people. We are seeing in this book how the knowledge
of the Zionist Jews has made them make the majority of mankind go on the wrong paths instead of
the true guidance. As a result, they themselves have also become a people who don't truly
understand their purpose in life, so they fear life and also death. This verse is extremely detailed in
summarizing the weaknesses of the Israeli army and the entire Zionist system.
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HAMAS:
Hamas (meaning: ‘zeal and excitement’ in Arabic and ‘violence’ in Hebrew) was created by Ahmad
Yasin in 1987 after the 1st Intifada. Ahmad Yasin called for war against Israel and spoke against Arab
kings who were willing to accept that some of Palestinian land be handed over to the Zionists. Due
to his strong rhetoric and opposition to Israel, he was captured by Israel in 1989 and imprisoned in
Israeli jails. He would come out of jail in 1997 in a prisoner swap, as an old, frail and weak man, but
he never lost his hope in Allah for martyrdom. Allah will treat you in accordance with how much you
rely on Him. And so Allah destined he would get the death of a martyr. He was killed when an Israeli
helicopter gunship fired a missile at him as he was being wheeled out on his wheelchair from the
early morning Fajr prayer in 2004.
Hamas is an organisation whose goal is to liberate Palestine entirely and to leave no trace of Israel
on the map. It is not allowed for a Muslim to believe Israel is a legitimate state, because they have
stolen land which belongs to the Muslims (any land which has been a Muslim land in the past
belongs to the Muslims until the Day of Judgment).

Hamas has 2 branches - a Political & Social welfare branch and a Military arm (called the Izz al-Deen
Qassam Brigades). The social welfare and political branches are responsible for the social,
administrative, political, and propaganda activities of Hamas, and the military wing (Izz al-Deen
Qassam) is engaged in covert activities, such as acting against suspected collaborators, gathering
intelligence on potential targets, procuring weapons, and carrying out military attacks.
Hamas is an offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood who uses the strategy of Muslims using the
elections through democracy to gain a major vote and then rule over the Muslim people through a
slow and gradual implementation of Islamic Laws. The Islamic State and Al Qa'idah disagree with
this method totally and say that democracy is shirk (polytheism), because people cannot vote
whether Allah (God)'s law should be highest or not, rather Allah's Law should always be highest
whether people vote for it or not. These differences in politics are what cause the Muslim
Brotherhood and Al Qa'idah + the Islamic State to differ and even fight sometimes.
Hamas, having been born after the 1st Intifada, and rising after the 2nd one began to get a popular
support group. The Palestinians, now realising the world and the Arabs had abandoned them, turned
to Allah. The Palestinian women, who wore jeans and t-shirts and no Hijab (head covering) in the
80s, were suddenly becoming practising Muslims and wearing modest clothing and the full Hijab.

Hypocritical Democracy:
An Islamic revival was happening within Palestine, and the Muslim world in general. Muslims took
pride in their religion and began realising that victory could only come from Allah (God). The
'revolutionary Communism' the PLO came with (which Abdullah Azzam had abandoned Palestine
for) was being replaced with conservative Islam more and more in the 21st century. From rocks,
slingshots and Molotov’s in the 1st Intifada, to guns and martyrdom operations in the 2nd Intifada,
and now an Islamic army firing - rockets at Israel!
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It was in this historical context that Hamas was rising, so that by 2006, it took part in elections and
got the majority vote. Hamas, an Islamic Muslim Brotherhood party had won, and would rule
Palestine, and the world couldn't say anything because it was all done democratically!
But Israel said no, so America said no, so Europe said no, so the rest of the world said no. So Hamas
was refused political recognition. They would not be recognised by the world as the true leaders of
Palestine. Why? Because it was an Islamist Muslim Brotherhood group which didn't accept the
legitimacy of the occupying State of Israel.
Since Hamas had been refused recognition by the world, the secular opposition political party in
Palestine (related to the PLO) called 'Fatah' decided it would not obey the newly elected government
of Hamas (Fatah was related to the PLO who had now lost power after 40 years of rule in Palestine.)
Fatah felt they could grip onto power longer because the world had denied Hamas recognition. This
caused Hamas to have alot of bitterness towards Fatah, a bitterness which continues till today. As a
result of this power struggle, Hamas would rule over the Gaza Strip, and Fatah would keep hold of
the West Bank (which contains East Jerusalem [which holds Masjid al-Aqsa]). Israel would take
advantage of this division between both groups, and would say they only recognize Mahmoud Abbas
(the leader of Fatah) as a legitimate ruler of Palestinian territories. This bitterness between both
sides would allow Israel to cause fights between both groups instead of the common Israeli enemy.

Hamas stays firm: Hamas refused this hypocrisy of world powers and chose to remain in power, it
began to run its own governmental institutes, provide for the Palestinian people and prepare its
defences incase of any aggression by any enemy on the Palestinian state.
Due to Hamas remaining firm in its decision to rule, Palestine came under sanctions by the USA and
its allies. Palestine could not trade (import/export food) with the world because it was being ruled
by an 'illegitimate' and 'Islamist' political party. These sanctions were a political tool to force the
Palestinian people to starve and finally rebel against their own government and accept another
party to rule over them instead. But the Palestinians refused subjugation. Instead of whimpering
when being cornered, the Palestinians once again would explode. On June 9, 2006 , during an Israeli
artillery operation, an explosion occurred on a busy Gaza beach, killing eight Palestinian civilians. Its
important to note that Palestinians are repeatedly harassed and killed daily, weekly, but they react
when they are hit harshly.
Instead of the Palestinian people marching out in another Intifada, Hamas would begin firing its
locally made Qassam rockets at Israel. Things would be different now; the unarmed Palestinian
people could sit at home while the Hamas group would send its armed men and rockets at Israel.
The people found comfort that they now had a righteous 'older brother' who would help them repel
and push away the bully. The first real battle Hamas would fight with Israel would be in 2008 (called
by the Israelis as: Operation Cast Lead). This would be followed by 3 more wars after that (called:
Operation Pillar of Defence, Operation Summer Rains , and Operation Protective Edge [in 2014].)
Each battle Hamas fought against Israel, they were able to increase their experience and skills so
that in the following war – they had an even better strategy than the previous one.
In the next chapter, we’ll look at Operation Protective Edge.
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OPERATION PROTECTIVE EDGE (2014):
The kidnapping of 3 Israeli teenagers was what caused 'Operation Protective Edge' in June 2014,
when Israel would invade Gaza. So let’s now take a look at the background of kidnappings in
Palestine.

A Tool of war - Kidnappings:
Palestinians are arrested by Israeli police daily in Palestine, for small things such as raising the
Palestinian flag in Jerusalem (which is ‘illegal’ according to Israel), to children throwing stones at
Israeli police when they enter Eastern Jerusalem (the Palestinian side is East, the West is Israel's), or
if men younger than 40 pray in Masjid al-Aqsa. If a child doesn't cover his face when throwing
stones, he is identified by Israeli intelligence and his house is raided at 3am at night, he is arrested
and sent to an Israeli jail. The walls of the jail are made of sharp rocks, the floor is cold, and he is not
allowed to contact family. Boys might only be 8 years old and go through this. The aim of the arrests
is to remove the confidence of the Palestinian people, to make them timid, scared to rebel. Israel
does not want the next generation of Palestinians to be strong. Someone being kidnapped by Israeli
police does not make headlines, however, if an Israeli is kidnapped by Palestinians, it is world news.
So as a revenge tactic, Palestinian armed groups do aim to kidnap Israeli soldiers. Israel ensures its
citizens do not enter Palestinian territories by displaying signs like: 'DANGER - DO NOT ENTER THIS
TERRITORY'. Many Israelis' out of fear do not approach the Palestinian people. However, there have
been some cases when Israeli citizens have entered, many times they are left at peace. But if they
are caught by an Islamic armed group, they will be imprisoned and be used as a bargaining tool to
free Palestinian prisoners. Palestinians will often want to take advantage of this because in 2011,
they were able to swap an Israeli soldier (Gilad Shalit) who they had caught as prisoner in exchange
for 1000 Palestinian prisoners.
The kidnapping of 3 Israeli teenagers was what caused 'Operation Protective Edge' in June 2014 ,
when Israel would invade Gaza.
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OPERATION PROTECTIVE EDGE (2014) – the War:
The kidnapping of 3 Israeli teenagers was what caused 'Operation Protective Edge' in June 2014.
This is what DEBKAFILE says about the events preceding the battle as they were happening in
2014: (note: I will be highlighting the parts which show how Israeli intelligence collection works,
and how the kidnappers used ‘counter-intelligence’ methods to evade the Israeli search.)

Three Israeli teens believed kidnapped by major terrorist organization. Intensive search
continues.
As the search for the three teenage boys feared kidnapped Thursday night, June 12 (2014) ,
outside Alon Shevut, went into its second day, the shape of a large Palestinian terrorist
organization and a carefully planned, step-by- step abduction began to emerge. The massive
IDF-Shin Bet hunt, fortified with more manpower and aerial vehicles (i.e. drones) Friday
night, uncovered the hand of a suspected central command, most likely set up by Hamas,
that appeared to be operating somewhere underground, having cut off communications
with the kidnappers so as not to betray the location of their hideout with the boys - two 16year olds from Yeshivot Etzion and a third boy. One of the three is a US citizen. The planners
had 8-11 hours after snatching the boys until the Israeli search began for detailed planning.
Most of the information gathered so far is kept under tight wraps. However, debkafile’s
military sources report that the charred Hyundai Elantra found in the Mt. Hebron village of
Dura Friday has been identified as the kidnap car, which was torched (burnt) to destroy any
forensic evidence.
The boys were later transferred to another vehicle. Local firefighters who extinguished the
fire may have smudged any remaining clues – which may have been calculated.
It was a fairly small vehicle, very cramped for the three abductees plus kidnappers, so there
may have been no more than one or two. A fourth boy who, fortunately for him, arrived on
the scene shortly after the trio was abducted described what he had seen. It turns out that
the kidnap car came from the direction of Jerusalem and performed a U-turn before driving
off toward Hebron.
Israeli officials issue blanket denials of any clues to the boys’ disappearance, but some leads
have certainly been collected and are being painstakingly followed up for substance.
The Hebron district of the southern West Bank is a challenging terrain for a search. A hotbed
of extremist Palestinian groups, it is hilly, covered in dense foliage and riddled with hundreds
if not thousands of caves, some of which are virtually inaccessible. Wanted terrorists have in
he past stayed hidden in those cave systems for months, before they were hunted down by
Israeli special forces, usually only after tip-offs (by local spies).
So if sufficient supplies of food and water were set up in one of those caves, the three boys
and their captors could remain holed up undiscovered for a lengthy period.
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In recent months, this part of the West Bank has seen several terrorist attacks by unknown
perpetrators.
On Sept. 23, 2013, Sgt. Koby Gal was shot dead by a Palestinian sniper while on guard at the
Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron. On April 14, Baruch Mizrahi, a high-ranking officer in the
Police Intelligence Division and former colonel in the clandestine IDF 8200 Unit, was killed on
his way to Hebron with his family by a lone killer who stepped in front of his car and opened
fire. Neither killer has been traced.
The working hypothesis is that a broad terrorist infrastructure is operating underground in
the Hebron sector, which has so far defied Israel security service efforts to uncover and
dismantle it. It is too soon to determine whether it is connected to the triple abduction,
although a large number of attempted kidnappings were foiled in recent months. The
officers responsible for these successes are actively leading the search.
Friday night and Saturday morning, Israeli forces arrested a number of Palestinian suspects
for interrogation – including at two terrorists released in the past. The social media have
abounded with claims of responsibility, all of them false and planted to mislead the
searchers. IDF Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Benny Gantz arrived at the search headquarters
Saturday morning.

After many days of searching for the 3 Israeli boys, the Israeli intelligence were able to find the
kidnappers, they were 2 Palestinians' who had loyalty to the Islamic State. They were captured and
killed by Israel, but it was too late for Israel - the 3 Israeli boys had already been killed and their
bodies thrown into a river. Israel blamed Hamas for the kidnapping all over the media to put
pressure on them, to force Hamas to control and stop the different Islamic armed groups within
Gaza.
As a result of this kidnapping, Israel started its 'Protective Edge' offensive in Gaza (in June 2014). It
would bomb Gaza with its fighter jets from the sky, and with tanks, artillery shells (bombs) and
troops on the ground.
The Islamic armed groups were already guarding the frontlines, prepared already for such a battle,
they began shooting their rockets towards Israel. Israel's goal was to destroy the Hamas leadership,
and now was the perfect excuse to enter into Palestinian territory and utterly destroy Gaza.
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The Gaza Strip:

Gaza is a very small
strip of land (about
139 miles squared). It
is like a closed
prison. To its North,
and East is Israel, to
its South is Egypt
(which is right now
being ruled by Sisi - a
Anti-Muslim
Brotherhood
dictator), and to its
West is the
Mediterranean sea
which is patrolled by
the Israeli navy so
Gazans cannot fish in
it. This makes life
really hard for the
people in Gaza
because they are
surrounded by
enemies while they
themselves are sactioned (cut off from the world) and poor. This makes them rely on Allah instead of
other people in the world.
The Hamas leadership has strong support from the Gazan population simply because Hamas is the
only sincere helper they have in the world. This makes them stick together as one body, and many of
them are willing to give their lives to support the Jihad.
As a result, many of the Palestinian Gazan people have allowed Hamas to build its bases
underground the small Gaza strip. The people have also allowed them to make tunnels
underground, so a complex layer of tunnel mazes underground (about 10metres deep) will allow
Mujahideen (Muslim fighter) leaders and footsoldiers to hide and move from one location to
another without being detected by drones.
When Israel invaded Gaza in 'Operation Protective Edge' 2014, it began to fire at Hamas bases within
Gaza. They would fire at the buildings the people of Gaza lived in (having intelligence that Hamas
bases were underneath them), causing 2000+ Palestinian civilians to be killed.
So Israel would say that it has killed combatants (they refer to the civilians who were 'defending'
Hamas bases by living in the buildings as 'combatants'), whereas the Palestinians would say our
civilians are being killed intentionally by Israel. Who was telling the truth? Who was deceiving?
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Was it Hamas's fault for resorting to this technique if they only had a small piece of land to hide in
for a guerilla war (since they were the weaker enemy)? Was it the United Nations' fault for not
punishing Israel when it stole Palestinian land and kept building settlements within it illegally?
Did the Palestinians have a choice if their home was above a hidden Hamas base? Were they even
aware a bunker was underneath them? Did the Palestinians have a choice where they lived if the
world had ignored them and given them no refuge? These are the questions which the world is silent
about and won’t answer.
Instead of weakening due to the world abandoning them, the Palestinian people were getting
stronger now every year, in their new rediscovery of pure faith, grasping newer technology in
weapons and learning different arts of warfare, they were becoming more resilient. Israel didn't
intend this, but it was a reaction to their oppression.
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The Palestinian Jihadi Resistance fights back:
As Israel bombed the entire Gaza Strip, Palestinian Mujahideen (fighters) moved between the
different mazes of tunnels underground. They quickly fired rockets into Israel, then escaped. These
rockets would go deep into Israeli territory, with some even landing into Tel Aviv! (Israel’s business
capital city). These types of attacks cause alot of psychological trauma to Israeli citizens who love life
and hate death. As a result of these rocket attacks, Israeli cities' siren a loud alarm which warns its
citizens to hide in local bomb shelters during a war. The Iron Dome is an anti-rocket defense system
which is used to counter the Palestinian rockets. So a Palestinian rocket worth about $500 is
detected by the Iron Dome and shot at by a $1million Iron Dome counter-rocket.
Israeli troops would slowly march into Gaza, the Palestinian Mujahideen were already prepared and
had set traps and ambushes for them. Unlike their technologically advanced Israeli enemy, the
Palestinians used more primitive modes of attack. They would make holes in the ground and cover
the holes with branches, so Israeli troops would fall into them. They would wear camouflaged
clothes, and snipe the Israelis' from a distance (even from a 2 kilometre distance with some sniper
machine guns.) They would fire anti-tank rockets from within buildings to destroy Israeli tanks.

Rahman offered a number of details about the war. "We were able to blow up six military
vehicles from inside a tunnel that was only 70 centimeters [27 inches] wide and 140
centimeters [55 inches] high. Every bomb planted in the ground had a number. When a
military vehicle stopped above the bomb, we would detonate it based on the number. If it was
above a no. 1 bomb, the wire connected to it had one node. If the vehicle was above a no. 2
bomb, it had two nodes," he said, explaining how fighters knew which detonator was paired
with which bomb.
"One of the mujahedeen would stick his camouflaged head out of the tunnel to observe the
location of the vehicles. When a vehicle was above a bomb, we would detonate it. At that
time, we would let out cries of 'God is great' inside the tunnel, which was dozens of meters
under the ground," he said.
Rahman continues to record his wartime memories in a small notebook. One this day, he
remembered how he and the other mujahedeen divided the little food and water they had. He
also recalled how they prayed sitting only on their knees. His head is crowded with such
memories as he goes about the daily routine that he returned to as if the war had never
happened. He is somewhat absent-minded because he is still caught up in moments of war,
not always paying attention to what is around him.
….
He explained, "After the occupation bombed the tunnel another time with rockets containing
deadly gas, four of us were trapped by collapsed sand. We communicated with the
leadership, using a special underground network, and they commanded us to all evacuate.
They would cover us with mortar shells fired from a different location. Ten of us were able to
escape running. We expected to be bombed at any moment, but we made it to a safe area.
As soon as the truce took effect two days later, we were able to rescue the four [fighters] who
had been stranded."
Source: What it’s like to fight for Hamas - Al-Monitor.com
th
(Author: Asmaa al-Ghoul – 16 Oct 2014)
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An early publication of Hamas’s successes in the war against Israel in 2009.

The aim was to slow the advance of the enemy and
to cause so much fatalities that the Israeli public
would pressurise their government to make their
soldiers withdraw and retreat. The goal was also to
put terror into the heart of the Israeli soldier, to
make him lose his morale in battle and disobey the
orders of his Commander. For the offensive, the
Palestinian Mujahideen surprised Israel when their
maze of tunnels went beyond Gaza and entered into
Israeli territory. The Mujahideen commandos' would
enter into Israeli territory and kill as much as they could on the other side. When Israel heard about
these tunnels, they were shocked and had to send extra reinforcements within its own territory. As I
write this book now (April 2015), Israel is still working on a way to counter these underground
tunnels because they simply cannot detect and destroy them all. They have started a project which
they wish to call the 'Iron Spade'. Tunnels right now are extremely scary to them, in some cases
Israel says its citizens have heard people talking below their kitchen sink (because tunnels are
supposedly being dug underground).
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Wikipedia: Qassam Rockets
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Small groups of Palestinian Mujahideen Commandos' were also swimming a distance of 2km under
sea and aimed to approach Israel from the 'other side' and enter Israeli territory from the beach.
They were killed and martyred, but it did put fear into the heart of the Israeli enemy who didn't
expect this type of attack from this type of direction.
The entire Palestine vs Israel battle is all a testing ground for the Mujahideen, both sides (Israelis and
Mujahideen) are testing which techniques work and how to improve themselves.
The war lasted for 50 days, much longer than Israel expected. Israel had now destroyed all of Gaza,
and was infact running out of things to destroy. Israel thought the Mujahideen would run out of
rockets by now, but infact they had fired over 1000 rockets at Israel. They were not firing them for
the fun of it, but were actually experimenting to test for weaknesses of the antirocket Iron Dome
system in preparation for future battles.

Gaza being bombed from the sky, for 50 days and nights in
Operation Protective Edge (Ramadan 2014)

Hamas was ready for a ceasefire, and so was Israel. Both sides had faced heavy losses. By the end of
the Israeli aggression, around 70,000 Artillery shells = 20,000 tons of Israeli explosives (the
equivalent of two low-yield tactical nuclear weapons) had bombarded the entire Gaza strip, yet it
was still unable to advance deep into Gaza. Israel knew that if it went deeper into Israeli territory, it
would lose more soldiers. So both sides agreed to end the war with neither side getting a clear
victory. Israel claimed victory that it was able to destroy the ‘terror tunnels’ going into Israel. But
since Hamas was the weaker enemy, the fact that it did not lose its leadership while Israel had
bombed all of Gaza was in of itself a morale victory.
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What Hamas considers victory:



To Deter Israel



Inflict significant casualties on the Israeli army or civilian population



Win any engagement, large or small.



Demonstrate tough resistance



Show that its leaders and commanders have courage



Prevent Israeli penetration deep into Gaza



Achieve perception of victory



Constrain the Israeli army by firing rockets



Gain support from the Arab and International world.
(source: Hamas in Combat pdf – P33)

DECEPTION UNVEILED: Israeli elite soldier Suicides
In the weeks after Israel and Hamas agreed to an open-ended ceasefire, three Israeli soldiers
decided to end their lives with their own weapons. And what was especially striking about
their suicides was that all served in the same unit, the Givati Brigade, which had a reputation
for its ruthless ferocity, considerable bravery, and the use of Old Testament religiosity to
justify the merciless operations of its commander, Colonel Ofer Winter.
The unit spent most of its time in Gaza close to the border with Israel in an area the Israel
Defense Forces set out to make a wide buffer zone consuming more than 40 percent of Gaza’s
territory. Fighters from Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and other groups did not fall back. Instead they
operated out of a vast network of tunnels, and the combat was as ferocious as any the IDF has
seen for many years. But the Givati Brigade drew particular attention because of its alleged
responsibility for widespread civilian casualties.
On July 21, the Givati was the main infantry force in the assault on Khuzaa, a town in southcentral Gaza right on the border with Israel. Human Rights Watch reported afterward, without
specifying the unit, that IDF troops there were responsible for “repeated shelling that struck
apparent civilian structures, lack of access to necessary medical care, and the threat of
attack from Israeli forces as [civilians] tried to leave the area.”
www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/10/28/the-ghosts-of-gaza-israel-s-soldier-suicides.html
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A 7 STEP GUIDE TO ISRAELI PROPAGANDA
August 3, 2014

Watch this against the next interview you hear or watch from an Israeli
sympathizer or a government spokesperson.
1. We haven’t heard reports of deaths, will check into it;
2. The people were killed, but by a faulty Palestinian rocket/bomb;
3. OK we killed them, but they were terrorists;
4. OK they were civilians, but they were being used as human shields;
5. OK there were no fighters in the area, so it was our mistake. But we kill
civilians by accident, they do it on purpose;
6. OK we kill far more civilians than they do, but look at how terrible
other countries are!
7. Why are you still talking about Israel? Are you some kind of antisemite?
By Adam Johannes, Secretary, Cardiff Stop the War Coalition
www.ilmfeed.com/7-step-guide-israeli- propaganda/
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Israel Radicalizes the Palestinians:

The Palestinian people live in a state
of poverty, fear and insecurity and
have been living like this ever since
the occupation of Palestine. By the
end of Operation Protective Edge
(2014), Israel had destroyed all of
Gaza. Many countries pledged to
fund and rebuild Gaza but in March
2015 (many months after the conflict
had ended), the buildings there were
still broken. The Palestinians live in
the streets, they cannot leave the
Gaza Strip because the Egyptian dictator Abdul Fattah al-Sisi has blocked the border crossing to
Egypt, and they are surrounded by Israel or the sea from every side. The Arab pledgers of aid to
Palestine do not give funds because they are not sure who to give the funds to, are they supposed to
fund Hamas (who Arab kings consider terrorists), or are they supposed to fund Fatah (the secular
PLO party in the West Bank, which is far from Gaza?) As a result of this dilemma, the people in
Palestine remain homeless in poverty without aid or homes.
This 50+ years of occupation which is making the lives of the Palestinian people extremely difficult is
frustrating them more and more. The Zionists think this frustration will make the Palestinians give up
all hope while Israel continues its settlements until they take over all Palestinian territories. But
history proves the Palestinians' will not give up hope, rather they will only explode like they did in
the Intifadas' before it, except - they will do so much more violently, because the in the coming
future – they will all be seeking martyrdom.
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Shelach (an Israeli soldier) said: “What we’re doing here is wrong”

the documentary: “the Alpha Diaries” of Israeli soldiers

"I think I'm just ahead of my time. All geniuses were ahead of their time. People will only
start noticing what I see now in a few years. Then they'll say: 'Oh yeah, back then Shelach
said what we're doing here is wrong. How didn't we feel it? How could we go into people's
houses in the middle of the night, mess their house, wake up their wives and kids, frighten
them with drawn weapons, without feeling that something was wrong? That there's a moral
dilemma here.'
You were right Shelach, there was something morally wrong. But your people did nothing to
stop it. This is why the fight to come will reach a whole new level.
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WHAT WE LEARN FROM THESE CHAPTERS:
Looking at Israel's wars with its opponents since 1948 - 2005, we see that Israel uses the following
techniques:
1 - When an enemy nation attacks Israel, it uses more advanced technology + overwhelming
firepower to overwhelm the enemy [called the: "Shock and awe" technique]. This overwhelming
firepower will shock the enemy and force them to have alot of losses, causing them to
withdraw/retreat. They will then make a peace Treaty with Israel, which Israel will happily accept
because it does not want to exhaust its soldiers or put them in too much danger. Israel heavily relies
on peace Treaties and is buying time for itself, because it is awaiting the time when it will not require
the risk of using Jewish soldiers for its battles. (see chapter: The Future Battle for more info.)
2 - Israel will assassinate leaders of enemy groups wherever they are in the world. They will
physically assassinate them or assassinate their character and portray them as not true to their
cause. (An example of this is an expertly Photoshopped picture spread on social media of a Hamas
leader drinking wine in a party. Although the picture is fake and has been edited, many people will
be fooled and this will make the leader lose support.)
3 - Israel will use 'soft war' techniques to capture more Palestinian territory. It will build settlements
in strategic locations gradually and slowly so it can take more Palestinian land, making life difficult
for the neighbouring Palestinians in that area, suffocating them, abusing them and forcing them to
leave their homes. Even these empty homes can now be captured by the Israeli settlers. The United
Nations will condemn this repeatedly to satisfy the world community but no action will be taken
against Israel.
As a result of this continuous pressure, breaking of international laws and stealing of Palestinians
rights, Hamas has fired rockets into Israel to deter the Israeli aggression. The Israeli citizens, all of
them are considered a legitimate target by Jihad groups because the Israelis are occupying a Muslim
land. They are 'guarding the frontlines' of Israel, without their presence, there would be no
occupation of Palestine. Furthermore, every citizen (male and female) in Israel has served some time
in the Israeli army, and could be enlisted in the Israeli army anytime for action, therefore they are
combatants.
Hamas fires rockets into Israel so the Israeli citizens become afraid, so they feel uncomfortable and
so they vote for a Israeli president who does not have an aggressive policy towards the Palestinians.
However, as I write this now (April 2015) – the Israelis’ have again voted for Benjamin Netanyahu
who has taken a violent hardline approach against Palestinians. This shows they are in support of
aggression against Palestinians.
Hamas's military arm, the Izzadeen Qassam Brigades have men (Muraabiteen) who are guarding the
frontlines all the time. There are also other armed groups in Gaza such as the Iranian backed alJihadi Islami ('the Islamic Jihad), and Majlis al-Shura (a group allied to the Islamic State). They fire
rockets into Israel, sometimes even without the permission of the governing Hamas, which causes
Hamas to have some bitterness against them when it makes a ceasefire with Israel.
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Rockets being fired from Gaza towards Israel.

“Shoot children of Ishmael! your father was a skilled marksman.”
- Prophet Muhammad (saws)
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Life in Israel during rocket attack:
Israel's Routine: Movies, Video Games And Gas Masks
The siren went off at 2 a.m. As a novice journalist who was getting his feet wet at Israel’s TV Channel
1 News, it was my turn to spend the night at the station, so that I could call the people who need to
broadcast back in case of an emergency. I was dozing off in one of the rooms, when I suddenly heard
the wail of a siren. I jumped up with a start. I hadn’t heard a siren shatter the silence since the
surprise attack that started the Yom Kippur War in 1973 . What do we do now? How do we defend
ourselves? How do we put on our masks? Where’s the sealed room? What do we actually do with all
that plastic sheeting?
The first thing I did was call home to ask how the kids were. Unfortunately, the rest of the country
had the same exact idea, so the phone system collapsed. Are they alive? Are they scared? I looked
out the window and down in the street I could see a few people running. That was encouraging. If
they’re not dropping dead in their tracks, it means that there’s no chemical cloud in the air, and that
means there’s no threat of mass destruction, at least within a safe radius.
I turned on the radio. The broadcaster on the Army Radio station was trying to calm his listeners, but
could hardly control his voice. “Sirens have gone off across Israel,” he announced, as if anyone in his
audience didn’t know that already. But then he added that, “We’ve been told that the explosions
heard around Tel Aviv are just thunder and lightning.” Everybody was confused. No one had the
slightest idea of what to do in a real missile war. Slowly, slowly people started arriving at the
newsroom. There were technicians and the lighting crew, directors, journalists and anchors. Our first
job was to restore calm to an entire nation, which was being told what to do while huddling in
sealed rooms.
[.... ]
It’s been 22 years since the first Gulf War. The children have now become parents themselves. Israel
has garnered considerable experience in handling threats and rockets and missiles. It faced the
second Gulf War, suicide bombers, the Lebanon War, Katyusha rockets and thousands of Qassam
rockets. But it doesn’t really matter how often a person experiences all that. You never quite get
used to it. It’s impossible to get used to the moment when the siren goes off, or to the tense silence
that immediately follows, to the nervous wait until you hear the explosion and can start to guess
how far away the missile fell this time, if there were any casualties, if it had a chemical warhead or if
it was just a conventional missile. If you haven’t experienced it, you can never understand it.
Most people in the world live well out of the range of missile threats, so they aren’t too concerned
about events that take place thousands of miles from their countries and their homes. They’re more
concerned about reports that Ben Affleck has been cast as Batman in the latest blockbuster or in
pictures of the new leaked photos of the Playstation 4 console.
www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2013/08/gas-masks-chemical-attack-israel-gulf-war.html
Shlomi Eldar for Al-Monitor Israel Pulse Posted on August 30 2014.
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HEZBOLLAH VS ISRAEL (2006) – the Second Lebanon War
In 2006, Hezbollah (a Shia group) in Lebanon had a war with Israel. Hezbollah won a clear-cut victory
which gained it much support from within the Arab world. Israel was shocked, Israeli analysts writ an
entire pdf booklet called: 'We were caught off guard'. In this booklet, the author writes how
Hezbollah won and how Israel lost. In this chapter, I will quote mentions of what caused Hezbollah
to win and highlight the strategic parts in colour. Hamas and other Jihadi groups took lessons from
this battle and were able to implement them in their own future battles.
Here it goes:
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Hezbollah’s Preparations for the 2006 Hezbollah-Israeli War - the perfect War-Model
It was imperative that Hezbollah’s combat operations penetrate well inside Israel’s border and not
yield to the IDF’s massive precision firepower. To accomplish this task, Hezbollah formed several
rocket units between 2000 and 2006. South of the Litani River, Hezbollah organized the Nasser unit,
which would control a vast arsenal of 122-mm Katyusha rockets that would be used to strike within
Israel. To undermine any attempt by Israel to decimate Hezbollah’s firepower, missile launchers
were scattered across various villages and even open areas.

Hezbollah established a simple, yet effective system for firing the Katyusha rockets. Once lookouts
declared the area free of Israeli aircraft, a small group moved to the launch site, set up the
launcher, and quickly departed. A second group would then transport the rocket to the launch
location and promptly disperse. A third small squad would then arrive at the location and prepare
the rocket for firing, often using remotely controlled or timer-based mechanisms.
The entire process was to take less than 28 seconds with many of the rocket squads riding bicycles
to the launch location. The vast majority of the rocket systems were hidden in underground caches
and bunkers built to withstand precision air and artillery strikes.
A second rocket unit containing medium-range FAJR and extended-range Katyusha rockets was
placed both north and south of the Litani. Most, if not all, of these rockets were to be fired from
vehicle-mounted launchers. Sandwiched between the Litani River and Beirut, Hezbollah added two
additional long-range rocket units containing the 610-mm Zelzal-2 and other long-range systems. By
2006, Iran and Syria had supplied Hezbollah with an astonishing 12,000 to 13,000 short-, medium-,
and long-range, ground-to-ground missiles. According to some intelligence sources, Iranian elements
managed the offloading of the rockets in Lebanon and trained Hezbollah in their use. (For a
complete listing of Hezbollah rocket systems, see Appendix B).
If war erupted, Hezbollah believed it absolutely crucial to maintain a constant barrage of rockets on
Israel. Hezbollah was prepared to aim for both civilian and military targets. While the group Human
Rights Watch is convinced Hezbollah fired rockets “indiscriminately” into Israel during the 2006
conflict, it would be debatable to maintain that all the attack were purposely aimed at the civilian
population. It should also be noted, however, that with a Circular Error Probability (CEP) of up to 5
percent of the range, the Katyushas had to be aimed at large targets, like villages and towns. This
made civilian casualties all but inevitable.
In order to protect its rocket systems, it was essential for Hezbollah to delay any Israeli ground
attack aimed at taking out the launch sites.
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A Hezbollah authority stated:
Alongside these three or four rocket formations was a ground array created south of the Litani based
on underground tunnels and bunkers, explosives-ridden areas, and anti-tank units. This array was
intended to confront ground forces to a limited extent, to stall ground incursions, and inflict as many
casualties as possible, which would wear out IDF forces, slow down their progress, and allow
continued rocket fire.
It is worth noting, however, that some experts within the IDF believe Hezbollah’s ground-fighting
force was not built separately or specifically to protect the rockets and delay an IDF ground assault
but were built interconnected to the rocket units.

The Hezbollah fighters assigned to protect the rockets were armed and equipped with a massive
array of sophisticated weaponry. Reinforced with hundreds of antitank missiles ranging from the AT14 Kornet-E to the American-made TOW, Hezbollah’s veteran military personnel (many trained in
Iran and Syria) were prepared to conduct elaborate antitank ambushes. (For a complete listing of
Reported Hezbollah Antitank Weapons, see Appendix C). Its fighters had trained extensively to
integrate mortars and rockets into this lethal mix by presighting suspected Israeli avenues of
approach and training forward observers in proper indirect fire procedures. Mines and IEDs were
expertly placed throughout the southern defensive sector in order to stop Israeli mechanized forces
and enable Hezbollah to mass both direct and indirect fires. A sturdy and technically advanced
underground command and control (C2) system was designed to help with the expedient delivery of
orders to the front. Evidence also suggests that Hezbollah’s military commanders planned to keep
firm operational control over their rocket units, while giving more tactical leeway to their ground
troops
In the logistics arena, Hezbollah stockpiled every item it would need to prosecute the war effort
south of the Litani. The supplies were secreted in well-fortified bunkers and entrenchments designed
to withstand blistering IDF-precision firepower.
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The defensive network built by Hezbollah and its erstwhile allies in southern Lebanon was an
engineering marvel. In their highly informative, three-part article, “How Hezbollah Defeated Israel,”
Alastair Crooke and Mark Perry described the extraordinary defensive system and Hezbollah’s adroit
deception plan:
Hezbollah’s robust and hardened defences were the result of six years of diligent work, beginning
with the Israeli withdrawal from the region in 2000. Many of the command bunkers designed and
built by Hezbollah engineers were fortified, and a few were even air-conditioned. The digging of the
arsenals over the previous years had been accompanied by a program of deception, with some
bunkers being constructed in the open and often under the eyes of Israeli drone vehicles or under
the observation of Lebanese citizens with close ties to the Israelis. With few exceptions, these
bunkers were decoys. The building of other bunkers went forward in areas kept hidden from the
Lebanese population.
The most important command bunkers and weapons-arsenal bunkers were dug deeply into
Lebanon’s rocky hills—to a depth of 40 meters. Nearly 600 separate ammunition and weapons
bunkers were strategically placed in the region south of the Litani. For security reasons, no single
commander knew the location of each bunker and each distinct Hezbollah militia unit was assigned
access to three bunkers only—a primary munitions bunker and two reserve bunkers, in case the
primary bunker was destroyed. Separate primary and backup marshalling points were also
designated for the distinct combat units, which were tasked to arm and fight within specific combat
areas. The security protocols for the marshaling of troops was diligently maintained. No single
Hezbollah member had knowledge of the militia’s entire bunker structure.

Although the Israeli intelligence community believed Hezbollah’s defensive network was based on
“Iranian military doctrine,” another source suggests the elaborate system was based on “a defensive
guerilla force organized along North Korean lines.” In fact, the same source concluded that “all the
movement’s underground facilities, including arms dumps, food stocks, dispensaries for the
wounded, were put in place primarily in 2003–2004 under the supervision of North Korean
instructors.” Evidence further suggests that the Iranian Revolutionary Guard was also heavily
involved in the construction effort.
Intelligence sources concluded that Hezbollah was “believed to be benefiting from assistance
provided by North Korean advisers, according to a July 29 report in al-Sharq al-Awsat. The report
quotes a high-ranking Iranian Revolutionary Guard of ficer, who stated that North Korean advisers
had assisted Hezbollah in building tunnel infrastructure, including a 25-kilometer underground
tunnel.”
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Between 2000 and 2006, Hezbollah also purportedly mastered the delicate art of counter-signals
intelligence (C-SIGNET), a capability that would pay huge dividends in future wars with Israel. In the
human intelligence (HUMINT) arena, Hezbollah also proved highly successful. Working with
Lebanese intelligence officers, Hezbollah managed to “turn” Israeli agents in southern Lebanon and
dismantle a sizable Israeli spy ring. “In some small number of crucially important cases,” wrote
Crooke and Perry, “Hezbollah senior intelligence officials were able to ‘feed back’ false information
on their militia’s most important emplacements to Israel with the result that Israel target folders
identified key emplacements that —did not, in fact, exist.” It also appears likely that Hezbollah
succeeded in placing its own agents in northern Israel.
By the summer of 2006, Hezbollah had assembled a well-trained, well-armed, highly motivated, and
highly evolved war fighting machine on Israel’s northern border. Hezbollah calculated accurately and
designed an organization and operational plan based on well-grounded assumptions. As reserve IAF
campaign planning officer Ron Tira pointed out, “Hizbollah designed a war in which presumably
Israel could only choose which soft underbelly to expose: the one whereby it avoids a ground
operation and exposes its home front vulnerability, or the one whereby it enters Lebanon and
sustains the loss of soldiers in ongoing ground-based attrition with a guerilla organization.
Hezbollah’s brilliant trap apparently left Israel with two undesirable options.”
At the tactical level, Hezbollah addressed the IDF’s precision weapons capability by reducing its own
weapon signature and target-appearance time and then building hardened defensive positions.
Knowing full well that the IDF desired to “generate effects” on its “systems,” Hezbollah “created a
network of autonomous cells with little inter-cell systemic interaction.” On the strategic level,
Hezbollah also predicted that the IDF would attack with long-range precision weapons on its
strategic centers of gravity (SCOG). To counter this, Hezbollah simply did away with them. In any
future war with Israel, there would be no critical strategic asset to attack.
The key to defeating Israel required Hezbollah to modify its doctrine. By the early summer of 2006,
Hezbollah had transformed its original 22 principles of warfare (a doctrine that had worked
brilliantly during the course of the Israeli occupation of Lebanon) into a new and unique design. As
Hezbollah’s Secretary-General Nasrallah would later point out, “The resistance withstood the attack
and fought back. It did not wage a guerrilla war either . . . it was not a regular army but was not a
guerrilla in the traditional sense either. It was something in between. This is the new model.
It could be argued that Hezbollah’s “new model,” which combined both guerrilla and conventional
methods, in many ways mirrored the approach adopted by the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
during their long war with the United States. In fact, one source suggests that “Hezbollah leaders
studied the historical model of the Viet Cong as inspiration for establishing an advanced tunnel
network, extending through the main avenues of approach into southern Lebanon.”
Over the course of six years, Hezbollah was able to efficiently adjust its tactics and operational
design. Its planning was simple and inspired. During this time, the Israelis also formulated a new
doctrine. Unfortunately for Israel, this new doctrine was highly complex and would ultimately play
into the hands of Hezbollah.
ADA477851.pdf - WE WERE CAUGHT OFF GUARD - Pages 16-22
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Hezbollah’s Deputy Secretary-General, Sheikh Naim Qassem, elaborated further on this
asymmetrical concept in his book, Hizbullah: The Story from Within. He wrote that Hezbollah’s
doctrine helped accomplish a number of goals, two of which included:
1. Confusing the enemy and obliging its command to call for a constant state of alert,
eventually leading to the exhaustion and decline in power.
2. Spreading panic among enemy troops, the fear of death persisted after every successful
or possible resistance attack. This served to shake enemy morale and subsequently affected
troop performance.

Plagued by unremitting attacks spearheaded by Hezbollah and other secular groups, the IDF
withdrew into southern Lebanon in 1985. In the new security zone, which encompassed 10 percent
of Lebanon, the IDF and its ally, the South Lebanon Army (SLA), began constructing a string of
company-size fortified outposts. Ignoring United Nations Resolution 425, which called for a complete
Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon, the IDF and SLA prepared for a lengthy stay. Israel made it clear
that, unless they could have some assurance against terrorist border incursions and rocket attacks
from Lebanon, they would remain in the security zone.
Hezbollah, however, was determined to drive the IDF out of Lebanon, believing that, unless attacks
continued, the Israelis would never leave. Beginning in 1985, they relentlessly assaulted the IDF and
SLA in the security zone. Hezbollah developed 13 principles of war, specifically designed to defeat a
relatively fixed, technologically advanced enemy.
1. Avoid the strong, attack the weak—attack and withdrawal!
2. Protecting our fighters is more important than causing enemy casualties!
3. Strike only when success is assured!
4. Surprise is essential to success. If you are spotted, you have failed!
5. Don’t get into a set-piece battle. Slip away like smoke, before the enemy can drive home
his advantage!
6. Attaining the goal demands patience, in order to discover the enemy’s weak points!
7. Keep moving; avoid formation of a front line!
8. Keep the enemy on constant alert, at the front and in the rear!
9. The road to the great victory passes through thousands of small victories!
10. Keep up the morale of the fighters; avoid notions of the enemy’s superiority!
11. The media has innumerable guns whose hits are like bullets. Use them in the battle!
12. The population is a treasure—nurture it!
13. Hurt the enemy and then stop before he abandons restraint!
P17 & P18 – WE WERE CAUGHT OFF GUARD - ADA477851.pd

What we learn from this chapter is that the Hezbollah vs Israel war in 2006 has been the best and
most successful war model in the fight against Israel – decentralisation of rocket attacks while hiding
the leadership, even hiding the knowledge of different bunkers locations from fellow soldiers [unless
what is necessary], then rallying the fighters behind an ideology and specific goal is an extremely
powerful tactic which will be really useful for future battles.
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Hamas’s shifting loyalties:

Hamas has been funded by Iran with many millions of dollars for many years now. Iran also provides
Hamas with knowledge on how to make rockets, and even helps smuggle more advanced rockets
into Gaza through underground tunnels. Iran wants to fund Hamas so it can stretch out its Shi'a
crescent from Iran -westwards- to Iraq (the shi'a government), then to Syria (shi'a Bashar al-Assad),
then to Lebanon (shi'a Hezbollah), and finally into Palestine (by funding Hamas and 'the Islamic
Jihad' group). We have seen in the ebook: Black Flags from Persia - that Iran wants to revive its lost
Persian empire and this is why it is willing to support a range of groups in different countries to
spread its influence in the Muslim world.
During 2013-14 of the Syrian Jihad, Hamas in Palestine watched as the conflict between the Shi'a
and Sunnis' spread. Hamas -being a Sunni group- decided to support the Syrian Sunni Mujahideen
(Muslim fighters) and abandon its loyalty to shi'a Iran. Iran became angry and stopped funding
Hamas, and it was exactly during this time when the Sunni Mujahideen were losing to Shi'a
Hezbollah in the battle of Qusair. Hamas had sided with the losing side at the wrong time and now
they were threatened with poverty. The Arab dictator kings did not help Hamas because they hate
the Muslim Brotherhood Hamas. (We infact saw in Black Flags from Persia that the Arab kings allied
with Israel to fight Hamas in Operation Protective Edge in 2014.)
This put Hamas in an awkward position. They could stay loyal to the losing Sunni groups in Syria and
probably have no funding, or they could say sorry to Iran, re-ally with it and continue getting its
funds. They chose the latter, so Iran continued to fund them. This has put Hamas on the side of the
Shi'a during the global Shi'a vs Sunni conflict. Many of the Mujahideen in Hamas from its Izz al-Deen
Qassam Brigades are not happy with this decision, but they have decided to stay quiet and continue
to prepare for their Jihad against Israel. Some however, have decided to shift their loyalty to the
Islamic State.
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THE ISLAMIC STATE
(2014+)
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The Islamic State:
In late 2014, the Islamic State was expanding its influence into al-Sham (Greater Syria) extremely
quickly. It wasn't just spreading through war, but also through ideology. Many groups in Greater
Syria; Jordan, Lebanon, and even Palestine began to pledge allegiance to the Caliph Abu Bakr alBaghdadi. This startled Israel because they themselves had only imagined the Islamic State would
have a presence within Iraq and Syria only. If the Islamic State had a presence in Palestine, it meant
they could attack Israel at anytime, even without the permission of Hamas.

In the last few days alone [editors note: a few days after Operation Protective Edge ended in
2014], we've twice received proof of efforts to drag Israel and Hamas into another round
of hostilities – a rocket fired in the direction of the Eshkol region by global Jihadists, and
sniper fire in the southern section of the Strip from an unidentified organization.
www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4608294,00.html

Israel's bitter enemy had been Hamas all along for the past decade (2005-2015), they had worked
hard to tame it and they had found out that if they put enough pressure on Hamas through war and
destroyed Gaza, it would go quiet for a while and both Israel and Palestine would have a truce for
some time. They realised that if they left the Palestinians with the bare minimum food and housing,
the people of Gaza would care about getting food and a house and not war. Hamas would also
remain poor, carrying the burden of governing the Gazan people, while fighting with the PLO Fatah
group (which is filled with secular Arab spies for Israel) in the West Bank. Israel could now relax,
knowing it faced no real danger from a poor, weak Hamas anymore.
With the Islamic State expanding into Palestine, Israel realised that these fighters would not be
tamed easily like Hamas was. Why? because the Islamic State was much more brutal, and did not
care if the world bombed it day or night. The Islamic State is an ideology which could easily win over
and radicalize the hearts of Izz al-Deen Qassam fighters who were angry with Hamas's leadership.
Israel thought long and hard about this dilemma. It could tame Hamas, but not the Islamic State.
While Hamas had a truce with Israel after Operation Protective Edge (in 2014), Islamic State fighters
in Palestine -belonging to the group Majlis al-Shura- continued firing rockets at Israel. They would
say the Jihad in Palestine is not limited for Hamas only, that it is a Jihad of the entire Ummah, and if
Hamas has made a truce, then they themselves have not made a truce. Hamas became nervous
incase another war erupted, so they began to arrest Islamic State fighters in Palestine. Some of them
were tortured by Hamas, some imprisoned and others killed. This was the answer to Israel's
dilemma! Israel could use Hamas as a police force to protect itself!
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Hamas - off the Terrorist list & the new Police for Israel? (2015)

In December 2014, Sweden,
Britain (UK), and many other
pro-Zionist European countries
suddenly started to announce
that Hamas was no longer a
'Terrorist organisation.' This
shocked the world, even Hamas
was surprised! It all happened
within one day. The pro-Zionist
nations of Europe who were
the staunchest enemies of
Palestine and Hamas in early
2014 were now its biggest
supporters in late 2014! As I
write this (in April 2015), Israel
is encouraging Palestine to
have its own armed police, and
its own State institutions, something
which was impossible to even imagine just in early 2014.
Why? Why is the world suddenly accepting a Palestinian State and the legitimacy of the Hamas
government? The answer: Because Hamas will be happy that the world accepts its legitimacy, they
will then guard their rule over it by any means. If Islamic State fighters shoot Rockets from Palestine,
they will be arrested by Hamas.
Just by a change in political word-play, the world has changed Hamas from the staunchest enemy of
Israel, into one who will prevent the Jihad against Israel. Hamas is probably aware of this, and if their
leadership still has wisdom – they should try not to fall into the plot of their enemy. Hamas ruled
Palestine will now be a buffer zone, guarding Israel from the advance of the Islamic State fighters.
This is the power of global politics. Allah is replacing Hamas leadership with another people who are
more sincere, and who will rely on Him more, who do not fear the blame of the blamers. Many
fighters from Izz al-Deen Qassam Brigades have realised this reality and are now leaving Hamas, and
instead joining the Islamic State fighters in Palestine.
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A Hamas fighter raising the black flag of
the Islamic State

How the Islamic State is winning the hearts of the Palestinian and Muslim people:
Testimony of a girl in Yarmouk Camp about the Islamic State:

A picture of the Yarmouk camp in 2012, the Palestinian people are lining up for food.

Editor’s note: The Yarmouk camp in Syria was sieged by Bashar al-Assad for 3 years (since the
beginning of the Syrian revolution), the people belonging to it are Palestinians who fled from Israel.
The people have lived there in poverty for the past 3 years. The Islamic State lifted the siege off the
Yarmouk camp in April 2015. This is the story of a young woman who experienced the liberation of
the camp in April.

Thanks Islamic State, I am the daughter of Sham (Greater Syria) and I am not going to be
afraid and I am going to tell you about what happened in the Camp (Yarmouk) no matter
what, men are afraid to talk.
We heard violent clashes, we thought the Regime stormed the Camp , but they said ISIS
is attacking us and its going to slaughter You Oh people of the camp, ISIS is a Israeli &
Regime agent, run away from your houses, we can’t fight them, they are so many... We
were so afraid and we couldn’t run away so we hid in our homes and we were crying and our
brother was praying and made Dua Allah protects us.
Sometime after the clashes, we were watching behind the window, cars with black flags
and huge men with black clothes, long beards and long hair. They were full of weapons and
very scary, and saying: "Are there families here?”, we thought they were going to slaughter
us, our neighbour the Sheikh (either Imam or just an old man) went and had a talk with
them, they gave him a box and he kissed their heads, then he started guiding them and
telling them which houses the families were in, we were afraid, we thought he is an agent
and that he guided them to slaughter us. They entered our building and we all were worried.
We put our prayer scarfs on and took kitchen knives to protect ourselves if they broke in.
That was hard moments..
But They knocked quietly, and my mother opened the door after a hesitation and she was
so afraid, and we were hiding and listening. They said Salam and asked her if there is a man
they can speak with and she said. “No”, so they said to her: "Oh mother we are your sons
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from the Islamic State, we came to help u and relieve you from traitors ,here you go, this is a
box of cans and food and this bag too."
Our Mother said to them: "I sold most of my furniture, my jewellery, my daughters
jewellery, I sold it to FSA (Free Syrian Army) to get some food for my daughters and now we
are living on water and spices waiting for death, there is the sofa and our pyjamas if you
want because I don’t have money or jewellery to buy this food."
When mother completed her speech, we heard crying voices, we tried to look from under
the door and we saw the huge men who we were afraid of crying badly, we were
astonished. They stopped crying and said: "Oh mother we don’t want anything from you,
we are the Islamic State, we came to give Izza (honor) to muslims, to help and serve the
Muslims and not to take advantage of them, nor kill them, if you are missing anything:
Medicines, babies milk, we will serve you ."
We thought we were dreaming and we didn’t believe ourselves, our mother was crying
and making Dua for them, we were also crying, I dont know why, but maybe because the
Regime has killed Islam in our neighbourhoods’ and the Islamic State men are liberating it,
returning Islam to life, or maybe because of these rare ethics in our time, or maybe because
the Regime and the world killed Humanity in our neighbourhoods’ and the Humans in the
camp had no value, or maybe because Allah sent us the Islamic State men to save us from an
imminent death.. For the first time in 2 years, someone knocks our door and gives us food
and asks us politely if we are missing anything. The Islamic State men reminded me of the
nobles of revolution men in the beginning when the people of Homs came to us, how
they(revolution men) were searching from place to place to provide them food and clothes
and houses. But now after what happened to the Camp and how the thieves and Regime
agents became rebels, I say may Allah grant the Islamic State victory and humiliate and
defeat all those who oppose it.
We were angry because just 5 minutes after the Islamic State men left us, the Regime
Helicopter hit them with an explosive barrel bomb which destroyed the place, our building
shook and was about to collapse but all praise to Allah, the Islamic State men got out of the
rubble as nothing happened to them, maybe one was wounded, they just completed their
tour.
This is my message to Arabs and Muslims, especially Sheikh Adnan al-Ar'our and the Saudi
Arabian (KSA) king, we are Sunni Arab girls, we have been in this camp for 2 years, more
than a month living on the water we drink with no heating, where is your manhood and
chivalry?! What did you give us Oh Sheikh Ar'our? Zahran group (Jaysh al-Islam) speak on
your behalf and they ruined the place..
May Allah deal with you oppressors! And if its ISIS you warn us from and making us afraid
of, then me and my sisters and my mother we are all ISIS now, and every honest Syrian who
will soon deal with ISIS, he will become ISIS too!
The testimony translated in English: Dump.to/letter | The testimony in Arabic: justpaste.it/kfer

Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah; and those with him are forceful against the
disbelievers, merciful among themselves. (Quran 48:29)
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THE UPCOMING-BATTLES

Future soldiers can communicate with
leadership with handsfree devices
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FUTURE ARMIES:
In the near future, soldiers will fight in Urban cities against rebels who are against the New World
Order. Soldiers will mainly consist of mercenaries working for PMCs (Private Military Companies)
who are sold to the highest bidder.
As soon as a soldier is recruited, he is injected with nano-machines which will stimulate the soldiers'
pituitary glands' to release specific hormones suited to the context of a battle. These nano-machines
will be controlled by the army HeadQuarters, so for example: if the soldiers are in an intense fight,
the nano-machines will be adjusted by commanders in the HeadQuarters to raise the 'Rage/Anger'
hormones level high, and to restrict/cut down the Fear emotion within their bodies. All the troops
within the unit will have the same 'level of emotion' and will therefore work more effectively
together as a united force against a common enemy.
Guns will only work if you have a specific in your body. So you cannot simply buy a gun and shoot,
but the gun will only work if it matches with the nanomachines in your body. This will also prevent
'friendly fire' attacks because the gun will lock if aimed at a friend with similar nanomachines to you.
Nanomachines will make an electric intelligence connection between the soldier, his team, and also
the war machines around him. Friendly soldiers' movements will be detected by allied machines, so
intelligence can be shared together and connected to one central database. This database will allow
Commanders and Generals to plan strategies live indepth because they will have detailed knowledge
of soldier and machine movements, and also enemy movements through Intelligence collection.
Drones in the future will be automated, and so will Urban Tanks. They will work alongside
footsoldiers or Special Forces in their missions. By using Artificial Intelligence (AI), drones will be able
to detect peoples presence on the ground without the need of a human controlling the drone. So if
20 military aged men are walking together in enemy territory, the drone will automatically strike
them (even if they are just walking together in a wedding celebration). Automated Urban Tanks will
also have cameras to collect intelligence, they will also have built in Artificial Intelligence (AI) which
can pre-emptively attack so that Israeli soldiers do not have to put their lives at risk on the ground.
We have discussed and shared pictures in the ebook: Black Flags from Syria (on the chapter on
Israel) on the new types of unmanned Urban war machines Israel has invented to fight modern wars.
(such as mini fighter Tanks, urban helicopters, and drones which can easily navigate through city
streets to spy on enemies hiding behind buildings. They have invented spy machines like flying
insects which imitate real-life mosquitoes to suck blood of a fighter to study his DNA or to inject a
virus, chemicals or nanomachines into his blood.
Future attacks will not just consist of grenades filled with explosives, but grenades and bombs in the
future will also contain chemicals which change peoples emotions. I remember reading an article
some years ago which mentioned a 'love bomb', whereby a bomb is filled with chemicals like
Oxytocin (the chemical released in our brain when people kiss) to increase the love emotions. So
fighters in a battlefield will be fighting, when suddenly the 'love bomb' is thrown at them, causing
their emotions to change from rage to love. This chemical and emotional imbalance will cause them
to be confused and weaken in battle and divide them if they are a united force. This is another type
of magic, because it plays with peoples senses and emotions.
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Conclusion:
So what we're seeing in near-future modern warfare is:
- Special Forces troops / units doing the complicated attacks which machines yet cannot do. (i.e.
such as kidnapping of leaders.)
- Automated Drones and Tanks which will collect Intelligence for the Special Units', but also attack
any threat together with combined Intelligence so the soldiers do not have to be in any danger.
- Israel will also heavily focus on paying PMCs (Private Military Companies) to do all the groundwork
for them, so the Israeli citizens do not have to lose their lives in any combat. It is better for them that
a non Jew dies than a Jew.

Muslims will use open source technology, just like the Zionists have advanced commercial
technology.
Example: the Mossad prized themselves in the 1980-90s of having a camera which auto-zoomed and
took many pictures quickly. A spy could enter a room, take photos of documents quickly and then
escape within a few seconds. That was amazing in a time when taking photos of text was extremely
difficult (due to -zoom into text- features not available on common cameras then). They prized
themselves in having hidden cameras and hidden recording devices. All these tools are required by a
spy or secret agent. But today these types of spy devices can be bought for a few dollars from Ebay,
who doesn't have a rooted Samsung Galaxy which can also do similar things?
Programmers (a big chunk who are Muslims in the world) are always coming up with new apps, so
people are not dependent upon big companies now to make software for them, everything is Open
Source. Infact it is the big companies (like Apple) who fear people will take over their market if
everything becomes OpenSource, and this is why they 'brick' devices which are Jailbroken.
So remember, OpenSource technology and hardware is the advantage of the great battles for the
future.
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Forging weapons:
Israel fears to release its advanced technology, it is afraid that its technology will be reverse
engineered and reproduced. This is one of the main reasons why Israel does not sell weapons to
China, because it knows China can easily copy and mass produce anything which comes into its and
then sell it globally at a cheaper price. This will put Israel out of business. Mujahideen also produce
their own improvised weapons in different parts of the world, but they also capture ghaneemah
(spoils of war) from their enemies, and try to reverse engineer it. Newer technology makes this
reverse engineering even easier.

The 3D Scanner & 3D Printer:
Video source: youtube.com/watch?v=8aghzpO_UZE
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Reverse engineering:
Mujahideen in Palestine have captured weapons from their enemy. If they dismantled them and
scanned images of each part, and then printed all the pieces out - they could make an exact replica
of the original. They could then use this replica to mass produce more copies at an industrial level.
3D printers work by the use of CAD files (a software which allows you to design 3D Objects). If you
do not know how to make CAD images, then there’s no problem because other people have already
done it.
Some people have designed an Assault rifle which can be printed out using a 3D printer, and the CAD
file for it is even downloadable from online.
AR-15 CAD (a rifle which can be printed with a 3D printer)
https://grabcad.com/library/tag/ar15

Left image: < The different pieces of the AR-15 rifle when printed out separately (in Field-Stripped form)
Right image > An AR-15 when assembled, with scopes and extra attachments. All printed using a 3D printer.

3D Scanners and Printers really are the future!
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In the Upcoming battles of the future – this new generation of Palestinians will be taking
the fight forward against Israel and, will be the cause of liberating Palestine, insha Allah.
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The Beginning of the fall of Israel - 2022

Menachem Begin (Israel's Prime Minister at that time) declared at the climax of the Israeli war against
Lebanon in 1982 :

"Israel will enjoy the 40 years of peace, mentioned in Torah."
(Friedman, Thomas (2006). From Beirut to Jerusalem. New York: Anchor Books. ISBN 0-385-41372-6)

Israel invaded Lebanon in 1982 and thus, the end of the 40 years (of peace) will be:

1982 + 40 = year 2022

Year 2022 may well be when Israel’s years of peace and safety end, and the major wars will begin
against it. We already mentioned in the ebook: Black Flags from Rome - that the conquest of Rome may
happen by 2020, but Allah only knows best.
As a result of this, Israel is working hard day and night before 2022 to make the a perfect war machine .
It is ‘racing against time’ to make a sophisticated combo of war machines on the ground, above the
ground, and underground which will give defence and victory to Israel from all sides.
But will it win?
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The Islamic State expansion into Palestine:

Many people today think that the
Islamic State is a tool of Israel to break
up the Middle East into smaller
countries so Israel can easily take over
Bilad al-Sham (Greater Syria) in the
future. We have discussed in Black
Flags from the East and Black Flags
from Syria that this is not true. The
Islamic State infact has a province in
the Sinai desert (formerly known as
Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis [Supporters of
Jerusalem]) who would fire Grad
rockets at Israel every time the
Egyptian government attacked them in
2012 (we mentioned this in the ebook:
Black Flags from Arabia).
Arabic: ‘The Caliphate State – is the pure way’

Lately, the Sinai province of the Islamic State is getting even bolder against Israel:

On 12th March 2015, Debkafile reported that:
IDF (Israeli Defence Force) on alert for coordinated ISIS (Islamic State) assault on
Eilat or vicinity The commander of the IDF’s 80th Division, Col. Arik Hen, announced
Thursday that the army is deployed ready to fend off a large-scale coordinated
attack on Israel's southernmost town of Eilat, which the Islamic State is believed
to be planning with speedboats and aquatic motor bikes combined with an
overland incursion and rocket bombardment from Egyptian Sinai.
Israeli troops are also ranged on Route 12 north of Eilat and the civilian locales along
the highway in case they too come under jihadi attack. Col. Hen reported that
hundreds of ISIS terrorists have gathered in Sinai, but there is not enough
intelligence to keep track of all their plans and movements. DEBKAfile adds: The IDF
has released this nformation as a warning because the Islamist terrorists may intend
to strike during the eight- day Feast of Passover, when Eilat and southern Israel
teem annually with holidaymakers and trippers.
http://app.debka.com/n/newsupdate/10765/
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Islamic State Mujahideen in the Sinai desert (neighbouring Israel)

Islamic State fighters in Syria & Iraq

What we’re seeing is Mujahideen encircling Israel from every side. They are fulfilling the promise of
the Old Testament.
This is what the LORD of Heaven's Armies says: "Cut down the trees for battering rams Build siege
ramps against the walls of Jerusalem. This is the city to be punished for she is wicked through and
through. (Jeremiah 6:6)
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Islamic State cells in Israel – a growing phenomena

JAN. 18, 2015 , 7:11 A.M: JERUSALEM — Israel said on Sunday it had cracked the first Islamic
State cell on its soil, made up of seven Arab citizens who would be prosecuted on charges of
planning attacks in the Jewish state and communicating with the insurgent group in Syria. The
defendants, including a lawyer who was representing himself in court, denied the charges of
belonging to an illegal group, aiding terrorism and contacting foreign agents, a Justice Ministry
spokesman said after a gag order on the case was eased.
Though members of Israel's 20 percent Arab minority rarely turn to armed violence, many chafe at
state authority and security officials worry about Islamist doctrines taking root. Dozens of Israeli
Arabs and Palestinians have traveled to Syria and Iraq to join insurgent groups. Israel's Shin Bet
domestic intelligence agency said on Jan. 4 it had broken up a cell in the occupied West Bank linked
to Islamic State. The seven Israeli Arab suspects, aged 22 to 40 and all from the northern Galilee
region, were arrested in November and December and told investigators they had undergone
radical Islamist studies and prepared weapons and funding for attacks, the Shin Bet said in a
statement. It said one of the defendants had tried to leave Israel in July in order to make his way to
Syria but had been detained by authorities at Tel Aviv's Ben Gurion airport.
www.nytimes.com/reuters/2015/01/18/world/middleeast/18reuters-mideast-crisis-israel.html?smid=tw-share&_r=0
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The Islamic State and Al Qa'idah Goal - Smashing Borders - till we meet in in Jerusalem:

Osama bin Laden said:
“It will be a jihad for the liberation of entire Palestine, from the river to the sea, God willing, joining
hands with the sincere mujahidin there from the units of Hamas and other factions.”
(from the audio:“The Way to Foil Plots”)

The Islamic State is breaking the borders and throwing the puppet Arab kings off their thrones, and
merging the different provinces and countries under the Islamic State Caliphate. They are breaking
the borders because these are the two things which are weakening the Muslim Ummah:
i -Nationalism psychologically divides the Muslims, and
ii - the puppet Kings Physically enforce the separation of Muslims so Palestine cannot be liberated.
The Islamic State aims to smash these borders so Muslim Mujahideen (fighters) can call each other
for backup from anywhere in the world, and there is no border or king to stop them. Just like the
Caliphate in the early times of Islamic history which spanned across the known world
This is why you will practically see Mujahideen of the Islamic State travelling from Syria to Iraq and
back without the need of any passport except the statement of belief: Laa ilaaha illAllah
Muhammadur-Rasool Allah (there is no god but Allah, Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah) as
their passport. The Islamic State is trying to break all borders till it can make a corridor pathway into
Palestine towards Israel.
I remember reading once that a Jewish leader said; ‘Muslims will never take over Palestine, until the
amount of people who pray Fajr (the morning prayer) are equivalent to the amount who pray the
Jummah (Friday congregational) prayer.’ With the Islamic State enforcing all the congregational
prayers on the believers, then this theory doesn’t seem too far off from becoming a reality.
The Zionists are aware of the Islamic State’s expansionist project, so they are ensuring they always
have a 'buffer wall' infront of them as a barrier to protect themself from attacks. So the Arab king of
Jordan is told by Israel that if you do not fight the Islamic State, then your kingdom will fall to the
Islamic State. This then makes the Arab armies fight the Islamic State instead of Israel. Someone
might ask, why doesn't the Islamic State just negotiate with the Arab kings and make an alliance
against Israel? The answer is these puppet Arab kings have been the greatest traitors to the Islamic
cause for the entire past century (since the fall of the Ottoman Caliphate in 1924). The Mujahideen
have tried to negotiate with them in the past but were locked up and tortured instead. These Arab
puppet kings cannot be negotiated with.
The Palestinians as a people have lived as citizens under different governments,from Colonialism, to
Arab king dynasties, to Communists (i.e The PLO), & even under Islamists (like Hamas), but they have
always remained weak citizens.Whenever Hamas has tried to train youth in Summer camps, Israel
has cried out that it is breeding a new generation of 'terrorists' making Hamas on the defensive.
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The Islamic State – a more bitter enemy for Israel and its Agents:
Hamas is fighting a war against Israel for survival from a small strip of land, the best it can do is
defend itself and cause abit of damage to Israel while winning a morale victory. However, it is
surrounded by enemies and cannot expand out deeper into Israel and consolidate more territory. So
it remains ineffective in the overall picture of liberating the entire Muslim world from Zionist
subjugation.
The Islamic State does not care about the blame of the blamers. Their goal is clear - smash all the
Arab borders until they enter and spill the war into Palestine. Now they've made a corridor, train
and arm all the Palestinians, and take the fight deep into Israel. If Israel destroys this batch of
fighters, it doesn't matter; the corridor allows even more reinforcements of Mujahideen from
different parts of the Muslim world to continue the fight.

Israel knows that the Islamic State is a threat to them so they are starting to recruit Arabs as spies
for them, and trying to infiltrate them within the ranks of the Islamic State. The Islamic State is also
aware that there may be spies, so it is vigilant. A Palestinian living within Israel called Muhammad
Musallam was one of these spies.
This is his story (March 2015):
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This was his fate:

The Islamic State is extremely harsh
with the enemies of Allah, and it has
to be in the treacherous and
deceptive world we are living in
today.
The Arabs who are traitors to the
Islamic cause will be dealt with
harshly, to deter others from
following their example. When you
see these pictures, you do not want
to work for the Zionist Jews, no
matter how much money they offer
you. Only the lowest of the low will
sell their souls for a cheap price.
“O Prophet! Strive hard against the
disbelievers and the hypocrites, and
be harsh against them, their final
home is the torture place of Hell,
what an evil final destination!”
(Quran 66:9)
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Breaking Israel's divide and conquer technique:
The Islamic State is undoing all the efforts Israel has worked on for the past 50+ years. Israel fought
Egypt first, weakened them and made a truce, only to fight the Syrian Arab Army next, only to
silence them, and then fight Lebanon in the 1st war (in 1982). They were fighting the Arab armies
separately, then making truces till it could strengthen itself. Then they fought Hamas which was
surrounded by Arab enemies, it was a small, poor strip of land secluded from the rest of the world.
Hamas relied on truces otherwise every Gazan citizen would be destroyed. Israel took advantage of
this and would make truces to save the lives of its own soldiers too.
The Islamic State aims to undo ALL these efforts Israel has worked so hard to reinforce. Not only
does it aim to make a corridor towards Israel from Syria, rather it is making allegiances with other
Jihadi groups surrounding Israel to make wide corridors of Jihad towards Israel from every side.
From the North, the Islamic State in Syria will make pathways through Jordan, and even Lebanon
(after the defeat of the Shi'a *which is the Islamic State’s first goal+). From the Southern Israeli side in
Egypt, it will attack with its Sinai province affiliate (which was previously known as Ansar Bayt alMaqdis). From its East, it will attack from the Arabian Peninsula. All of these countries will have no
borders from infront of them, or even behind them because they will have been smashed, so Muslim
fighters from the far East and far West will continue to influx from their home countries through the
Arab lands which surround Israel in their march towards Israel as constant reinforcements.
The final Messenger of God, Muhammad (peace be on him) described the people who fight against
the enemy around the holy land of Jerusalem as al-Taa'ifah al-Mansoorah (The Aided/Victorious
Group.) He mentioned that this group of Muslim fighters surrounding Jerusalem will be there
throughout history and will continue to be victorious until the Day of Judgment, and even though
people will continue to betray them, they will remain victorious. They will not fear the blame of the
blamers, and that is the favour of Allah which He gives to whoever He wants. It is important to note
that Hamas continued to remain victorious in its battles against Israel even though it was the
poorest nation in the world against the richest (Israel), so imagine the Islamic State with an
unlimited amount of fighters without any borders or barriers to stop their influx of fighters and
weapons?
Every sincere Muslim wants to be from the Taa'ifah al-Mansoorah (Victorious group surrounding
Jerusalem). He wants to liberate Jerusalem, even more than the Jews do. But what he wants even
more than that is martyrdom.
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Israel’s strengths are its weaknesses:
Israel takes pride in 2 things; its Intelligence collection methods, and its war machines which can
pinpoint enemies and neutralise them. But the Islamic State technique was born in Iraq in an
atmosphere where it had to adapt to such scenarios. So it made counter measures to survive such
an onslaught, and made its goals much wider to overwhelm the enemies intelligence.
If Israel wages war against the Islamic State in the future, it will lose because of the following 2
reasons:

Israel's strength is its intelligence collection capabilities.
When it destroys the Muslim world, through aerial bombardment and massive power - it will be
destroying its own intelligence retrieving sources. When Muslim fighters resort to traditional
communications, Israel will be unable to extract intelligence from the fighters and will therefore lose
the intelligence gathering strength it had in the first place. All the effort Israel put into building the
best intelligence systems through Satellites, SIGINT etc. will go to naught.
-Information overload: there will simply be too much fighters using different creative techniques in
their irregular/assymetric types of warfare. Having to fight scattered enemies will make the Israelis'
lose ALOT of money in air attacks on scattered enemies, and there simply won't be enough
manpower for Israelis' to devise a plan to counter every strategy used by the Mujahideen.
Israel will face many different types of threats. If it is attacked by rockets, it requires the Iron Dome,
if it is attacked on the ground, it needs tanks, soldiers and ground vehicles, if it is attacked from
tunnels underground, it needs to spend funds on finding the tunnels and destroying them. These
variety of attack types makes the Israeli state exhausted, uncertain as to where it should spend the
majority of its defence money on before a war, causing it to make many errors. Even if Israel has an
‘unlimited’ amount of money, the mere fact that it has an enemy who is coming on the attack from
all sides, all the time will itself exhaust it and keep it in a state of constant fear.

As a result of this frustration, Israel will resort to mass bombardment and carpet bombing of the
entire Muslim world to end the global Jihad, but it will not be able to end the Jihad in its entirety.
Israel's strength right now is to think of creative ideas to assassinate a leader who they consider a
threat, they will take their time and do it slowly because time, politics, money and agents are on
their side. But now imagine thousands of Mujahideen are advancing by; air, foot, sea and
underground tunnels. Who will Israel target first? Whether they kill a leader or footsoldier, there is
no difference because all Muslims by then will already be Mujahideen (holy warriors). So
assassinating leaders won't weaken the Mujahideen because everyone already knows the end goal.
If they target hundreds of Mujahideen, there are bound to be a few who will be able to make an
ingenius plan based to evade man-made machines, and to slip into the capital of Israel to cause
damage.
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Hiding in Israel:
As Mujahideen approach the State of Israel, they will want to enter it but find it difficult due to
foritifications and high security.
Fighting Jihad does not only consist of physical war, but also involves hiding in enemy territory for
undercover activities like assassinations, sabotage or intelligence collection. It's important to
remember that Zionist Israel now, and in the future will not be 'God's heaven on Earth.' Rather it will
continue to have different classes in society, some who are extremely rich, some who are poor and
angry. There will also be many different races of Jews and even 2nd class Arabs living in Israel.
During the time of Pharoah, gangs were existent and goods were smuggled in and out of the
kingdom of Pharoah illegally. This happens in all rich kingdoms. Why can't it happen in Israel?
Israeli Mafia - Organized crime in Israel:
The major crime groups [Mafias in Israel] are the Abergils, the Abutbuls (an Arab gang in Israel), the Alperons, the Domranis
(Moroccan Jews), the Shirazis, the Amir Molnar and Zeev Rosenstein syndicates. The illegal activities they are engaged in
include:
Car theft and smuggling, Prostitution, Drug trafficking, Human trafficking, Money Laundering, Protection and extortion
rackets, Loan sharking, Drugs and arms dealing, Fencing stolen goods and Diamond smuggling.
According to Israel’s former Police Commissioner David Cohen, Israeli crime organizations had penetrated the formal
economic sector and local governments, and “equipped themselves with large quantities of combat means explosives and
arms.” (Wikipedia: Israeli Mafia)

The availability of explosives and weapons stolen from the Israeli Defence Forces, analysts argue, has changed the nature of
gang conflicts. A recent editorial in the Jerusalem Post speculated that there was also an economic motor powering the
conflict – the "nearly inevitable result of Israel's burgeoning economy. Like all sectors of Israel's economy, organised crime,
too, has enjoyed a major boom." Amir Zohar, a crime blogger, suggests more personal motives. "There is a lot of money
involved. There are a lot of weapons available.
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/21/israel-gang-violence-anti-terror-tactics-ashkelon

JERUSALEM — When an explosion goes off on a busy Israeli street these days, it seems as likely to be a mob hit as a
Palestinian attack. Rival underworld gangs are waging bloody battles for control of gambling and protection rackets, targeting
each other with bullets, bombs and anti-tank missiles. Police officials, speaking on condition on anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the matter, said a dozen major crime families operate in Israel, and are as ethnically diverse as the country’s
population. Arab and Jewish crime families are known to work together trafficking drugs. In the past, rival families would
settle their scores quietly. But as the pot gets richer, they are getting bolder, taking more risks and posing a greater threat to
public safety. www.timesofisrael.com/tel-aviv-boils-with-gang-violence/

Youtube: Racist moroccans gang in israel attacks russian brothers: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPF__sWD0Bk
(this video and the comments on it is a proof that Israelis living together under a Jewish state is proof their hearts are NOT
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united by faith). Infact a user called: TheAlibabaa1 says: “Moroccan jews are nice with Moroccan muslims and vice versa. We
work togather.because we all love Morocco.” This proves that some Jews have loyalties elsewhere, and will help smuggle
Mujahideen into Israel for money as the Israeli gangs get bolder in the future.

Israeli Smugglers:
There have been cases in 2015 wherein gangs and black-market Israeli dealers and businessmen
have smuggled many goods like iron and concrete into Gaza for the Palestinians, not due to loyalty,
but more for quick money. It is probable that Mujahideen will get into Israel through smuggling
routes, especially when Israel’s borders will be at their weakest when it begins its expansion project
for its 'Greater Israel'. The gangs within Israel have many weapons and explosives to fight their turf
wars, which may even be brought by the Mujahideen to cause terror within Israel. It is already
known that there are Arab-Jews from Morocco with their own armed gangs living in Israel, maybe
Mujahideen from Morocco may pretend to be from them or make friendship with them to start their
terror campaign from within Israel? There are also Eastern European Jews, maybe Caucasian
Mujahideen from Eastern Europe will pretend to be Ashkenazi Jews and smuggle themselves into
Israel? Many Palestinian Mujahideen have learnt how to speak Hebrew, so learning the language
and communication will not even be a problem for the Mujahideen.
Israel thinks that having the Muslim world around it will be an advantage because it will not have to
fight Arab armies, but little do they realise that a world on fire around them will cause them more
harm in a chaos which will be too big to control.

The difference between Arab armies and Islamic Mujahideen:
When the Islamic State sieged the Raqqah-17 division army base in Syria (2014), the Syrian soldiers
were crying, and writing on the walls and tables: 'I miss you mum.' They were certain they were
going to face death. When the Islamic State entered the base, they massacred the Syrian soldiers
and saw needles everywhere. The Syrian Arab Army (SAA) soldiers were taking drugs because they
hated war and couldn't bear the burden of war.
Compare this to the Islamic State fighters who wish for death, they enlist themselves onto
martyrdom operation ('suicide bombing' lists) and rush to do the operation as early and quick as
they can. They learn and adapt to Israel’s techniques of war, so for example – in the Syrian Jihad
they imitated Israel’s “Walking through walls” technique to prevent fighter casualties in urban
warfare (the technique is to make holes in walls with a sledgehammer and travel through buildings
to reach your destination instead of through open streets where the enemy can snipe you).
They race towards martyrdom and compete with each other for it. Their martyrs die with a smile on
their faces, a proof that they have seen their place in Paradise before death (have you ever seen an
Israeli soldier with a smile on his face at death?) They destroy drugs with fire instead of taking them.
They fight for a cause they believe is worth dying for, and they love death more than the Jews love
life, that is their number 1 goal because they want to please Allah and enter His Paradise. If they do
not fight, they will live and die in humiliation like the Palestinians did before them. So they race
towards the gardens of Paradise, the Hoor al-Ayn (spouses of Paradise), and the life of eternity
which is the true joy the believers have been promised by all the Messengers' of God.
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The Armies of the Islamic State in every continent – marching towards Israel:

After the Armageddon/Malhamah battle has been fought in Syria, Muslims will spread in different
parts of the Earth, collecting different types of spoils of war from Europe such as Iron-Dome systems,
railguns, drones and whatever advanced arsenal they had to fight the Muslims. All this advanced
arsenal will be required to face the heavy onslaught from the armies of al-Dajjal (the AntiChrist). This
is the order of events of conquests, we have discussed some of the details of these conquests in the
previous books in the Black Flags Books series.

Allah's Messenger, Muhammad (peace be on him) said:
You will attack:
(1): Arabia and Allah will enable you to conquer it, then you would attack
(2): Persia (Iran) and He would make you to conquer it. Then you would attack
(3): Rome (Italy) & Allah will enable you to conquer it, then you would attack the
(4): Dajjal (in Israel) and Allah will enable you to conquer him.
[Sahih Muslim, Kitab ul-Fitan #2900]
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Many European's would convert to Islam after the conquest of Rome.
After the Armageddon/Malhamah, and the conquest of Rome – Muslims will start collecting the
spoils of war. They know they have a tough fight ahead. Now that the leadership of Europe will have
been killed or fled, the Muslims will be able to inform non Muslims living in Europe the message of
Islam, the mercy and brotherhood, and they will be able to clear the misunderstandings many
Europeans may have about Islam and the Muslims. But they will not have much time, because within
7 months the AntiChrist will arrive. And so the truth seekers and freedom fighters from Europe will
join the believers, whereas the rest will stay away – they will be the ones who will be misled by alDajjal.

Good, honest people (like Edward Snowden) who are
willing to sacrifice the comforts of life for something
greater will most likely be the type of converts who will
join the guided Islamic cause.
The freedom fighters and truth seekers in Europe will range from left wingers, to even right wingers
and those in between. They will be able to see the open mindedness and mercy of Islam and the
Mujahideen after many years of deception on the media. They will be like the early converts after
the Conquest of Makkah, meaning - they will join the Jihad straightaway after accepting Islam. They
will be a good replenishment for the losses Muslims have faced in the Armageddon (Malhamah). It’s
important to note that during this time period, Christianity and the Pope in the Vatican will be fully
engulfed by the Zionist system, and many truth-seekers from the Christians will look into Islam.
Many of the ‘free people of Europe’ who love OpenSource and like to ‘Jailbreak’ technology and
weapons will ally with the Mujahideen to help them in their technological fight against Israel. They
will share their skills and tips with each other because their hearts are now united in faith.
Those who hear the call in Europe and follow the guidance, they will be the lucky ones. Those who
ignore it will never get an opportunity to believe after this again, because the major signs will now
begin. When the major signs for the end begin – a persons desire for faith will not benefit them.
These 7 months between the liberating of Rome and the coming of the first Major sign will decide
the fate of every person in Europe and the rest of the world.
As the believers prepare their ranks for the battle to end all battles, the major signs will begin.
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THE MAJOR (END TIME) SIGNS
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Sign 1: The Rising of the Sun from the West:

The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him) informed us:

The first sign would be the appearance of the sun from the west, the appearance of the
beast before the people in the forenoon and which of the two happens first, the second one
would follow immediately after that.
(Sahih Muslim #7025)

There’s some interesting research on this issue. An article on ScientificAmerican.com states:

Scientists already know that magnetic north shifts. Once every few hundred thousand years
the magnetic poles flip so that a compass would point south instead of north.

This is called ‘Pole shifts’ theory - which means that if the magnetic poles of the planet switch from
North to South, your compass will show opposite results. Similarly, if the North is South and the
South is the North on your compass, then the East and West will also shift into opposite directions.
The East will become the West and the West the East. If the East is the West on your compass, then
the sun will rise from the West for the people on the Earth according to the ‘Pole Shift’ theory.

The first [major] sign would be the appearance of the sun from the west.
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The 2nd Major sign would be the releasing of the ‘beast’ – which puts a mark on the disbelievers
foreheads:
The ‘beast from the Earth’ will be released at a similar time to when al-Dajjal will be released. This
beast will mark the people on their forehead if they have no faith in Allah (just like Dajjal has the
word ‘Kafir’ *ungrateful disbeliever] written on his forehead). In magical rituals, magicians and
witches such as Wiccans write symbols on their foreheads, and so do polytheistic religions like
Hindus and Buddhists. The fact that; the Dajjal, sorcerers, polytheists and even disbelieving people
be marked on the forehead near the end times by this beast – you realise how even illiterate
Muslims - as per prophecy - who cannot even read or write will be able to recognise Dajjal and his
followers.

The scar on Harry Potter’s forehead (& in other popular
culture) is a sign of sorcery and is preparing children to accept
the mark of the beast on their foreheads as something ‘kool.’

Meaning; in the end times if you see people with symbols and marks on their foreheads, they are
followers of the magicians and the AntiChrist. Do not go near them. “Let him who hears of the Dajjal
(Antichrist) go far from him for I swear by Allah that a man will come to him thinking he is a believer
and follow him because of confused ideas roused in him by him.” (Prophet Muhammad - Abu Dawud
#4305)
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Kazakhstan – Future Megacities

In the early 2000s, the West was
the richest continent in the world
who everyone looked upto. Now
that the majority of the
populations lived in the growing
cities, it was the perfect
opportunity to make what would
be called 'mega cities'. These cities
could potentially contain hundreds
of thousands of people. But that
wasn't it, the megacities would
have everything interconnected to
one central database. Railways
would stretch out across an entire
city, linking it to major railways
connecting to the entire country,
and finally national railways would
connect to other international
railways in other countries –
connecting the whole world
together.

The megacity of Astana, in Kazakhistan (2014).

Right now (April 2015) people are debating whether Russia should make a massive railway which
travels all the way from Russia, deep into Europe towards the UK.
In the megacities, the street lights will all be connected to one system, the government institutes will
be connected to one system, even the ventilation systems in the streets will be connected to one
system.
But for megacities to work, people will also need to be registered with an ID (Identification) number.
This ID card will make you a known citizen of the city so you can get services you need quicker. The
ID card will contain your name, a photo of you, your fingerprints, a scan of your eye, and brief
information about your address etc. There will be extra info. like if you are allowed to drive, if you
ever had any criminal offences etc. Everything about you will be recorded and updated on this ID
card.
When the idea of ID cards was introduced to the Western countries in the early 2000s, they refused.
They felt it invaded their privacy and people could steal it and know about all their life.
The Western majority public refused ID cards, so they weren't forced to by their democratic
governments. However, the poorer people living in the East were deceived with beautiful promises
that they would live in the first megacity. They lived under oppressive puppet regimes who wouldn't
care what the people think, so they would have to accept the new megacity life whether people
agreed with ID cards or not.
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The Western nations who refused the megacity project before, would feel humiliated that other
nations have progressed before them, so they too would accept 'modernity for subjugation' in the
future.
There would be advantages for many with megacities, but many disadvantages also. The advantages
are that you have an easy lifestyle, you have no problems about transport, the world is connected,
you will find it easier to speak to the government because every piece of info. about you is with
them. But is that an advantage, or a privacy concern?

Did you know?
March 26, 2015
This is absolutely terrifying: People in Kazakhstan are falling asleep for days
— and nobody knows why
"He couldn't sit, he couldn't stand. I tried to put him on his feet, but he was
falling"
http://www.salon.com/2015/03/26/people_in_kazakhstan_keep_falling_asleep_for_days_
and_nobody_can_figure_out_why/
Could it be due to someone releasing some gases in the ventilation system of the megacity?
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which will record their activities (like a phone sim card does today in phones) to find out the location
and activities of people in real-time. The government will make the excuse that the Chip is used to
'catch out criminals from the people' etc to justify their privacy invasion. The Zionists believe this will
be the perfect time for al-Dajjal (the AntiChrist) to be released because the masses of people are
then under his full control.
So what happens to those who refuse to obey? Within the chip is a few grams of the poison Cyanide,
this will be released into your bloodstream and you will die.
This cycle will work all over the world, either you accept the new modern lifestyle where you have
no privacy or life of your own. but the pros are you live a life where you have food and drink. This
phenomena will spread around the world, and even the poor nations will be given food and drink by
the Dajjal system, so he can win their hearts and minds and misguide them from the truth. If you
refuse al-Dajjal - then you will be an outcast, rejected by the world, left behind, in poverty, and the
sincere Muslims will be these people. These people will be like Jesus the most. Jesus was rejected by
the rich Jews and Romans, even though he was the most truthful of people.
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The next major sign is: The arrival of - Al-Dajjal (the AntiChrist)

The Dajjal is a strange figure who has been
repeatedly warned about by all the
Messengers of Allah (God). The word Christ
is Greek for the word Messiah (a Hebrew
and Arabic rooted word.) The Messiah in
Arabic comes from the word ‘masaha’ =
something which wipes or is wiped.’ Jesus
is the true Messiah, the one who has been
wiped/purified by Allah from sins, & the
one who when he wiped the ill people who
sought his help, their illnesses would go
away by Allah’s permission.
The AntiChrist is therefore the opposite of Jesus son of Mary (peace be on him). He is called Maseeh
al-Dajjal (the Lying/deceptive Messiah). Unlike Jesus who came to fix the world, the Dajjal will come
to corrupt it while deceiving the world into thinking he is fixing it. A figure who will come in the end
of the world to mislead people away from God, who will use deception and illusions to make people
think he is a godly figure, in a world filled with corruption and atheism, wherein the people will have
no shyness in doing shameless and disgusting acts, all under the name of ‘freedom’. He will only
have one left eye which sticks out like a grape, the right eye will be closed and he will be unable to
see from it (the one eye may represent seeing life from only the worldly perspective and the closed
eye represents him having no vision for the next life. We are all aware of how the ‘one eyed symbol’
is being promoted so commonly in popular culture such as music videos etc.) You have read the
phrase; “In the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.” The people today are being misled by
being provided useless education, so for example the richest people in the world will has the most
business education, but he still won’t know how to lookafter and give rights to his family.
Another question is, if al-Dajjal will rule the world from Israel, and Israel is so rich, why are its
people protesting and complaining of low wage nowadays? Why are the people in Israel not living a
super-rich life already?
The answer is straightforward: The Protocols of the Elders of Zion state that the Zionists prefer the
people of the worldl stay in poverty, war and dissatisfaction with their leadership, until the (False)
Messiah arrives. Only then can they satisfy people by saying to them that if you accept him as your
Lord, you will get whatever you wish of 'heaven on Earth'. The same technique is being used on the
citizens [Bible quote: lost sheep] of Israel, the Zionist leadership is aware its citizens continue to
remain divided over small petty issues, but when the super-rich (False) Messiah arrives as the
saviour, his riches will unite all the Jews under him.
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The Messenger of Allah (God), Muhammad ( )ﷺsaid 1,400 years ago,
If he (al-Dajjal) comes forth while I am among you, I shall contend with him on your behalf, but if he
comes forth while I am not amongst you, a man must contend on his own behalf and Allah would
take care of every Muslim on my behalf (and safeguard him against his evil).
He (Dajjal) would be a young man with twisted, contracted hair, and a blind eye. I compare him to
`Abd-ul-`Uzza b. Qatan. He who amongst you would survive to see him should recite over him the
opening verses of Sura al-Kahf (18th chapter of the Quran). He would appear on the way between
Syria and Iraq and would spread mischief right and left.
O servant of Allah! adhere (to the path of Truth). We said: Allah's Messenger, how long would he
stay on the earth? He ( )ﷺsaid: For forty days, one day like a year and one day like a month and
one day like a week and the rest of the days would be like your days. We said: Allah's Messenger,
would one day's prayer suffice for the prayers of day equal to one year? Thereupon he ( )ﷺsaid:
No, but you must make an estimate of time (and then observe prayer).
[Sahih Muslim - 54, Hadith 136 ]

Note: I will be mentioning the rest of the Prophecy in the upcoming pages, to provide context of the
Prophecy in accordance with my understanding of events.
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The Temple of Solomon:
The Zionist Jews believe Masjid al-Aqsa has to be destroyed (they may possibly do this as instability
within the Muslim world spreads in the coming years). The Temple of Solomon has to be built before
al-Dajjal arrives. Here is a picture of how 'Solomon's Temple' is designed to look like after Masjid alAqsa has been demolished. This is where al-Dajjal will live and rule the world from.
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All the area in the black box is Masjid al-Aqsa built by
Prophet Solomon., including the green dome, the gold
dome of the rock, & all the empty space.

The Messenger of Allah (God), Muhammad (peace be on him) continues:
We (his companions) said: Allah's Messenger, how quickly would he walk upon the earth?
Thereupon he ( )ﷺsaid: Like cloud driven by the wind. He would come to the people and invite
them (to a wrong religion) and they would affirm their faith in him and respond to him. He would
then give command to the sky and there would be rainfall upon the earth and it would grow crops.
Then in the evening, their pasturing animals would come to them with their humps very high and
their udders full of milk and their flanks stretched. He would then come to another people and invite
them. But they would reject him and he would go away from them and there would be drought for
them and nothing would be left with them in the form of wealth. He would then walk through the
waste land and say to it:
Bring forth your treasures, and the treasures would come out and collect (themselves) before him
like the swarm of bees. He would then call a person brimming with youth and strike him with the
sword and cut him into two pieces and (make these pieces lie at a distance which is generally)
between the archer and his target. He would then call (that young man) and he will come forward
laughing with his face gleaming (with happiness) *in other narrations it’s mentioned:
http://sunnah.com/muslim/54/136

We know that travelling by airplanes today at the ‘speed of the wind’ is common today. We also see
that scientists are finding ways to add chemicals (silver iodide or dry ice in the process called ‘Cloud
seeding’) to clouds to allow them to release their water to the Earth. Scientists are also developing
‘Terminator seeds’ with the best DNA so crops can grow anywhere. The killing of the young man and
bringing him back to life may be a magical illusion, or it may be real and a test from Allah.
the al-Dajjal (AntiChrist) will be travelling to different lands on his highly secured jets like the
Presidents of America do today, they come on TV and give their speeches for all the world to listen,
but he will face resistance by the truly free Mujahideen. The war in the future will involve some
people at home watching TV and a speech of al-Dajjal (the deceiving Liar Anti-Christ) being
broadcasted, while outside their home are armed gang fights between the Mujahideen and other
PMC militia. The battles in the future will not be about which land you are at, but where your heart
and loyalty is.
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Israel & India – a ‘holy cow’ alliance:
Israel's biggest ally in the world is the USA, but it knows America is getting weaker since its wars
against Islam for the past decade+. As a result of the Western '1st world' nations getting poorer
during their economic depression, major world powers are now investing their efforts and finances
in newly growing economic nations. Israel had many countries it could choose from; Brazil, China,
India and others. However Israel chose to ally more closely with India.
Israel's alliance with India is not merely a random choice, it is strategic for many geopolitical reasons,
but also strategic religious reasons.
India has a strange 'religious' connection with Israel which binds it with Israel more than other
countries. Some Indians claim they are the surviving descendants of Jews who were involved in the
making of the golden cow which was worshipped by some Jews at the time of Moses. They justify
this by saying; 'Haven’t the Hindus sanctified the cow and made it holy? We do not let people
slaughter it', and infact it is true - Hindus have made the cow into an almost divine animal which can
only be respected and left to graze. This is why most Hindus are vegetarians. The leaders of India are
trying hard to impress Israel so it will provide it with sophisticated weapons. Israel may or may not
believe in the Hindus claim of being Jewish descendants, however it is happy that it has a strategic
nation willing to suck up to Israel at an ideological level instead of just a political one.
India is located on
the far East of the
classical Islamic
Caliphate territory
which spanned
upto Pakistan in
South Asia (the
Mujahideen of the
Islamic State
today consider
Pakistan as part of
Khorasan). India is
neighboured to
the East of
Khorasan, which
we already know
is where the army
of Black Flags will
come to support
the Mahdi (guided
leader for all Muslims). To the West of India is Khorasan, to it’s East is the Muslim countries of
Burma, Malaysia, Indonesia etc. Many Mujahideen from such lands will help in the conquest of Hind
(India), and in the future wars beyond that will liberate Australia and New Zealand.
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Israel knows the strategic location of India, so it is arming them with the most sophisticated
weapons, machines, and defence systems to distract Mujahideen from fighting full force in the
Western direction towards Israel. The Muslims in Khorasan will therefore be busy in their fight
against India in the East. India will therefore have the most sophisticated weaponry to counter the
attacks of the Mujahideen, keeping them busy and distracting them long enough so they don't turn
their attention towards Israel.The war against India will be difficult, because it will be fortified just
like Israel is fortified extensively. The Indian footsoldiers however are cowards, this has been proven
repeatedly as many Mujahideen in the Kashmir Jihad in the 1990s have mentioned.
The average build of an Indian and an original Israelite Jew is similar - they are below average height
(the average height of Indians is about 5 foot 6.) They are skinny in build. They are mainly
intellectual, philosophical, and theoretical. Both Jews and Indians are known to be intellectual
nations but not warrior blood nations. This is why the Mujahideen battle against Israel and India will
be more about fighting robots, and will require the Mujahideen to have a know-how of the use of;
technology, hacking, reverse engineering, software coding, and all science/engineering related
subjects.

Anyone notice the similarities between the Palestinians and the people of Kashmir? Both
are oppressed by the Israel-Indian alliance, and are now pledging to join the Islamic State.

Abu Hurayrah narrated from the Prophet Muhammad [peace be upon him] that he said:
"A group of people from my Ummah will invade India (Hind), and Allah will cause them to conquer
it, until they come to the kings of India and bind them in chains. Allah will forgive all of their sins
(i.e. they are people of Paradise). Then, they will turn towards Sham (greater Syria), and they will
find 'Isa ibn Maryam (Jesus son of Mary - the true Messiah) in Sham (Greater Syria)."
Mujahideen encircling & overwhelming the Israeli enemy
The believers will be rejected by the rest of mankind, but Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him)
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told us 'Glad tidings of Paradise is for the strangers - who follow the guidance when the people have
gone astray.' The believers will be given many miracles and true dreams during this time period to
keep them firm on their faith.
A Turkish Mujahid in Syria (who is an ex-army soldier from Holland) called Israfil Yilmaz says he asked
a fellow soldier about her experience in Afghanistan when she fought the Taliban, how was it like?
She replied: 'Every night I would go to sleep and see men in black clothes, black turbans and black
beards chasing me from everywhere, trying to kill me. I would wake up screaming, thinking I was
going to die.' Allah tells us: 'Soon I will throw terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve, so
strike them above their necks and on every (body) joint.' (Quran al-Anfal 8:12).
The Israeli PMC's and even the Israeli leaders will have extreme fear in their hearts when fighting the
Mujahideen. Why? Because the mysterious nature of the Muslim enemy which fights till death,
seeking to kill you so you take his place in hell, while you seek only a wage and the temporary
'paradise of this world only' is something which would scare any enemy craving for a long life. The
war against the AntiChrist in Israel will be a MASSIVE global playground of death. It will be deceptive
and will fool the masses of watchers. The onlookers will see death coming to the Muslims from every
direction on the news channels, and will pity them or will laugh at their weakness. But it is all
deception! The Muslims will be the happiest people, the most liberated people on Earth. Poverty and
death is coming to them from every direction yet the Muslims are overjoyed because martyrdom and
Paradise is so near through the Israeli bombardment from the skies, day and night.
Decentralised Mujahideen: When al-Dajjal arrives, the Mujahideen will hide in rural areas (on
mountains, in fields, on horses, and even underground), trying to evade surveillance technologies of
Israel. Israel’s entire system from the top-down will all be linked together in one Central Command
and Control HeadQuarters within Israel (most probably through the help of the 8200 Unit). Through
this connected system, all their technologies will communicate with each other for real-time
intelligence and co-operation. Their drones will communicate with the tanks, AI robots and even
Special Forces soldiers on the ground (through their nanomachines). The goal of the Mujahideen will
be to stay firm on their path of Jihad during this time of trials, they are simply trying to stay
committed to faith in the face of all temptations, while in a state of poverty - waiting for the 40
deceptive days/months/years to complete, by the end of which Jesus will descend to kill off the
Dajjal (AntiChrist) and all his corrupt system.
Israel has alot of power to attack Muslim fighters, but it won’t be able to harm them all because they
will be scattered everywhere and surrounding all of Israel’s borders. So if some are bombed in 1
place, and others are attacked with chemical weapons elsewhere, there will be others elsewhere on
the offensive. There will simply be too much fighters doing different things, which will overwhelm
their intelligence analysis abilities, and although AI (Artificial Intelligence) will be able to analyse and
counter nearby threats, there simply won’t be enough to counter every strategy. The end goal of the
Mujahideen is to make a passageway into Jerusalem.
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The Mujahideen army which defeats Israel is mentioned in the Old Testament

The Mujahideen army which will defeat Israel is described in the Old Testament of the Jewish
scripture:

"Behold, a people comes from the north country,
(note: North of Israel are Muslim lands [including; Greater Syria, Muslim Turkey etc)

And a great nation will be raised from the farthest parts of the earth.
(note: Khorasan [Greater Afghanistan] is far from Israel, but it has some of the strongest
Mujahideen)

They will lay hold of bow and spear,
They are cruel and have no mercy;
(Doesn’t the Islamic State have this reputation against the disbelievers?)
Their voice roars like the sea;
(i.e. Disbelievers tremble in fear when Muslims shout ‘Allahu akbar’ (God is greater) together in war)

And they ride horses As men of war set in array against you, O daughter of Zion."
(note: remember that the Mujahideen will use horses because cars in the future are hack-able)
(Jeremiah 6:22-23)

Then said the LORD unto me, The end has come upon my people of Israel;
I will not again pass by them anymore (because they had broken God’s covenant
and caused corruption in the Earth) "In that day," declares the Sovereign LORD,
the songs in the temple will turn to wailing. Many, many bodies -- flung
everywhere! Silence!" (Amos 8: 2,3)
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The War to end all wars:
The State of Israel, ruled from Jerusalem (because Palestine as a State will not exist then) will be
protected from its core with the most sophisticated Israeli defence systems. These defence systems
will range from electric fences, to barbed wires, high walls, AI robots, the Iron Dome and David's
sling defence system, and even the 'Iron Spade'. Remember that although Israel will try to make
these systems as fool proof as possible, every software programmer and technology developer
knows that all technology has some weak points which can be targeted to bypass its security
systems.
Israel will then create a layer of loyal Jewish guards to protect the surroundings of the Temple
Mount where the 'Temple of Solomon' is located (where Masjid al-Aqsa is right now [April 2015]).
The wealthy Zionist Jews who helped the State of Israel through financing it will be the closest to the
Jewish king al-Dajjal (the AntiChrist). The reason why there is such a strong emphasis on protecting
the Jewish people is because the entire legitimacy of the State of Israel depends on the Jewish
people. There is no point in al-Dajjal ruling the world from Jerusalem if he has no loyal people to rally
around him. He is supposed be the 'saviour' of the Jews, if they die - he has no value.
Israel will not be satisfied with only two layers of defence, so PMC's (Private Military Company)
mercenaries will guard the entrances to Israel's major cities, especially Jerusalem.
On the outskirts of existing Israel, there will be tribes of Arabs, including especially Bedouin tribes
which will be a buffer zone for Israel. They will be given Israeli citizenship, given certain rights which
other Arabs do not have, but they will still be considered 2nd class citizens. They serve Israel's
interests by guarding it, by spying on behalf of Israel on the activities of the Mujahideen, and in
return get crumbs from the feet of the Israelis'.
The more Arab tribes Israel can buy as mercenaries to buffer the State of Israel, the better, because
Israel will want to make as much lines of defence before the Mujahideen can reach the 'Temple of
Solomon' (which is the core of Jerusalem and the most fortified position in the world where al-Dajjal
will live at that time.)

As Israel reaches out to expand into 'a Greater Israel', it will face many difficulties. It will be literally
be surrounded by hostile Mujahideen (Islamic fighters) from all sides to slow down its expansion
project.
Israel will release its drones to find and attack the locations of Mujahideen, who by now will be
scattered and its leadership decentralised. Automated Urban tanks and robots will pass through side
streets in 'search and destroy missions.' Mujahideen will fight against them through Rocket fire,
traditional weapons like RPG (Rocket Propelled Grenades) will still be effective, although they will
likely be modified to contain more explosives. However it is probable that Assault rifles like AK-47s
etc will be ineffective due to the importance of layers of armour in all future battles.
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Elite Israeli Special Forces, most probably PMC's (Private Military Companies) will be sent out to find
and kidnap and capture influential leaders of the Jihad so they can interrogate them and get useful
Intelligence, such as the locations of other leaders, or the locations of stockpiles of weapons. But this
will not be too effective because the entire Jihad is decentralised and leaders themselves will only
have limited knowledge of the whereabouts of only some leaders, and some stockpiles of weapons.

The Mujahideen will make every effort to pass through the different buffer layers of security to
reach into Jerusalem with the aim to make a passageway towards the Temple Mount, but it will be
extremely difficult. They will be on the offensive and defensive at the same time, fighting machines
with AI (Artificial Intelligence) is hard work. But it can be done when you have fighter planes, tanks,
alot of advanced weaponry and the desire for martyrdom.
The advantage for the Mujahideen will be in their ability to travel anywhere in the known world for
hiding and attack semi-guerilla warfare. The entire Middle East, Khorasan (Greater Afghanistan), and
even Europe will be a playground of war and death. (Read ebook: Black Flags from Rome - to
understand how Europe is liberated before this major war against Israel.) Mujahideen will therefore
have alot of territory to hide, with no borders stopping their freedom of movement. Even the
different types of Mujahideen will excel in all different types of warfare. Mujahideen from Khorasan
(Afghanistan) will have experience in fighting in mountains, Mujahideen in the Middle East will excel
in fighting in desert terrain, Mujahideen in Europe will have experience in urban warfare from the
streets of Europe.

The Mujahideen will try to reach Jerusalem from every side. The amount of advanced Ghaneemah
(spoils of war) they capture after the Armageddon/Malhamah and the liberating of Rome will be
huge and sophisticated. It is likely that Israel will sell Europe portable Iron Dome machines when
Mujahideen are firing at Europe from the Muslim world during the Armageddon/Malhamah war in
Syria (we have discussed this on the end pages of Black Flags from Rome). So when Muslims take
over Europe, they will capture the Iron Dome systems, the drones, and whatever modern war
machines Israel sells the Europeans. This new stock of weaponry will be used to attack through
Israel's different lines of defence.
If the world is shocked at the Islamic State's 'world class expertise' in ground IED's, then wait till they
make Drone IED's filled with explosives which will be targeted at strategic Israeli assets.

Future Battles involve hitting strategic places/objects of the enemy = signs of Victory.

The resilient Mujahideen will be a non-ending force because they will be coming from Israel's North,
East, South and West. In the future war, Mujahideen will approach Israel from direction, from the
Air, from the Ground, from the Sea, and even from Underground! And don't be surprised to know
there are 1billion+ Muslims in the world today. When Jihad is declared, then it is a duty upon every
male, female, and even child to fight the enemy.
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Israel by now will begin firing indiscriminately, heavy bombardment everywhere. But Mujahideen
will have already prepared defensive positions in the naturally fortified Mountains and hills. Israel
will not use nuclear weapons because it hopes to capture these lands to form its 'Greater Israel', and
any nuclear attack Israel does will be done reluctantly because its effects will backfire on Israel who
actually wants to take over the lands it bombs. So a nuclear attack will cause long term problems
(such as health or crop problems) for any potential citizens of the 'Greater Israel' State.

Fire, Bombs and chemicals will reign down on the Mujahideen day and night non-stop, and whoever
is attacked will react differently depending on the type of chemical they were attacked with. A
person attacked with a 'love bomb' (containing the chemical: Oxitocin - which releases the love
hormone in the blood) may start hugging an enemy, whereas another Mujahid may be burnt to
death. Another person may be hit with chemicals which makes his mind go insane and so he turns
his gun against a friend, while another is injected with poison from a mosquito sized robot. The
world during this time really will be deceptive enchanting and bewitching magic because everything
will be abnormal in the End Times.
The world might see the Mujahideen dying infront of their eyes, some feeling happy, some maybe
even feeling sympathetic for them 'wasting their lives away'. However, the Mujahideen will be the
most free and happiest people on Earth in the midst of all this destruction, they will smile at death
when seeing their place in Paradise like the Mujahideen who preceded them in earlier wars (see
ebook: Miracles in Syria (2013) for photos and proofs of this.). But the deceptive media during this
time will make them look non human. This is all part of al-Dajjal's (the AntiChrist liar) system which is
deceiving the masses of people to the core so they cannot see wrong from right.

The Mujahideen will keep marching forward, their safety and backup support will always be
in Khorasan (Afghanistan). “Black Banners will come out of Khorasan, nothing will be able
to stop them until they are raised in Jerusalem”.
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Attacking Ben Gurion Airport (the Lod gate) to kill al-Dajjal:
According to Islamic Prophecy, the leader of the believers (Ameer al-Mu'mineen) during this time
period will be the Imam al-Mahdi (the Guided one). He will be like Prophet Muhammad (peace be on
him) in excellent character but not in looks.
According to the prophecy, a pathway will have been made by the army of black flags from the East
(Khorasan / Afghanistan) all the way towards Jerusalem,in their midst will be the Mahdi (guided
one).
The goal of the Mujahideen will be to pave a pathway towards the core centre of Israel, most
specifically towards the Gate of Lud (Arabic) [Lod: Hebrew].

Today we see the Gate of Lod is actually Israel's main international airport - Ben Gurion
International Airport (previously called Lydda Airport, RAF Lydda, and Lod Airport). And as we all
know, the international airport of a country is one of its most secure and protected areas. .
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However, once the Mujahideen approach the Gate of Lod, they will be sieged in a building.
This will be the biggest test of faith for both the Muslims and the Jews because al-Dajjal (the
AntiChrist) will have landed in that area when the Muslims have been sieged. No-one can
defeat and kill the AntiChrist except the true Christ (Jesus) himself. Not even the Mahdi can
kill the AntiChrist, so the believers will remain sieged in this building, praying to Allah (God)
for the true Messiah to arrive.
It will be during this time that Jesus, the son of Mary (peace be on them) will descend down
from the sky in Damascus, he will travel towards Jerusalem and see that the Dajjal has
landed and has surrounded the building containing the Mahdi and the believers.

The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him) continues to inform us:
It would be at this very time that Allah would send the Messiah (Jesus), son of Mary, and he will
descend at the white minaret in the eastern side of Damascus wearing two garments lightly dyed
with saffron and placing his hands on the wings of two Angels. When he would lower his head,
there would fall beads of perspiration from his head, and when he would raise it up, beads like
pearls would scatter from it. Every non-believer who would smell the odor of his self would die and
his breath would reach as far as he would be able to see. He would then search for him (Dajjal) until
he would catch hold of him at the gate of Ludd and would kill him. Then a people whom Allah had
protected would come to Jesus, son of Mary, and he would wipe their faces and would inform them
of their ranks in Paradise
http://sunnah.com/muslim/54/136

Abu Huraira reported Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) as saying:
“The last hour would not come unless the Muslims will fight against the Jews and the Muslims
would kill them until the Jews would hide themselves behind a stone or a tree and a stone or a tree
would say: Muslim, or the servant of Allah, there is a Jew behind me; come and kill him; but the tree
Gharqad (boxthorn) would not say, for it is the tree of the Jews.”
(Sahih Muslim Book 041, Number 6985)

One thousand (zionists) shall flee from the threat of one,
At the threat of five you shall flee,
Till you are left as a pole on top of a mountain
As as a banner on a hill." (Isaiah 5: 26-30)
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The Greatest Irony in history:
The biggest irony in history is that the nation which resembles the Pharaohs the most in modern
history is the Jews themselves! Remember that the Pharoah was arrogant, but he was also afraid at
the growing number of Israelites who he constantly dreamt would destroy his kingdom. This is
exactly what Israel is going through today, they are a replica of the Pharoah Ramesis II.
The Jews will become extremely arrogant and boast of the riches they have with them, just like the
Pharoah would boast of being the richest nation on Earth during his time in power.
The Mahdi (Guided one) resembles Moses the most in looks and also in his role as a leader of the
poor believers who the world has rejected for the glitters of this deceptive worldly life. The Mahdi
even has a speech defect (stuttering) problem, exactly like how Moses had! Pharoah made fun out
of Moses and his followers for these 2 reasons; (his stutter, and also his poverty), The Jews are
aware that even though Pharoah was richer and had the best magicians (just like the Jews do today)
to misguide mankind from God, Moses and his poor followers finally gained victory from God and
Pharoah was destroyed a violent death. They should restudy their own history and their re-evaluate
their decisions at a personal level if they want to save themselves, because their leaders will not
change.
Jesus is the critical character in this time period because the Jews reject him due to his poor lifestyle
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and his commitment to the guidance, the believers follow him. It is the AntiChrist who will be killed
by the spear of Jesus.
Certainly, the time of prayer shall come and then Jesus (peace be upon him) son of Mary
would descend and would lead them in prayer. When the enemy of Allah would see him, it
would (disappear) just as the salt dissolves itself in water and if he (Jesus) were not to
confront them at all, even then it would dissolve completely, but Allah would kill them by
his hand and he would show them their blood on his lance (the lance of Jesus Christ).
(Sahih Muslim 2897)

This is when the reality will kick in for the Zionist Jews. They had been deceived all along by their
false Messiah, but now it is too late because their only saviour they had been awaiting for thousands
of years has been killed. They will be killed wherever they are found. They thought they could
deceive the world, but Allah had deceived them! This is the reward for those who are arrogant and
cause corruption in the Earth without right.

Then when the final promise came, [We sent your enemies] to sadden your faces and to
enter the temple in Jerusalem, as they entered it the first time, and to destroy what they
had taken over with [total] destruction.
(Quran – the Israelites - 17:7)
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The Arrival of the Gog and Magog (Ya’juj and Ma’juj)

The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him) continues:
It would be under such conditions that Allah would reveal to Jesus these words: I have brought forth
from amongst My servants such people against whom none would be able to fight; you take these
people safely to [Mount] Tur (in the Sinai desert). And then Allah would send Gog and Magog
(Ya’juj and Ma’juj) and they would swarm down from every slope. The first of them would pass the
lake of Tiberias and drink out of it. And when the last of them would pass, he would say: There was
once water there. Jesus and his companions would then be besieged here (at Tur, and they would be
so much hard pressed) that the head of the ox would be dearer to them than one hundred dinars
and Allah's Apostle, Jesus, and his companions would supplicate Allah, Who would send to them
insects (which would attack their necks) and in the morning they would perish like one single person.
[Sahih Muslim 45/136]

Could the Gog and Magog be related to the atheist Chinese? In the Quran - surah al-Kahf (18th
chapter of the Quran) - the Gog and Magog (Ya’juj and Ma’juj) are explained as people who are from
the far East where the sun rises from. We also know that according to Prophecy - the Muslims first
conquer; Arabia, then Persia (Iran), then Rome (Europe - after the Armageddon), then India & Israel
(al-Dajjal *the AntiChrist+). That is all the Middle world. But we don’t see a mention of the Chinese
who are becoming a strong world power lately. Could it be they ally with the Gog and Magog tribes?
It’s important to remember that the Muslims will have a low population at this time when Jesus
returns due to all the wars, and the Chinese have a population of over 1 billion right now and during
that time they will probably not be waging wars. Maybe they could be part of the Gog and Magog
armies which try to take over the rest of the world for their own power? Allah knows best.
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Kingdom of Heaven on Earth –with Jesus- & the pleasant wind:
The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him) continues:

“Then Allah would send rain which
no house of clay or (the tent of)
camels' hairs would keep out and
it would wash away the earth until
it could appear to be a mirror
[meaning: the entire Earth will be
cleansed after many years of war].
Then the earth would be told to
bring forth its fruit and restore its
blessing and, as a result thereof,
there would grow (such a big)
pomegranate that a group of
persons would be able to eat that,
and seek shelter under its skin and
milch cow would give so much milk that a whole party would be able to drink it. And the milch camel
would give such (a large quantity of) milk that the whole tribe would be able to drink out of that and
the milch sheep would give so much milk that the whole family would be able to drink out of that
and at that time Allah would send a pleasant wind which would soothe (people) even under their
armpits, and would take the life of every Muslim..”

[Sahih Muslim 45/136]

There are many prophecies about this beautiful time period. Jesus will rule the Earth for around 7
years (the idea of kingdom of heaven on Earth while Jesus reigns - in Christianity beliefs- is actually
based on these events). There will be peace everywhere, to the extent that a lion will not attack a
sheep, and a snake will not harm children (because there is so much blessing in food that no-one
needs to violently kill) and all the world nations will follow the guidance. Islam (submission to Allah)
will spread to all corners of the Earth, including even the Americas (the far West and far East).
People will be satisfied because everyone will be provided for, and the best people will worship Allah
because Judgment Day is so near, that a prostration to Allah (God) is more important to them than
this world and all that is in it. Allah will take the souls of all believers after this peaceful time period,
because Judgment Day is so near.
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The human devils who lurk the Earth in the end:

The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him) continues:
Allah would send a pleasant wind which would soothe (people) even under their armpits, and would
take the life of every Muslim and only the wicked would survive who would commit adultery like
donkeys and the Last Hour would be established onto them.

[Sahih Muslim 45/136]

After Rome has been taken, and the Zionist empire has collapsed, there is an entity of people still
lurking in the planet. They are the devils from mankind, they were not destroyed, nor did they follow
the guidance when Islam reached every corner of the planet. How?

Devil worshippers and freemason sects are building 5 star bunkers underground as we speak right
now. They are building them underground where they are storing food and provisions for the
coming World War 3 war which will spill across the entire planet (some of which you are already
seeing right now in different parts of the world). Think about it, if you have the money, and you
know war will spread everywhere, wouldn’t you want to build protection for yourself whilst the
world kills each other?
They will hide in these bunkers when the war spills across the entire globe, they will stay
underground even during the reign of al-Dajjal (the AntiChrist), even after he has died, and until the
death of Jesus. Only then they will come out to spread their false beliefs on the Earth once again.
Allah Himself will kill them in the worst ways possible, because Prophet Muhammad (peace be on
him) told us that; 'Allah will make the Final Hour fall on the worst of people on the Earth.'
What is my proof for all this? Let’s look at what Prophet Muhammad prophesised and informed us,
and then lets see what the Freemasons say about all the Jewish vs Muslim conflict in the End times:
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This is what the devil worshippers/freemasons say about the Jewish vs Muslim conflict & how they
plan to rise at the end of it:

Albert Pike (died 1891) sent a letter to the Italian Freemason and revolutionary Giuseppe
Mazzini, saying:
“The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences caused by
the “agentur” of the “Illuminati” between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic
World. The war must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World)
and political Zionism (the State of Israel) mutually destroy each other. Meanwhile the
other nations, once more divided on this issue will be constrained to fight to the point of
complete physical, moral, spiritual and economical exhaustion… We shall unleash the
Nihilists and the atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm which in all its
horror will show clearly to the nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of savagery and
of the most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves
against the world minority of revolutionaries, will exterminate those destroyers of
civilization, and the multitude, disillusioned with christianity, whose deistic spirits will from
that moment be without compass or direction, anxious for an ideal, but without knowing
where to render its adoration, will receive the true light through the universal
manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer [the devil], brought finally out in the public
view. “ [Reference: - Satan: Prince of This World, by William Guy Carr.]

The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him) prophesized to us that the worst people
would worship idols and the Final Hour would fall on them:
Then people will survive for seven years (i.e., after the demise of Jesus) in the state that
there will be no hatred between two persons. Then Allah will send a cool breeze from the
side of Ash-Sham (Syria). None will remain upon the face of the earth having the smallest
particle of good or Faith in him but he will die, so much so that even if someone amongst
you will enter the innermost part of a mountain, this breeze will reach that place also and
will cause him to die. Only the wicked people will survive and they will be as fast as birds
(i.e., to commit evil) and as ferocious towards one another as wild beasts. They will never
appreciate the good, nor condemn evil. Then Shaitan (Satan) will come to them in the garb
of a man and will say: 'Will you not obey me?' They will say: 'What do you order us to do?'
He will command them to worship idols. They will have abundance of sustenance and will
lead comfortable lives. Then the Trumpet (for the destruction of the Earth) will be blown.
Every one hearing it, will turn his neck towards it and will raise it. The first one to hear that
Trumpet will be a man who will be busy repairing the basin for his camels. He will become
unconscious…
[Sahih Muslim Book 54 - Hadith 144 - The Book of Tribulations and Portents of the Last Hour]
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How will Allah destroy the devil-worshippers in the Final Hour?

An article (Feb 5, 2015) on Express.co.uk says: Solar flares could destroy the earth at any moment.
VIOLENT solar superstorms could destroy life as we know it at ANY MOMENT, shocked scientists
have warned. The Earth could be the target of an explosion equivalent to “10 billion Hiroshima
bombs exploding at the same time”.

Hudhaifah b. Asid al-Ansari said:
We were sitting in the shade of the chamber of the Messenger of Allah ( )ﷺdiscussing (something)
and when we mentioned the last hour, our voices rose high. The Messenger of Allah ( )ﷺsaid: The
last hour will not come or happen until there appear ten signs before it : the rising of the sun in its
place of setting, the coming forth of the beast, the coming forth of Gog and Magog, the Dajjal
(Antichrist), (the descent of) Jesus son of Mary, the smoke, and three collapses of the earth: one in
the west, one in the east, and one in the Arabian Peninsula. The last of that will be the emergence
of a fire from Yemen, from the lowest part of Aden, and drive mankind to their place of assembly.
(Sunan Abi Dawud 4311)

In another Prophetic saying, it is mentioned that a sign of the Final Hour will:
Is the blowing of the violent gale/wind which would drive the people to the ocean.
(Sahih Muslim Book 54, Hadith 53)

So what we’re seeing is; Allah will make the Final Hour and destruction of the Earth fall onto the
devil worshippers who thought they had finally ‘liberated’ the Earth after waiting and planning so
long. They thought they could finally rule the world by deceiving everyone by crawling out of their
bunkers, causing corruption in the land, and then enticing people to worship idols. So Allah will
punish them so bad; He will make the Earth collapse from the East, Centre and West so they have
no place to hide, He will make a fire come from Aden (South of Yemen) which will will chase them
to the place of their deaths, and a violent wind which will throw them into the oceans and seas.
They thought they had deceived Allah, but Allah had deceived them!
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Are we living in the last century right now?

Imam as-Suyuti said: the ajal [time] of the ummah [Muslim nation] would end sometime in
the 15th century. But he said it was [originally] only 1,000 years but there was a prayer of
the Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him) in which he said, “Oh Allah, give my ummah
[nation] an extra half-day.” And somebody asked him how long will that be? And he said,
“500 years” because a day with Allah is a thousand years (see Quran al-Sajdah 32:5). And so
he said it wouldn’t go past 1,500 years, and we are in Hijri 1436 which means you have less
than 70 years left.
https://muslimology.wordpress.com/2010/04/20/how-islam-end-in-70-years/
Allah knows best.
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FURTHER READING:
Black Flags ebook Series (ZIP / Rar format)

https://archive.org/download/BlackFlagNShuhadaStoriesEbooks/Black%20Flag
%20n%20Shuhada%20Stories%20Ebooks.rar
(Download WinRAR software to open the rar file.)
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Ebook: The Islamic State (2015)

Download (6mb) | Read Online (100pgs)
https://archive.org/download/TheIslamicState2015FullEbook/TheIslamicState2015FullEbook.pdf

The Islamic State Caliphate is the most resilient nation in the world. It is facing
bombardment from 50+ countries and still expanding, by the will of Allah (alone)!
What is the secret of this State, what does its future hold? What does its leaders and
members do to make it an unbeatable force?
Read - The Islamic State (2015) ebook to find out more.
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MIRACLES IN SYRIA (2013)

Download | Read Online
https://archive.org/download/EbookMiraclesInSyria-2013/Miracles-in-Syria-2013-FULL-EBOOK.pdf
This book contains chapters such as:
'Angels appear in Syria'
Funny stories of Battle
True Dream: The Phone in the backbone
Miracle and Dream - 'he drops his gun and reaches towards the sky'
Amazing true Dream: 'I saw Jannah (Paradise).. but I woke up'
and much more!
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Ebook 2: MARTYRS OF SYRIA (2014)

…they purified their intentions and made Hijrah (emigration) for the sake of Allah, travelling
the Earth for His sake. They searched for the Victorious Group (al-Taa'ifah al Mansoorah)
who Allah's Messenger Muhammad (peace be on him) promised would give victory to the
religion. They faced the enemy of Allah like mountains! While being humble slaves of Allah
and soft towards the believers. They asked of Allah:
'O Allah take from my blood until You are pleased. Then one day, perhaps the ummah
(muslim nation) will be freed from oppression.'
These are the shuhadaa (martyrs) of this ummah, who bore witness that 'there is no god but
Allah' with their hunger, sweat, and blood.
Download the Full Ebook HERE (4mb) - 102 pages:
Download | Read Online
https://archive.org/download/EbookHeroesOfSyria2014/HEROES-OF-SYRIA-2014.pdf
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Ebook 1: Black Flags from the EAST (Khorasan)

Note: this book is on the life of Osama bin Laden.

Download | Read Online
http://archive.org/download/BlackFlagsFromTheEast/Black-Flags-from-the-East.pdf

(Right Click on Download - Save Link As - then save to 'My Documents')
83 pages | (1.3mb) | Release date: November 2012.
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Ebook 2: Black Flags from SYRIA

The Syrian revolution began as peaceful demonstrations, and turned into an armed conflict in 2012.
The people of Syria simply wanted a change of regime, but due to a lack of support from the
international community, many lost hope and turned to Allah (God) alone. 'We have none but you O
Allah!' (Arabic: maa lanaa ghayruka ya Allah!) was the cry of the Syrians.
This cry would soon be responded to, through the army of Black Flags in Syria. To find out more, get
the Ebook for free.
Book Release Date: May 26th 2013. | 107 Pages | Size: 3mb.
Download Book | Read Online
https://archive.org/download/BlackFlagsFromSyria-Ebook/Black-Flags-from-Syria-Ebook-FULL-lq.pdf
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Ebook 3: Black Flags from ARABIA

With the civil wars raging on in Syria and Yemen, the Arabian Peninsula is surrounded by
men with Black Flags. Their objective: to conquer Arabia, take over Makkah, and announce
a Global Caliphate (Khilafah).
How will they do this? And why are so many righteous believers dreaming of a near-future
conflict which will spread all over the Arabian Peninsula? How will this conflict lead to the
conquest of and the arrival of al-Mahdi? (the Guided one who will lead all Sunni Muslims).
Get this Ebook free, to find the answers.
Download (3mb) | Read Online
https://archive.org/download/EbookBlackFlagsFromArabia/Black-Flags-from-ARABIA.pdf
Pages: 127 – Release Date: 3rd September 2013
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Ebook 4: Black Flags from PERSIA (Iran):

Download | Read Online
https://archive.org/download/EbookBlackFlagsFromPersia/Ebook-Black-Flags-from-PERSIA.pdf

86 pages | 5mb | Released: 19th Oct 2014
A war has just ignited in the heart of the Middle East, like the early days of Islamic history. Abu
Bakr, sends out the believers to fight the Arab tribes allied to the Romans. Then he turns his
attention to the Persian empire, knowing that after their defeat will begin the war against the
Romans’.
A war which is gradually engulfing the entire Muslim world until none from this Ummah (Nation) is
spared. A war, which will spread to the far East, and the far West, to the extent that it will even spill
into the heart of Europe. This is when the Malhama al-Kubra (Armageddon) will begin. When could
this happen by? If we look at the pace of events unfolding right now, it could be 2020. Will the Sunni
Mahdi be here by then? How will it happen? Read Black Flags from Persia, to find out more.
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Ebook 5: Black Flags from ROME (Europe)

Download | Read Online
100 pages | 4mb
https://archive.org/download/EbookBlackFlagsFromRome_789/EbookBlackFlagsFromRome.pdf
Europe is returning to the Dark Ages (due to a financial recession). Armed gangs are forming into
militias for racist politicians, and a young Muslim minority is their enemy. All this while a Caliphate is
growing across the Mediterranean sea next door. How does this mix of chaos lead to the conquest
of Rome (the capital of Europe)?
Read this new Ebook: Black Flags from Rome - to find out in detail how.
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The Last Day:
And the Trumpet will be blown , and all who are in the heavens and all who are on the earth
will swoon away, except him who God wills. Then it will blown a second time and behold,
they will be standing, looking on (waiting).
And the earth will shine with the light of its Lord, and the record [of deeds] will be placed,
and the prophets and the witnesses will be brought, and it will be judged between them in
truth, and they will not be wronged.
And every soul will be fully compensated [for] what it did; and He is most knowing of what
they do.
And those who disbelieved will be driven to Hell in groups until, when they reach it, its
gates are opened and its keepers will say, "Did there not come to you messengers from
yourselves, reciting to you the verses of your Lord and warning you of the meeting of this
Day of yours?" They will say, "Yes, but the word of punishment has come into effect upon
the disbelievers.
[To them] it will be said, "Enter the gates of Hell to abide eternally therein, and how bad is
the final home of the arrogant.
But those who obeyed their Lord will be driven to Paradise in groups until, when they
reach it while its gates have been opened and its keepers say, "Peace be upon you; you
have become pure; so enter it to live forever therein,"
And they will say: "All the praises and thanks be to God Who has fulfilled His Promise to us
and has made us inherit (this) land. We can dwell in Paradise where we will; how excellent a
reward for the pious good workers!
And you shall see the angels going round about the throne glorifying the praise of their
Lord; and judgment shall be given between them with justice, and it shall be said:

All praise is due to God - Allah, the Lord of the worlds.

Quran (al-Zumar – the Confederates - 39: 68-73)

This was the last book in the Black Flags Series, may Allah give us a good and beautiful return to
Him, in a state of martyrdom, so He is pleased with us, amen.
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